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FOREWORD

The Technical Committee/Workshop on Computer Aided Safety Analysis was

organized by the IAEA in cooperation with the National Board for Safety and

Radiological Protection (SAAS) of the German Democratic Republic in Berlin.

The purpose of the meeting was to provide an opportunity for

discussions on experiences in the use of computer codes used for safety

analysis of nuclear power plants. In particular it was intended to provide a

forum for exchange of information among experts using computer codes for

safety analysis under the Technical Cooperation Programme on Safety of WWER

Type Reactors (RER/9/004) and other experts throughout the world.

The detailed programme of the meeting, containing a list of all papers

presented, is shown in Annex 1.

The meeting was conducted in a workshop style, to encourage involvement

of all participants during the discussions. Forty five (45) experts'from 19

countries, plus 22 experts from the GDR participated in the meeting. A list

of participants can be found at the end of this volume.

Forty-two (42) papers were presented and discussed during the meeting.

Additionally an open discussion was held on the possible directions of the

IAEA programme on Computer Aided Safety Analysis.

A summary of the conclusions of these discussions is presented in the

following section.

The remainder of this proceedings volume comprises the transcript of

selected technical papers presented in the meeting. It is the intention of

the IAEA that the publication of these proceeding will extend the benefits of

the discussions held during the meeting to a larger audience throughout the

world.
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS

The participants of the Technical Committee/Workshop on Computer Aided

Safety Analysis met in the final session and agreed upon the following

conclusions:

The Programme on Computer-Aided Safety Analysis, run by the IAEA

since 1982, has been very fruitful until now. Technical

Committee meetings are a good opportunity for the exchange of

information at 1.5 to 2 years' intervals.

In order to improve the exchange of information a computerized

bulletin board system in the field of nuclear safety should be

promoted. The system should be established in one of the Member

States and could be open and accessible via digital network or

telephone lines. That would provide means for very fast

information exchange between users on different problems of

safety analysis. In the course of time, the collected material

would become a valuable source of guidelines for users.

For further assessment of safety analysis codes a third standard

problem exercise based on the PMK-NVH test facility with a leak

from primary to secondary side of a steam generator should be

organized.

- Member States are encouraged to participate in standard problems,

since such problems are the best training for safety analyses.

The exchange of information related to separate effect tests and

standard problem exercises should be further promoted.

Results of some severe accident experiments (e.g. ACE, LACE, fuel

behaviour) performed in different countries should be made

available to Member States for the validation of severe accident

evaluation codes.



A meeting on computer codes for radiological consequence

analysis, should be organized in the future.

Computer codes using trajectory type models for radiological

consequence assessment (e.g. TRADOS, CRACHEAT) should be

implemented at the IAEA computer and made available to Member

States.

Experience gathered by Member States participating in the

Regional Programme could be disseminated to other Member States

by accepting trainees from these countries. In the future it is

desirable that both the DBA and the severe accident groups

prepare guidelines for using the RELAP5/MOD2 and STCP codes.

The guidelines and recommendations from OECD international

standard problems should be disseminated among all participants.

Guidelines for the training of code users should be developed.

Guidelines for QA and QC on use of computer codes for safety

analyses should be developed.

The next TC meeting should include topics on uncertainty analysis

for best estimate codes. Member States are encouraged to start

with the activity of uncertainty analysis in the field of nuclear

safety.

The possibility of including analytical tools for structural

analysis in the IAEA's future activities on computer aided safety

analysis should be investigated.

Specific Conclusions Related to IAEA Programmes on WWER Type Reactors

Participants from countries constructing and operating WWER units

consider a supporting role of the IAEA as very valuable in the past and of

great importance in î he future for their effort to analyse and improve NPP

safety. Substantial progress has been achieved in the field of codes

assessment and a wide spectrum of accidents has been analysed. Coordinated

8



activity of participants, consultants and observers within the framework of

the IAEA WWER oriented regional projects provided a very good basis for

obtaining positive results.

For further progress in computer-aided safety analysis and its

application for safety of VVER units, the Agency's support is considered to be

of great value in the following areas:

1. Analysis of operational transients and accidents within design

basis

Continuation of WER-440 DBA analysis is of common interest. Several

new problems have been recognized in previous calculations which have to be

analysed by a more sophisticated approach, such as long-term core cooling by

low-pressure injection system, impact of the primary loops asymmetry on core

cooling and on overall system behaviour, importance of the secondary side

cooling modes for accident mitigation.

In addition to the analyses mentioned above, supporting calculations

for improvement of operating procedures and generally for preparation of

operating personnel are considered a valuable contribution to safe plant

operation. Various accident scenarios should be evaluated from these

calculât ions.

Licensing type analysis of WWER-1000 units should also be performed for

several accidents which cannot be effectively solved by the codes and

computers presently available in the countries.

More advanced system codes, such as RELAP5/MOD2, should be installed

and tested on the Agency computer in the shortest possible time, and

sufficient training for future users should be organized, possibly by the end

of 1989. Training should be concentrated mainly on modelling techniques and

preparation of input data for WWER reactors.

Because many calculations require sensitivity analysis, a fast running

code (e.g. SMABRE) will be very useful for this purpose. The IAEA should try

to obtain such codes and to distribute it for use in Member States.

The Committee accepted the GDR proposal to implement the DYN3D code at

the IAEA for distribution or for use by interested Member States.



In this connection it is recommended to elaborate benchmark problems

for hexagonal geometry (WWER-440, WWER-1000), and !.he IAEA should examine the

possibility of organizing and making available experimental results for code

assessment.

2. Analysis of severe accidents

The preparation of the new version of STCP adapted to WWER reactors is

needed. Some changes will be made by the Moscow Working Group, others by the

authors (Batelle Cdumbus) in the new version of codes. The IAEA's support is

needed for the verification of the new version and its adaptation to the IAEA

computer with transfer to participating countries.

Organization by the Agency of an exchange of information concerning

severe accident experiments with the benchmark of codes will be very useful.

The IAEA should investigate the possibility of installing other severe

accident codes (e.g. MAAP, SCADAP) in order to broaden the possibilities of

analysis in this area.

3. Activities supporting probabalistic safety assessment

In order to ensure further progress in practical implementation of PSA

methodology for WWER NPP safety assessment, systamatic investigation of WWER

plant response phenomenology should be stimulated and guided by the IAEA. In

particular, the IAEA projects devoted to PSA for WER plants should be

supported using experience of both DBA and Severe Accident oriented

specialists.

Some important information on plant response phenomenology for WWER-440

exists, however, the current status of knowledge is not sufficient for PSA.

The majority of existing DBA oriented analyses is not appropriate due to

conservative assumptions concerning safety systems availability and limited

time scope of simulation. Supplementary thermal hydraulic analyses are needed

to provide supporting information on minimum safety systems requirements and

event tree logic.

10
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The most important issues in the area of PSA oriented thermal-hydraulic

analysis which are proposed as a subject for further investigation within the

framework of the IAEA programmes on computer-aided safety analysis include:

Scenarios initiated by SBLOCA's involving secondary feed and

bleed (HPIS not available);

Scenarios initiated by SBLOCAs involving primary feed and bleed

(emergency feedwater not available).

Scenarios initiated by intermediate break LOCAs.

PSA oriented WWER plant response analysis for scenarios initiated by

transients is recognized as an area that also needs more coordinated

research. This area may be covered more easily based on country developed

software and hardware. However, some assistance and guidance in this area

from the IAEA is very desirable.

It is recognized that PSA oriented analysis is very CPU time

consuming. For this reason simplified models and codes should be developed.

Severe accident oriented thermal-hydraulic codes (e.g. MARCH) may be useful

for this purpose if proved to be appropriately validated. More systematic

work in thi_ area (incl. comparison of results obtained with STCP and RELAP5)

should be stimulated and guided by the IAEA.

11





IAEA ACTIVITIES IN COMPUTER
AIDED SAFETY ANALYSIS

C. ALMEIDA
Division of Nuclear Safety,
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

Abstract

This paper describes the present status of the IAEA activities in the

field of computer-aided safety analysis. These activities aim to assist

developing countries with a nuclear power plant programme to conduct the

analysis necessary for design review and safety assessment, through the

development of guidelines for these activities, the provision of the necessary

tools (mostly computer codes) and the corresponding training, and also by

providing an international forum for the exchange of information in the area

of safety analysis.

The paper also discusses future directions for the programme.

1. IHTRODUCTION

In accordance with its statutory function as a promoter of peaceful

utilization of nuclear energy and its obligation regarding the application of

safety standards, the International Atonic Energy Agency (IAEA) conducts a

series of activities in the field of safety analysis. These activities aim to

assist developing countries embarking on a nuclear power plant programme to

conduct the analysis necessary for design review and safety assessment,

through the development of guidelines for this work, the provision of the

necessary tools (mostly computer codes) and corresponding training, and by

providing an international forum for the exchange of information in the safety

analysis area.

This work describes some of the Agency's activities in the field and

13 discusses future direction of the programme.



2. THE IAEA ACTIVITIES OH COMPUTES AIDED SAFETY ANALYSIS

The activities can be broadly divided in three main areas: Design

Basis Accident (DBA), Severe Accidents, including source term considerations,

and Probabalistic Safety Assessment (PSA).

In the Design Basis Accident area, emphasis has been in the evaluation

of loss of coolant accidents with sophisticated thermo-hydraulic computer

cooes, but containment and fuel analysis have also beer involved. These

activities have been carried out within a regional programme on computer-aided

safety analysis which is described in the following section.

ary

At the same time, in order to provide confidence in the results of the

analysis, an effort in the field of code assessment through the organization

of standard problems has been carried out. The two exercises conducted in

1986-1988 are briefly discussed in section 4.

In the area of Severe Accident, calculations with the Source Term Code

Package of the USNRC, have been perforemd, but the activities also involve a

series of meetings with the preparation of reports on severe accident

management, containment evaluation, hydrogen behaviour, etc. as described in

Section S.

to

In the area of Probabilistic Safety Assessment, both guidelines and

analysis tools (computer codes), have been developed within an Interregional

Programme on Probabilistic Safety Assessment. Gathering of reliability data

has also been coordinated by the IAEA on an international basis. These

activities are summarized in Section 6.

3. THE REGIONAL PROGRAMME ON COMPUTER-AIDED SAFETY ANALYSIS

ety
In 1982 the IAEA established a programme through which large complex

computer codes necessary for safety analysis of nuclear power plants were made

available to developing countries with an advanced nuclear power programme but

with difficulties in access to either computer codes or the large computers

necessary to utilize them.



ij 3.1 Computer Codes Available

The first code implemented under this programme was RELAP4/MOD6, an

American code used in the thermohydraulic analysis of Loss of Coolant

Accidents.

RElJ

3. I

Later on new codes have been added to the IAEA system. The codes

available at the Agency computer related to deterministic safety analysis are

presented in Table 3.1, together with their status of implementation.

Additional codes exists in the area of Probabilistic Safety Assessment.

th:

in

wit

Until now, RELAP4/MOD6 has been by far the most used code in terms of

runs and especially in terms of computer costs.

TABLE 3.1. COMPUTER CODES FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS

CODE

RELAP4/MOD6

SSYST-2

CONTEMPT-LT/26

COBRA-3C
EQRISK

LUSH

CRAC-2

MARCH-2

0RI6EN

SSYST-3

DRUFAN-1

STCP

NORCOOL

RELAP5/MOD1

RELAP5/M0D2

PURPOSE

PLANT THERMOHYDRAUUC (lOCA)

FUEL ROD ANALYSIS

CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS

CORE THERMO-HYDRAUUC (TRANSIENTS)

EARTHQUAKE RISK (SITING)

SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION ANALYSIS

(SITING/SEISMIC ANALYSIS)

CALCULATION OF REACTOR ACCIDENT

CONSEQUENCES (DOSE AND DAMAGE)

SEVERE ACCIDENT (MELT DOWN)

RADIOACTIVE INVENTORY

FUEL ROD ANALYSIS

PLANT THERMOHYDRAUUCS

SOURCE TERM CODE PACKAGE

REFLOOD THERMOHYDRAUUCS

PLANT THERMOHYDRAUUCS

PLANT THERMOHYDRAUUCS

STATUS

IN USE

IN USE

IN USE

IN USE

IN USE

IN USE

IN USE

IN USE

TESTED

IN USE

IN USE

IN USE

TESTED

IN USE

TESTED

38-

28-•



In the future, it is expected that RELAP5/MOD2 should replace

RELAP4/MOD6 as the main analytical tool, with improved modelling capabilities.

3.2 Statistics of the Programme

: s are

lament.

Figures 3.1 to 3.4 present some statistics of service available under

the programme.

One of the limitations of the programme is the location of the computer

in Vienna. This has restricted its use to countries in Europe and those

within relatively short distance to Austria.

Ins of

R E R / 9 / 0 0 2 REGIONAL PROGRAMME OK COMPUTER AIDED SAFETY ANALYSIS
RER/S /004 REGIONAL PROGRAMME ON SAFETY ANALYSIS OF WWER-TYPE REACTOR

VISITS TO IAEA HEADQUARTERS (up to 1 5 / 0 4 / 8 9 )

COUNTRY
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FIG. 3.1.
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The second limitation is the availability of the computer for large

jobs such as small-break analysis with RELAP4/MOD6. This has restricted the

number of users/groups which can perform calculations at the same time to one

or two at most. Combined with some administrative problems this has

restricted the number of weeks of computer utilization (Fig. 3.2).

ne

Since the visits of experts to Vienna is at the expense of the Agency,

this also restricts the total man-weeks which the programme can support within

the available budget, which is about US$70 000 set aside specifically for this

purpose (Fig. 3.3).

chin

this
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Finally, the computer costs, which have to be shared by several

divisions of the IAEA, sets the most restrictive limits for the total

production of the programme (Fig. 3.4).
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Although some of these restrictions cannot easily be removed, more

efficient use of the time and the computers, as well as the experience gained

by participants has improved the output of the programme.

3.3 Other Activities within the programme

In addition to making the computers as well as computer codes

available, the Agency has also been providing technical support for users in

several ways.

Computer specialists from IAEA provide support for users, assisting

them in developing new tools for the use of the Code such as plotting routines

or interface files. Technical support on plant modelling and selection of

code parameters is provided depending on the need of users and subject to

RXB/0/OOS REGIONAL PROGRAMME ON COMPUTER AIDED SAFETY ANALYSIS
R E R / 8 / 0 0 4 REGIONAL PROGRAMME ON SAFETY ANALYSIS OF WTTER-TYPE REACTOR

Man.Week OF COMPUTER UTILIZATION (up to 1 5 / 0 4 / 8 9 )

130 COUNTRY

YUG

BUL

HUN

• ; • •

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

YEAR

FIG.3.3.
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COUNTRY

* * * * * STCP

r~~H Bui.

^^H Supct

8±
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

YEAR
(Values for 1982/83 are oppokima'.ed)

FIG. 3.4.

limitations of Agency staff. The exchange of information between new users

and more experienced users is encouraged in order to overcome this

limitation. The use of outside experts is another way which has been explored.

In order to provide incentive for this exchange of information,

periodical meetings have been organized involving not only programme

participants but also other users and code developers from more developed

countries. (See Table 3.2).

Whenever a new code has been installed, specific workshops have been

organized, usually with the participation of code developers, to introduce the

code to new users (See Table 3.3).



TABLE 3.2. MEETINGS

YEAR

1982

1983

1984

1985

1989

1988

(FEB)

(JUNE)

(DEC)

1989

MEETINGS

TC/W ON IAEA ASSISTANCE IN USES OF COMPUTER CODES

FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS
SM ON EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELLING ASPECTS

ON SBLOCA

TC/W ON THE IAEA PROGRAMME ON USES OF COMPUTER

CODES FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS
TC/W ON THE IAEA PROGRAMME ON COMPUTER AIDED

SAFETY ANALYSIS

TC/W ON THE IAEA PROGRAMME ON COMPUTER AIDED

SAFETY ANALYSIS

WORKSHOP ON WWER REFERENCE PLANT

SPECIFICATION

WORKSHOP ON WWER REFERENCE PLANT

DBA RESULTS
WORKSHOP ON PLANT SPECIFIC DBA

RESULTS

TC/W ON THE IAEA PROGRAMME ON COMPUTER AIDED

SAFETY ANALYSIS

PLACE

BUDAPEST

BUDAPEST

VARNA

PORTOROZ

WARSAW

SOFIA

WARSAW

PIESTANI

BERLIN

TABLE 3.3. WORKSHOPS

DATE

1983

1984

1985

1987

1988

1989

1989

CODE

SSYST-2

CRAC2

MARCH2

STCP

STCP N »

MODIFICATION OF

STCP FOR WWER

RELAP5/MOD2

LECTURER

H. BORGWALD

R. BLOND

P. CYBULSKIS

(BCL)

(USA.FRG)

(BCL/MOSCOW)

(PLANNED)



3.4 Reformulation of the programme

Although the Regional Programme on Computer-Aided Safety Analysis has

been considered successful, the present budgetary restrictions mentioned above

have made it necessary to reformulate the programme.

Taking into consideration that several participants from Eastern Europe

have similar analyses to perform for plants of similar design, namely WWER

type, the programme has been reformulated into a Regional Programme on Safety

Analysis of WWER Reactors.

Under this programme, different groups of participating countries

performed complementary calculation for a "reference WWER-440". The results

of these calculations were reviewed in several workshops. Later on,

individual calculations, taking into account specific plant features and

parameters, were performed by each country.

By this procedure, not only was a reduction in computer costs achieved,

but the exchange of experience also increased confidence in the results of the

analysis.

:he

4. THE STANDARD PROBLEM EXERCISES

17

Aiming to enlarge the experimental data base for code assessment, the

International Atomic Energy Agency, in co-operation with the Central Research

Institute for Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, has organized two

standard problem exercises involving the simulation of a loss of coolant

accident in the experimental facility PMK-NVH, a scaled down model of a

WWER-440 nuclear power plant. This section presents a description of the

facility and the test and summarizes the conclusions of the intercomparison of

results provided by the participants in pre-test and post-test calculations.

4.1 The PMK-NVH Facility

The experimental facility shown in figure 4.1 is a scaled down model of

the Paks nuclear power plant, which is equipped with WWER-440 type reactors of

Atomenergoexport design. The loop is primarily designed to investigate small

I
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FIG.4.1. PMK-NVH facility.

break LOCA processes in such plants. Some basic parameters of the facility

are presented in Table 4.1. The volume and power scaling is 1:2070.

Operation conditions are at nominal plant operation pressure (12.3 MPa) and

temperature (541 K at core inlet). Elevations are at the sane as in the plant

except for lower plenum and pressurizer. The reactor core is modelled by 19

electrically heated rods with a total power of 664 kW.

'it



18 TABLE 4.1. PMK-MVH PARAMETERS

PARAMETER

Scaling Factor

Maximum Power

Nominal Power

Number ot rods

Primary pressure

Primary tiow

Inlet temperature

Secondary pressure

Secondary tlow

Feedwater temperoture

HPIS set point

SIT set points

Secondary PORV set point

VALUE

1:2070

2000 kW

664 kW

19

12.3 MPa

4.5 kg/s

541 K

4.6 MPa

0.36 kg/s

496 K

11.5 MPa

5.9 MPa

5.3 MPa

4.2 The Standard Problem Exercises

The test selected for the first exercise was a 7.4% cold leg break,

starting from full power, without hydro accumulator injection and with

actuation of one of the three high-pressure injection systems. The second

exercise involve the same test conditions except for the actuation of hydro

accummulator injection.

The first exercise vas conducted during 1985-1986 and the second during

1987 under the coordination of the IAEA.

Invitations for participation in this exercise were extended to all

IAEA Member States with nuclear safety research programmes. In the first

exercise, seventeeen institutions from 12 countires have provided 20

calculations with seven different computer codes. In the second exercise two

additional countries were involved (see Table 4.2).



TABLE 4.2. PARTICIPANTS

COUNTRY
ARGENTINA

AUSTRIA

BULGARIA

CHINA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

FINLAND

GERMAN.D.R.

INDIA

ITALY

POUND

TURKEY

URSS

YUGOSLAVIA

HUNGARY

14

SPE1

ORGANIZATION
CNEA

OFZS

INRNE

EP

IAE

SWRI

NPPRI

SKODA

VTT
••

ZFK

BARC

UP
I t

ENEL

IAE

US

FEE

CRIP

17

CODE
RETRAN

RELAP4/6

RELAP4/6

RELAP4/6

RELAP5/1

RELAP3B

REUP4/5

SUP-2

RELAP4/6

REUP5/2

SMABRE

REUP-UK

REUP4/6

REUP4/6

REUP5/1

REUP4/6

REUP4/6

REUP4/6
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The intercomparison of results was performed by IAEA in co-operation

with Hungarian experts and the results have been published in two IAEA

Technical Document. '
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4.3 Results of the first exercise

The experiment was conducted according to the specifications in July

1986. A significant instrumentation problem was the failure of a turbine flow

meter (FL-52) and the cross correlation flow measurement (Fl-61).

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 present the experimental results, where a slight

core uncover can be identified at about 185 sec.
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Due to the large number of participants the results have had to be

grouped Cor the intercomparison plots. Typical pre-test results are presented

in figures 4.4 to 4.5. Improved results, obtained in post-test calculations

are presented in figures 4.6.

The results showed that more advanced codes, such as RELAPS or RETRAN,

do not always provide better results than earlier versions of the RELAP code



2Q family, especially in pre-test (blind) calculations. The results have shown a

relative dependence on code users.

As far as the transient is concerned, the opening of the break results

in a fast reduction system pressure and decrease in pressurizer level, with

the pressurizer emptied at 15s. This time was modelled fairly well by most of

the pi

tran;.J

imprcj

the cl

of trfl

all.
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of

the participants. However, the primary pressure in the second part of the

transient is underestimated by most of the participants especially due to

improper modelling of secondary side heat losses. A brief dryout on top of

the core, measured at about 185s was particularly difficult to predict. Some

of the calculations predicting extensive dry-out, others not detecting it at

all.
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The participants at the final workshop concluded that the facility was

adequate for code validation experiments, although improvements on

instrumentation was recommended. These improvements, carried out with the

support of the IAEA, included a gama-densitometer and break-flow measurement

which were very useful in the second exercise.



4.4 Results of the second exercise

The second test was a less severe transient owing to the early

injection of hydro-accumulators. However, the injection of cold water in a

hot loop was more difficult to model analytically. Equilibrium codes (such as

RELAP3, RELAP4/6 and RELAP.UK) were unable to model this non-equilibrium

phenomena. Results obtained with RELAP5/2, on the other hand were in good

agreement with experimental results, (see figs. 4.7 - 4.10).
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5. THE SEVERE ACCIDENT ACTIVITIES

Modern nuclear safety thinking requires not only that the plant be safe

with respect to design basis accidents, but also that measures be taken to

prevent and mitigate accidents beyond design basis. These measures have

usually been called severe accident nanagenent.

infc
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The IAEA has been active in this field by promoting exchange of

information through several specialized meetings (see Table S.I) and the

publication of technical documents [3,4].

• \ • ' •

Since 1985, through an offer of the USNRC, computer codes for sever*

accident analysis have been made available to Member States. Initially, the
. #
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MARCH-2 Code was implemented and later the whole Source Term Code Package

(STCP) has been nade available on the Agency computer, or has been transferred

to interested groups.
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Following a scheme similar to the activities related to Design Basis

Accident, WWER users have performed joint analysis of severe accidents for a

reference WWER-440, involving selected sequences leading to core meltdown.



TABLE 5.1. IAEA MEETINGS ON SEVERE ACCIDENT

MEETING

TC ON AIRBORNE FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

FOLLOWING CORE DAMAGE ACCIDENTS

TC ON FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

FOLLOWING CLASS 9 ACCIDENTS

TC ON ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

SYMPOSIUM ON SOURCE TERM EVALUATION

FOR ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

TC ON HYDROGEN ISSUES RELATED TO

SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

TC ON REACTIVITY INITIATED

ACCIDENTS

SYMPOSIUM ON SEVERE ACCIDENT IN

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

ADVISORY GROUP ON SEVERE

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

TC ON SEVERE ACCIDENT

CONTAINMENT DESIGN BASIS

TC ON REACTIVITY INITIATED

ACCIDENTS

TC ON USE OF PSA RESULTS FOR

SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

PLACE

VIENNA

VIENNA

MUNICH

COLUMBUS

TOKYO

VIENNA

SORRENTO

VIENNA

MOSCOW

VIENNA

MADRID

DATE

1981

1982

1985

1986

1986

1987

1988

1988

1988

1989

1989

Irred These analyses, performed under the Regional Programme on Safety of

WWER Type Reactors, have demonstrated the need for modifications and

adaptations of STCP which was basically developed to model LWR's of American

design. These changes are now being carried out by a joint group composed of

WWER users together with consultants from Soviet design organizations and the

American code developers, in an IAEA sponsored workshop in Moscow.



24 6. THE PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT AREA

The first application of probabilistic methodology to nuclear reactor

safety was the American Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) published in 1975.

To date, more than 30 Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSA's) have been

completed in various countries and it is recognized that their results have

brought invaluable insights for plant design and operation.

The IAEA, having recognized the importance of the subject, has

developed several activities covering all aspects of its basic functions of

promoting exchange of information, developing standards, providing assistance

and training, promoting research and development.

The activities have basically been restricted to level 1 PSA

(evaluation of core meltdown probabilities), but some tools for consequence

analysis have also been available.

6.1 Exchange of Information

The exchange of information is promoted through the organization of

several meetings (Table 6.1) and the publication of proceedings

technical documents

[5]
or

The Agency has also organized a series of "Case Studies" which aims to

report and document in a tutorial manner, actual applications of PSA in safety

decisions. Table 6.2 presents the status of the 12 case studies encompassed

in the series. New studies may be added in the future.

6.2 Development of Standards

Aiming to promote the standardization of PSA reports and to provide a

consistent franework to compare results, an effort was initiated to prepare a

series of PSA guidelines.
[7]

been prepared.

To date a reference report addressing Level 1 has



TABLE 6.1. LIST OF MAJOR PSA MEETINGS FOR 1988

MEETING

TC ON USE OF EXPERT

SYSTEMS IN NUCLEAR SAFETY

TC ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE

REQUIREMENTS FOR PLANT

OPERATING STAFF

TC ON USER'S REQUIREMENTS

FOR DECISION SUPPORT

SYSTEMS

PUCE

VIENNA

VIENNA

VIENNA

DATE

OCTOBER

17-21

SEPTEMBER

26-30

NOV/DEC

f-Y

Specific guidelines on PSA elements are in preparation, covering

aspects such as: computer codes, human error modelling, treatment of external

hazard, common cause failures, etc.

6.3 Training

International PSA training courses are an important element of the

activities of the IAEA; A six-week course is offered on a yearly basis. The

course covers the basic elements for PSA including a 2 week workshop where

participants exercise practical applications of system modelling and accident

sequence quantification on the use of computer codes introduced at this

stage. The next courses will take place in Madrid in September, and in Moscow

in November.

4*



TABLE 6.2. STATUS OF PSA CASE STUDIES TABL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

CASE STUDY TITLE

AND AUTHOR

IDENTIFICATION OF SYSTEMS AND

STATUS/COMMENTS

IN PUBLICATION

COMPONENTS IMPORTANT TO SAFETY
H. LAMBERT.

BACKFITTING
J . YOUNG

NEW SAFETY ISSUES,

IDENTIFICATION AND RANKING
R. BUDNTTZ

FORMULATION AND USE OF

RELIABILITY DATA FOR PSA
J. FRAGOU

A PSA PEER REVIEW WITH

FOCUS ON SPECIFIC ISSUES.
H. UUIBEHT

INVESTIGATION OF STATION

RISK AT MILESTONE - 3
J.BBKEL

IN PUBLICATION

FINAL DRAFT READY

SECOND DRAFT RECEIVED

FINAL DRAFT READY

FIRST DRAFT REVIEWED

6.4 Technical Assistance on PSA

25

Realizing that PSA can be of great value in the evaluation of the

safety of nuclear power plants, the IAEA started an Inter-Regional Programme

on PSA, in 1985. The objective of the programme was to establish teams

capable of performing PSA in developing Member States, and to use the results

obtained to support safety decisions. The programme, initially limited to

nuclear power plants, was extended to research reactors as well, in 1986.

The assistance provided included expert missions to support PSA

planning as well as organization of workshops tailored to the specific

requirements of a specific Member State. Workshops held in previous years

7.

8.

9.

11

12

cov«

use

sira|

on

WWE

facl

dat|

con

Adi:



TABLE. 6.2. (com.)

7.

8.

9.

10

11

12

CASE STUDY TITLE

AND AUTHOR

MAKING OPERATIONAL DECISIONS

USING PSA INFORMATION ON PCs
J.B. FUSSEL

USE OF HUMAN RELIABILITY

ANALYSIS FOR PSAs AND

PLANT APPLICATION

USE OF PSA TO ANALYSE

COMMON CAUSE FAILURE
JJUJ1C0

IDENTIFICATION OF DOMINANTE

ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
P.KAFKA, G.RBCHARO

EVALUATION OF OPERATING

EXPERIENCE: GERMAN

PRECURSOR STUDY
PJWKA. G.REKHAHT

PSA FOR ONE-TIME VARIANCE

IN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.
J-HCKEL

| STATUS/COMMENTS

IN PUBLICATION

IN PUBUCATION

SECOND DRAFT REVIEWED

FIRST DRAFT REVIEWED

IN PUBUCATION

IN PUBUCATION

covered topics such as methods of data collection, use of SETS computer code,

use of Fault Tree and Markov methods, etc.

Considering the need to foster cooperation among countries operating

similar reactor types, the IAEA, in 1988, also initiated a Regional Programme

on PSA of WWER type reactors. The programme is intended to assist owners of

WWER's in the development of a Level 1 study under a common framework. To

facilitate the review and exchange of results, aspects related to reliability

database, nomenclature, selection and grouping of initiating events and use of

computer codes were discussed during the early stages of the project.

Additionally, the programme uses the PSA guidelines established by the IAEA.



OC 6.5 Computer Codes for PSA

As part of the inter-regional PSA programme a small library of PSA
r o i

related computer programmes has been established at the IAEA. In

addition, support for the implementation and use of the programmes is

provided. The selection of specific computer codes depends to a large extent

on the computer hardware available in a country or accessible to a specific

organization. Therefore adaptation of some of the codes to different computer

equipment was done by the users. Table 6.3 shows a list of ths PSA related

computer programmes contained in the library and the computer types on which

they are operable.

TABLE 6.3. COMPUTER CODES FOR PSA AT IAEA

CODE

BABSM

PREP k KITT

MOCUS

FTAP

ALLCUTS

FRANTIC III

SETS, SEP

SAMPLE

WAM E

ORCHARD a)

TREE-MASTER

PSA-PACK

IBM

IBM

IBM

IBM

IBM

IBM

CDC

IBM

IBM

IBM

IBM

IBM

COMPUTER TYPE

PC AND COMPATIBLES

MAINFRAME

MAINFRAME

MAINFRAME

MAINFRAME,

MAINFRAME,

MAINFRAME

MAINFRAME,

MAINFRAME

PC

PC

PC

IBM PC

IBM PC

IBM PC

6.6

Because personal computers (PCs) are increasingly utilized as

convenient workstations fot PSA analysis and considering that such packages

are generally not of public domain, the IAEA has initiated a project to

develop a PC software package for fault tree and event tree analysis. The



package is developed in cooperation with Member States and is primarily
[9]

intended for instructional purposes. The software, known as PSAPACK , is

being developed in modular form. The package includes:

reliability data bas°;

- full screen graphic fault tree editor;

fault tree codes MOCUS, ALLCUTS, FTAP;

event tree development code;

- uncertainty calculations;

- minimum cut set processign files;

6.6 Component Reliability Data Base

In response to the needs of Member States conducting or planning to

initiate PSA, the IAEA carried out a compilation of component reliability data

from the publicly available literature. The data base consists of

approximately 1,000 records compiled from 21 different data sources and

includes most of the data considered in PSAs of nuclear power plants.

The IAEA component reliability data base can be used as a stand alone

data source and as part of PSAPACK.

The data base was compiled using the dBase III programme for IBM PC or

compatibles and therefore this software is needed for using the data base as a

stand alone source. In using dBase III commands it is possible to browse and

select individual records with common characteristics (e.g., source, type of

component, failure mode, etc.).

For use with PSAPACK the IAEA data base is stored in text format.

PSAPACK includes an interface code which enables viewing of each single record

in the data base. After assessing the most appropriate record for a

particular analysis it can be retrieved and stored as an internal data base.

Failure rates will then be used automatically by the code for quantification

of fault or event trees.



7. CONCLUSION [7]

The activities of the IAEA in the field of Safety Analysis encompasses

a wide range of initiatives under different Agency programmes. IB]

Some of the activities related to Design Basis Accident, Severe

Accident and Probabilistic Safety Analysis were described in this work.

All of them have the same objective of providing Member States with

guidance, tools or information which will be conducive to a more uniform level

of safety analysis for nuclear power plants throughout the world.
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This paper reports on the experience of GDR participants on the IAEA

act iv i t i e s related to safety analysis of WER-type reactors. Although GDR

participates in the Regional Project RER/9/004 as an observer, calculations

involving loss of collant accident simulation have been performed with

computer codes DYBLO-2 and RELAP4/MOO6. Sone of the results of these

calculations are discussed in the paper.

1. Introduction

The report gives a short survey of our experiences as

par t ic ipant i n DBA analysis for WER-reactors in the
framework of IAEA Regional programme RER/9/004*

The 60R par t ic ipates in this Regional programme a9 an

observer.
Our country joins in the execution of specified accidents

computations for predefined reference plants with VVER 440

and VVER 1000.

For this we use computer codes which are developed in the

GDR and codes as RELAP4/mod6 and (in future) RELAP5 which

we are took over from IAEA.
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The essential aspects of GDR participation are improvments in

RELAP handling by discussions of specialists during the work-

shops and verification of applied GDR codes by international

code comparison. The WER plants analytical safety investiga-

tions in our region of responsibility are improved by both

points. Exchange of results and experiences during the work-

shops promote the international cooperation and specialization

in performance of safety analyses by favourable influence bila-

teral agreements between participating countries as a follow-

ing process of occuring exchange*

2. Participation of GDR in Regional Programme on DBA analyses

Up to now the participants of GDR are engaged in calculation

of the following accidents all performed for the WER 440

reference plant:

- main steam collector rupture

- break on the top of the pressurizer (corresponding

to diameter 90 mm)

- small and medium size break in cold leg

The accident "main steam collector rupture" was computed also

by using the transient code DYBLO-2 developed in GDR. The

other accidents by RELAP4/mod6 application.

2.1 DYBLO-2 calculations

The computation of the main steam collector rupture accident

was considered as a well-suited possibility to verify further

the code DY3L0-2. The application of relative simple, but

cheep working transient codes for special D3A-investigations

allows the consideration of many and extensive variants. The

verification of these codes by international code comparison

calculations is a presupposition for successfull using of

these codes.

A comparison of results was possible, because Bulgaria compu-

ted the same accident using RELAP4/mod6 und USSR using their

code DINAMIKA.
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The investigations should provide the following assertions

relevant for safety:

- estimation of subcooling maximum in loops and core and

of HPIS switching on,

- estimation of maximum pressure difference between primary

and secondary side in the affected S d

- obtain same preliminary information about the possibility

of return to power due to positive reactivity inserted

via primary circuit cooling down.

The results of all 3 codes showed, that the accident is

controled every time and the high pressure injection system

(HPIS)-set point is reached.

In spite of model distinction the results of RSLAP4/mod6 /I/

and DYBLO-2 /2/ are not very different, if the input data

are the same. And the differences in the results are ex-

plainable.

In pictures 1 - 9 we see some parameter courses.

Here we will not discuss this accident development, but only

show a comparison of some results.

For the calculation of the case 'Break of main steame collector'

(for a special reference plant, see /I/, /2/) was fixed following

assumptions (among other things):

- Double-end-break of main steam collector with failure of
fast closed valve from one steam generator,

- set point for high pressure injection pumps is

'Mixter level of pressurizer is equal 2i2m

(3 HPIP starts).

From picture 2 we see that the mass flow calculated by

RELAP4 is nearly from the timepoint 150s (here RELAP

likely switchet on to natural circulation) smaller than

0YBL02. Therefore the coolant temperature at core outlet

(pic.7), calculated by RELAP, is higher and the mixter

level in pressurizen drops slower (pic.5). This is the

reason for the later start of HPIP (at RELAP-couree).

Therefore the coolant (core inlet-)temperature-jump

(pic. 8,9) appears later (RELAP).
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The pressure-time courses for pressuriser pressure, cal-
culated by both codes agree well (pic4), but this is not
right (the pressure must deeper by DYBLO from HPIS-set
point (**470s)). The reason for this results are different
pressurizer models (equilibrium model in RELAP),

We see: The results of both codes are approximately the same
and differences are explainable in principle. A simple
transient-code has many advantages, espaoially for such
transient-analysis»
Here we able o change easy the core model for example.
This is a important point of view for the simulation of
secundary steam line break9.
The OYNAMICA-calculation was executed unfortunately with
another set point-criterions. Here we see it is very im-
portant for the comparision of results to fixed the cal-
culational-condltions exactely and to demand that all
participant calculate with same conditions.



2.2. RELAP4/mod6 calculations

2.2.1. Steam leak in pressurizer

These calculations were carried out by Poland and GDR using

different nodalisations, while USSR used the code OINAMIKA,

Also in this accident no dangerous state of plant was shown

by all three computations.

2.2.2. Main steam collector rupture

Basing on the data set of 3ulgaria a computation was done

using a more detailed nodalisation of pressurizer (3 nodes

instead of 1 node). In the case of more detailed nodalisation

nearly 20% more computation time was needed.

All results of this calculations are not analysed. But we

think, that the quilibrium model of pressurizer especially

for the surge in-phase is not suitable for such analysis

whereas for the surge out-phase it is suitable and a finer

nodalisation is possible.

2.2.3. Small and medium breaks (I06S of coolant accidents)

in cold leg

GOR joined in the calculation of a LQCA-series with the

same nodalisation and the same initial datas in each case,

but different leakage diameters.

The calculations was also executed by Soviet DYNAMICA-code.

Pictures 10 and 11 show a comparison of RELAP results /3, 4, 5, 6/

with DYNAMICA-results /7/ for the pressure-drop (pressure

course in the upper plenum) as a typical parameter-course

for LOCA.

While DYNAMICA provides relativ smoth curves, the RELAP-curves

have a structure because of starting emergency cooling system

actions. From this comparision we conclude that results bet-

ween the two codes must be to discuss deeper.

«,5

F 4
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4»»

Break diameter) — 40 mm 131
2 — 9 0 mm 141
3 — 150 mm /5/
4 — 200 mm 161

Pressure in upper plenum

«to t/s

Picture 10. Calculation with RELAP4/MOD6 for analysis of cold leg break LOCA.

P/MPa

Break diameter! — 40 mm
2 — 9 0 mm
3 — 170 mm

Piessure in upper plenum

Picture 11. Calculation with DINAMIKA /7/ for analysis of cold leg break LOCA.
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2.3» Conclusions from RELAP4/mod6 calculations

The various calculations represent an important contribution

to verification of the code for VVER plants. The investigations

showed the limits of application also. Such extreme nonequill-

brium processes as they occur during injection of 2 accumula-

tors into 1 volume of the model (for instance into the upper

plenum) produce effects of the coda, which are not reasinablo

in a physical manner (for example the very fast refilling of

upper plenum after start of accumulators injection). To in-

vestigate such processes the code RELAP5 should be applied.

The preparing steps to apply RELAP5 (like as training of user,

implementation of the code) should be done quickly.

Check of data sets coincidence could not satisfy in all cases.

But this difficult task is an essential precondition especially

to compare calculations, if they shall improve the quality of

safetyanalytical considerations.

Basing on the experiences obtained by GD>? calculations using

RELAP4/mod6 the RALAP-users in GDR formulated the following

requirements to be met, if this code is used in concern with

safety analyses for VVER 440i

- primary circuit is to be modeled by 3 loops (in cases of

LOCA with HPIS into 1 loop)

- avoid injection of 2 accumulators into 1 volume

- nodalisation:

• hot and cold logs at least 2 volume9 (loop seal clenriny)

. upper plenumj 2 volumes (no homogeneous mixture)

. pressurizert dependent on accident

. secondary circuiti a finer one if there is a leak in this

part

. core is to divide into 3 volumes and two channels for take

into account bypass streaming)

- plant geometry, characteristics of pumps, valves and other

aggregates and the conditions of safety system release is

to consider especially for each plant,

33



- pressurizer model is to choose in dependence from the type

of accident (f.e. a special nonequilibrium model)

In the sense of the examination of RELAP4 calculations by expe-

rimental results GDR supports the Hungarian offer to carry out

the 3. IAEA standard problem at PMK facility as an SG collector

rupture.

3. Further participation of GDR in RER/9/004

Further on GDR takes part in accident calculation of the VVER 1000

reference plant. At present the accidents

- break of MCL (850 mm diameter) in the cold leg

- loss of feedwater (1 EFP in operation)

are considered using RELAP4/mod6. The aim is to detect possible

core discovery and fuel overheating.

To compute the accident "main steam collector rupture (500mm

diameter)" the code ANDY-1000 is used, which is developed in

GDR. Besides the known aims from VVER 440 considerations (infor-

mation about criticality by loopcooling and start of emergency

system) it is to examine, whether an increasing of power generation

in single sections of core occurs, caused by large subcooling of

the defected loop despite standing subcriticality of core,

especially if the situation of coolant mixing in the lower

plenum is an unfavourable one. Here the connexion of the transient

code and efficient kinetic codes (like RAUDY or DYN3Q) is absolute

necessary. At present the code coupling is investigated.

Hitherto in the framework of RER/9/004 no reactivity accidents

were investigated, although these are design basis accidents

too. Only the combined accident "Rod ejection with LOCA (150mm

diameter)" will be considered by Cechos.lovekiain the future.

For computation of reactivity accidents with space depondorit

effects in GDR the mentioned 3d-codes RAUDY and DYN3D are

available. About them is reported in other papers. At present

there are results of code RAUDY for the accidents "Exentric rod

ejection {VVER 440)" and "Ejection of cluster control rods

(VVER 1000)".



34 We hope, that this capability of GDR may be helpful in tho

further work of the IAEA Regional Programme.

A9 to our opinion a widespred international code comparison

with model tasks or standard experiments should be organized by

means of the Regional Programme for these threedimensional dy-

namic codes too. Especially because those codes for VVER reac-

tors require hexagonal geometry and worldwide euch codes are

scarcely available.
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APPLICATIONS OF SAFETY ANALYSIS CODES AT
THE INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC ENERGY, BEIJING

Erjun YU
Institute of Atomic Energy,
Beijing, China

Abstract

The paper introduces the activities of the Institute of Atomic Energy (IAE) in safety analysis. In
addition to a general introduction, the main results of analysis are presented, the coding and modeling
problems are discussed and experiments for improving analysis codes are described.

Introduction

988

I
988

The Institute of Atomic Energy in Beijing, founded in 1950. is operated by the
General Cooperation of Nuclear Industry (GCNI, originally named the Ministry
of Nuclear Industry), under the Ministry of Energy. As the first institute on
nuclear science in China, it has been and is working on a broad range of basic
and applied research programs in nuclear science with around 3000 staffs.

Among its five departments, the department of Reactor Engineering and
Technology (DRET) is engaged in Research Reactor Operation and Application.
LMFBR Research and Nuclear Safety Program. The latter is finacially supported
by both GCNI and National Nuclear Safety Administration (NNSA).

The safety analysis program running in the DRET actually initiated in 1980.
After years' efforts and international cooperations, over a hundred computer
codes are now provided at IAE for the purpose of nuclear safety analysis with
variety of research fields. The codes used frequently for safety assessment are
listed in Table 1. All of these computer codes have been installed and operated
well in a medium-sized computer (e.g. CDC-CYBER -170/825. maximum speed
of 1.5 million per second, the memory size for users only 375KWs).



Table 1. Codes for Accident Analysis

System Analysis

Core Performance
Fuel Behavior
Containment Response
Radiological Consequence

Severe Accident

RELAP5/MOD1. RELAP5/MOD2
RELAP4/MOD7, RETRAN02
CATHARE
COBRA-4
FRAPCON. FRAP-T6
CONTEMPT-LT/028

TACT-3. PA VAN
ACTCODE, SGTR
STCP

P

in!
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Since Chinese nuclear power program is just in its beginning, the emphases
of accident analysis have been focused or: Design Basis Events (DBEs). By
contracts with NNSA. DRET was required to perform entire set of audit
calculations of DBEs for Qinshan Nuclear Power Plant (QNPP, Chinese design).
This would acquaint us with the characteristic of the Plant, and the results
would be used as technical basis for safety review. Considering the need of
plant construction and future operation of QNPP as well as abroad
experiences, the project on severe accident analysis has also been settled in
quite high priority. The first phase of this project emphasizes the accident
prevention, mitigation and its management aspects.

To perform these tasks, 60 man-years and 5000 CPU hours have been consumed
Some of the main results and coding and modeling problems encountered will be
briefly presented in this paper.

DBA A n a l y s e s f o r QNPP

QNPP. the two loop 300 MWe PWR. was designed with rather conservative
options which can be characterized by its large primary and secondary
inventory, large pressurizer. large SG. strong ECCS and so forth, see Table 2.
TliR system peroformances under variety of conditons are described below.

Table 2. Main parameters of QNPP

Number of Loop

Thermal Power
Average Volumetric Power Density

Average Linear P o w e r Densi ty

Pressur izer Volume Ratio

Main Pump Flow Ra te

SG H e a t Transfe r Area

SG S t e a m / M i x t u r e Volume

2

1035 MW
73.5 KW/1
13.5 KW/m

21.2X

16100X2 nvVhr

3072 x 2 m2

47.69/57.44x2 m 3

hij
H'J



Small Break LOCA W i t h RELAP5/MOD1 and R E L A P 5 / M O D 2

SBLOCAs of different break sizes have been analysed. Figure A-l shows the
pressure vessel level trend. With increaring break size, the depth of core
nncovery increases during accident, the time when uncovery occurs becomes
earlier, and the uncovery duration lasts shorter.
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FIG. A-1. The effects of break size on SBLOCA.

The maximum peak cladding temperature would occur in the case of 2.5 inch
break ( Fig A-2). It appears at about 400 seconds after break with 857 K for
average core and 1216 K for hot channel.

The extent of core uncovery and the cease of cladding temperature increasing
strongly depend on the occurrence of loop seal clearing. In fact, the PCTs all
occur closely after the first time of loop seal clearing which results in the
coolant entering the core and cooling fuel rods.

When loop seal exists,HPSI can hardly enter the core and the major function
of HPSI to mitigate the accident seems to increase the pressure difference
between hot leg and cold leg and encourage loop seal clearing. Only after this.
can HPSI function to compesftte core inventory losses.
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FIG. A-2. The effects of break size on SBLOCA.

Sensitiv ity study shows that there exist a optimum HPSI flow rate and
pump head ( Fig A-3 and A-4). Further increase of the HPSI flow rate and
pump head beyond those values would give little effect to decrease PCT in the
process of SBLOCA.

The differences between the results from RELAP5/MOD1 and MOD2
calculation are significant. No core uncovery occurs for 2.5 inch LOCA in the
RELAP5/MOD2 prediction ( Fig A-5). It is considered that Colburn model,
condensation heat transfer model in RELAP5/MOD2,gives much stronger heat
transfer than that given by the condensation model in RELAP5/MOD1. The
problem that which model is reasonable is being studied.

M S L B A n a l y s i s w i t h R E T R A N Q 2

The analysis on MSLB with RETRAN02 is very convenient. The results are
simililar with those with RELAP5/MOD1 code, while the CPU time consumed is
only 1/10 of the latter.
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FIG. A-3. HPSI flow influence on average-rod PCT.
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The process of MSLB of QNPP lasts rather a long time (Fig. B-l). The break-
flow initiated 113X of nominal steam flow and then decreased and kept at
around 15X rated flow for a relatively long period of time. At about 220 seconds.
the affected SG would be dry out.

The temperature decrease and depressurization of primary system are drastic
( Fig. B-2 and B-3). In the first 170 seconds, the reactor coolant temperature
gets a decrease of 94Î, and the primary pressure drops to 33 bar, that can even
cause accumulators to operate.

Assuming no credit is taken of the ECC boron reactivity, the core would be
recritical at 194 seconds. At that time, the break flow, driving potential, is small.
So the peak power would be rather low. However, if the boron reactivity of
ECC flow is taken into account, from 90 seconds, the negative reactivity
inserted by ECCS would be sufficient to offset the positive reactivity added by
moderator temperature feed back, and the core would not be back to critical
during entire process of MSLB accident.
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FIG. B-1. Break flow.
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FIG. B-2. Affected steam generator mixture level.
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A T W S A n a l y s i s w i t h R E L A P 5 / M O D 1

Three kinds of most dominant ATWS events, loss of feed water (LOFW), loss
of offsite power (LOOP) and stuck opening of a pressurizer PORV (SBLOCA),
have been analysed with RELAP5/MOD1 code.

The results show that LOFW-ATWS would cause the highest primary
pressure. The pressurizer pressure is shown in Fig. C-l. Due to the large
inventories in primary and secondary system, loss of feed water would not
notably reduce the heat tranfer capability in the first period of time, and,
pressurizer pressure increases slowly. Following the turbine trip, primary and
secondary pressure begin to increase. After SG secondary level dropping to
certain content, primary pressure increases rapidly. The peak pressure reaches
195 bar at 183 seconds with fully opening of PORVs and safety valves, which
have large capasity to release steam.

UN51 INDUSED B'V LQFU NO fliRBINE B\FASS

i2Q.ee 160.80
T I N E < S E C )

, 1

28Q.ee)

FIG. C-1. Pressurizer pressure.



Sensitivity study shows the operation of AFW and the trip of steam turbine
are very important to mitigate this accident . If there is no AFW operation or
turbine trip, the peak pressure would reach 209.4 bar and 207.9 bar, respectively.

The peak pressure of LOOP-ATWS is 186 bar. (Fig. C-2). However, it is also
predicted that the second peak would closely follow. Its value is 184 bar. almost
the same of that at first time. It is obvious that repeated shocks is harmful to
construction material.

In SBLOCA-ATWS, the calculated peak pressure is 195.4 barCFig. C-3) . The
primary pressure reachs its lowest value at 130 seconds, there must be many
fuel rods which undergo DNB. However, this pressure will not make ECCS
tripped on and will not make Feed-Bleed process automatically operated. This is
also because that the pressurizer in QNPP is rather large and the system
response is slow.

LOOP ATMS « W L Y S I S : NO TURBINE BY BYPASS

.09 I60.ee ?40.0t 320.9«
TIME CSEO

ee>'

39 FIG. C-2. Pressurizer pressure.



Picture 11. Calculation with DINAMIKA /7/ for analysis of cold leg break LOCA.
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FIG. C-3. Pressurizer pressure.

Generally speaking, in respect of withstanding the shock caused by ATWS,
the characteristic of QNPP is fevorable.

Severe Accident Management Research with RELAP5/M0D2
and MARCH3

Some investigations have been made to the loss of secondary heat sink
transient ( such as total loss of feedwater. station blackout )and its accident
management for Qinshan NPP ( QNPP) by using of RELAP5/M0D2 and
MARCH3 code. Following findings have been obtained:

< 1 ) The severe transient process of QNPP is delayed more than half an
hour than the same case of Zion.

(2) In the case of loss of secondary heat sink, capabilities of current
designed ECC systems and pressurizer PORV of QNPP are strong enough for
removing decay heat by initiating primary feed-bleed process. Generally,



40 primary feed—bleed with one loop SI pump injection and one pressurizer PORV
opening is suggested. This is sufficient to keep core cooling. Charging pump is
also streesed in operator intervention due to its unignorable function in accident
management.

(3) The proper time for operator intervention, especially for those measures
with opening PORV for primary depressurization. is rather important in
accident management. Opening PORV in right time could delay core uncovery
without additional negative effect ( see fig. D-l ), The injection only by
accumulator could seem to delay core damage for about five hours.

(4) Secondary accumulator ( SAC ) is suggested to be equipped in steam
generator secondary side as a remedy for the absence of steam driven AFW
pump in QNPP, SAC is used for feeding water by manually opening steam
generator atomspheric relief valve to establish secondary feed—bleed process
(Fig. D-2). This could keep secondary heat sink for more than four hours if the
secondary accumulators have the same inventories as primary accumulators.

2 POPV OPEN at 3680.0 StC
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FIG. D-1. TBU transient operator intervention with opening PORV. durm.
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FIG. D-2. TBU transients operator intervention using secondary accumulator.

Some problems encountered in applications of RELAP5/M0D2 and MARCH3
(1) Differences have been found in reactor coolant system response

calculated by RELAP5/M0D2 and MARCH3 after accumulator injection by
depressurization of opening two PORVs.(See Fig.D—1)

(2) In RELAP5/M0D2 calculations to severe transient and accident
management, it has encountered some troubles:

• Accumulator pressure decreased unreasonablely after its empty.
• Negative pressure happened to terminate calculation in subcooling water

feeded into empty steam generator secondary side.
« Pressure, waterleve! and flow vibration in steam generator seperator

during SG refilling would cause numerical unstability for transient calculation.



Expérimental Research

On experimentaj research field, the department now focuses on research of
accident and transient conditions aimed at LOCA and operational transients.
Considering the limitation of budget as well as man power, the research are
mainly in small to medium scale with emphsis on seperated effect tests to
verify and improve present physics models in computer codes. The main
activities carried out and being done a r . refloooding phenomena, rewetting and
carryover characteristics, two—phase critical flow, post—CHF heat trasfer and
reflux condensation.

I nder a contract with NNSA and GCNI. the MTTF ( Multiple Transient Test
1-nality ) are being built in the department to simulate the primary—side
performance of PWR plant for increasing the understanding of physical
phenomena of LOCA and operational transients, personnel trainning and code
model verification, improvement and development. This facility will be
completed in 1990.

Codes RF.LAP5/M0D1 and REFLOOD are used for experiment facility design
and pie—test and post—test analyses.
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Summmary

1. IAE has a bit of powerful capability on computer aided safety analysis after
several years effort on software preparation and personnel training. The
experience of fixing big codes into relatively small computer is noticeable.

2. A lot analyses for DBAs and severe accidents have been done. This made us
to accumulate analysis experiences and acquaint us with the charateristic of
our nuclear power plant.

3. Some models strongly affect the calculated results and must be investigated
in detail.

A. Seperated effect tests to verify and improve present physics models in
computer codes are conducted in IAE. Multiple Transient Test Facility are being
built, it will be completed in 1990.
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THE GRS THERMALHYDRAULIC SYSTEM CODE ATHLET

H. AUSTREGESILO, J.E. MIRO, V. TESCHENDORFF
Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit mbH (GRS),
Garching, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The thermalhydraulic system code ATHLET is being developed by the Ge-

sellschaft fiir Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) for the safety analysis of LWRs.

The field of application comprises the whole spectrum of operational and

abnormal transients, small and intermediate leaks as well as large breaks.

An extended version (ATHLET-SA) that is being developed in cooperation

with the Institut fur Kernenergetik und Energiesysteme (IKE) at Stuttgart

will allow the simulation of severe accidents with core degradation. A

remarkable feature of ATHLET is the optional use of different fluiddynamic

models. Depending on the type of problem to be analyzed fast running or

more detailed models can be selected from essentially the same input deck.

Emphasis is given to a methodical assessment procedure which provides the

basis for the quantification of code uncertainties.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) m.b.H., located in Garching

and Kôln, Federal Republic of Germany, works in the field of reactor

safety. The GRS activities cover research and development as well as

licensing and regulation.

In the past decade, several thermalhydraulic computer codes were deve-

loped by the GRS, each of them for a specific range of application :

ALMOD for anticipated and abnormal non-LOCA PWR transients, up

to anticipated transients without scram (ATWS). The

thermalhydraulic models are based on a three equations system.

Kinematic non-equilibrium can be taken into account by a slip

correlation or by an additional differential equation for the velocity



42 difference. The code also includes a fast running option which is

applicable to transients without substantial liquid-vapour separation

phenomena. The code ALMOS which covers the same spectrum of

transients for BWRs works with essentially the same methods.

DRU FAN for the analysis of the blowdown phase of large break

LOCAs and for the whole spectrum of intermediate and small leaks in

PWRs. The thermalhydraulic models are based on a four equations

system, comprising the conservation equations for liquid mass,

vapour mass, mixture energy and mixture momentum. Thermodynamic

non-equilibrium is taken into account. Phase separation phenomena

are described by a dri f t- f lux model and a swell level tracking model.

FLUT for the refill and reflood phase of large break LOCAs. The

thermalhydraulic models zrs based on a six equations system.

Thermodynamic and kinematic non-equilibrium are taken into account.

The code includes a quench front tracking model.

These codes have been verified and applied by GRS and other natio-

nal and foreign institutions for analytical support of experimental

research programs, for system evaluation required in risk assess-

ment, and for licensing calculations.
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Since then, new demands have come up in thermalhydraulics for reactor

safety :

The general demand for best-estimate analysis in reactor safety

based on a realistic simulation of two-phase flow and heat transfer

phenomena requires detailed physical models and comprehensive

simulation of the reactor cooling system. Models should be of general

validity and not be restricted to a certain phase of an accident

sequence.
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The recent demand to enlarge the range of application beyond design

asis accidents up to severe accidents with core degradation calls for

the extension of thermalhydraulic and heat transfer models and the

addition of core degradation models to the codes.



The application in the plant analyzer project and in the new test

control room, which is being implemented at GRS to verify accident

management procedures, relies on fast running versions of the code.

In view of these new challenges the development of the code ATHLET

(Analysis of THermalhydraulics of LEaks and Transients) was initiated in

1985.

2. CONCEPT AND STATUS OF ATHLET DEVELOPMENT

The ATHLET development is performed with the aim to cover the whole

spectrum of accident scenarios for LWRs with only one code.

Due to the conflict between the wish for detailed physical modelling and

the requirement of fast running in the plant analyzer, it was decided to

implement models of different degree of details as options within a common

code structure. This new structure should be highly modular and allow

for easy implementation of different models. These physical models were to

be taken from the existing GRS codes with the intention of further de-

velopment. The possibility of switching between models during the cal-

culation of a given transient was foreseen.

There are several advantages with respect to the development, assess-

ment, maintenance and application of ATHLET in comparison with the con-

tributing codes :

one general code avoids efforts in code development and code assess-
ment resulting from overlapping activities.

The advanced code structure of ATHLET provides an optimum

environment for future model development and code extension.

t
4

Ihe

The concentration on one thermalhydraulic code reduces the effort

for code documentation, code maintenance and user supervision.



With ATHLET, the entire range of postulated accidents can be ana-

lyzed. Without change from one code to another accident scenarios

can be simulated from the early beginning up to extreme plant

condit ions.

The access to various code models by just one user interface ( i npu t ,

ou tpu t , graphics) reduces considerably the ef for t for data

preparation and data maintenance.

ATHLET can be eff ic ient ly used in a nuclear plant analyzer due to

the extended f lex ib i l i ty of the code wi th the avai labi l i ty of fast

running or more detailed models.

A f i r s t version of the ATHLET code, called Mod 0 . 1 , was released in

1987. With respect to the thermalhydraul ic models, th is version was es-

sential ly a res t ru tured DRU FAN code with a reorganized input and out -

pu t . The thermalhydraul ic modelling has not been changed dur ing the

development of this vers ion. The DRUFAN t r i p model has been replaced

by a high level simulation language (GCSM), which allows the simulation

of reactor control and protection systems.

ATHLET Mod 1.0 has been released in June 1988. It corresponds to Mod

0.1 supplemented by most of the ALMOO models, and has a wider range

of applications than the previous vers ion, including the fast simulation of

postulated t ransients.

For the analysis of severe accidents with core degradation an extended

ATHLET version (ATHLET-Severe Accidents) is being developed in co-

operation with the Inst i tu t f i i r Kernenergetik und Energiesysteme ( IKE) at

S tu t tgar t . In th is version the thermalhydraulic models of ATHLET are

supplemented with the core meltdown and fission product models provided

by IKE.

3. SUMMARY OF ATHLET FEATURES

A general descript ion of the code ATHLET is given in / I / . Detailed de-

43 script ions of the models included in the contr ibut ing codes can be found



in / 2 , 3, 4 / . A comparative study between them is presented in / 5 / . Here

only the basic features of the code will be presented.

3.1 Code Structure

The code is composed by the following basic modules :

Thermo- Fluiddynamics (TFD)

General Control Simulation (GCSM)

Heat Conduction (HECU)

Neutron Kinetics (NEUKIN)

Dota transfer between these modules is based on a general interface so

that new modules (e.g. large models with own time integration procedure)

can be coupled without structural changes in the ATHLET code.

A modular network approach is provided for the representation of a TFD-

System. The system to be simulated is represented by a set of inter-

connected TFD-elements, here called "Objects". The network configuration

is defined by the user's input data.

The overall thermalhydraulic problem, represented by a non-linear system

of ordinary differential equations (ODE)

du . , ...
d£ = f ( u ' t }

is splitted into a set of coupled subsystems

k

(1)

du ,k / k k ...— = f (u , r , t ) ; k = 1 , 2 , . . .K (2)

Each subsystem corresponds to an object whose interconnection to the
rest of the modular network is represented by the dependence of the

right-hand side of this subsystem on boundary values of neighbouring

objects.
A
è



it An object module is a distinct subset of the code (e.g. package of sub-

routines) capable of computing the right-hand side of a subsystem in (2) .

For this computation, the time t, the solution variables of the subsystem,

and the boundary values are supposed to be known quantities. An object

module can be used for the simulation of different TFD-objects of a given

configuration. Conversely, a change of the physical model or of the

spatial approximation method can be performed within each individual

TFD-object by changing the object module for the object under

consideration.

The objects are conceived as a developer's interface. This feature is

supported by standardized boundary conditions, object related data

structures and standardized implementation procedures. Input and output

of an object are basically independent of other objects.

There are several object types, each of them applying for a certain

TFD-Model. All object types can be classified into three basic categories :

Pipe objects : apply for a one-dimensional TFD-Model with partial

differential equations describing the transport of fluid. After spatial

discretization a pipe object decomposes into a series of cells.

Branch objects : apply for any TFD-IWcdel defined by a set of ordi-

nary differential equations or algebraic equations.

Special objects : used for components with complex geometry (e.g.

cross connection of pipes within a multichannel model).

Each fluiddynamic object supports a subset of the entire system of

ordinary differential equations (1) , which is integrated simultaneously

(time advancement). Within a pipe object, the ODEs are obtained from the

partial differential equations by applying a spatial aproximation method.

3.2 Thermo-fluiddynamic models

There are several options in ATHLET concerning the thermo-fluiddynamic

simulation.
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The most detailed one (coming from the DRUFAN code) is a four-equation

model. It consists of the conservation laws for vapour mass, liquid mass,

mixture energy and mixture momentum in differential form. The entire

range of fluid conditions from subcooled liquid to superheated vapor in-

cluding thermodynamic non-equilibrium between liquid and vapour is con-

sidered, assuming the non-dominant phase to be saturated. The equations

are formulated in terms of the finite volume spatial approximation (lumped

parameter) technique.

The lumped parameter method solves the integrated mass and energy

equations in control volumes and momentum equations over flow paths con-

necting the centers of the control volumes.

Two control volume types are available. Within the ordinary control

volume an homogeneous mass and energy distribution is assumed. Within

the non-homogeneous control volume a mixture level is modeled. Above the

mixture level vapour with liquid droplets, below the mixture level liquid

with vapour bubbles may exist. The combination of ordinary and

non-homogeneous control volumes provides the option to simulate the

motion of a mixture level through a vertical component.

The relative velocity between vapour and liquid is calculated by means of

a full-range dri f t- f lux model. The model comprises all flow patterns from

homogeneous to separated flow in vertical and in horizontal two-phase

flow. It also refers to the limitation of water penetration through a

vertical flow duct against vapour upflow in different geometrical

configurations.

Furthermore, a simplified three-equation model (coming from ALMOD) is

available. The mixture equations are discretized in space using the

Assymetric Separated Region Weighted Residual (ASWR) method with

split-matrix / 6 / or the Integrated Mass and Momentum Balance (IMMB)

method. The ASWR method is a general weighted residual approach for

the spatial discretization of partial differential equations, which provides

a higher accuracy and higher order of convergence than the other

methods available in the ATHLET code. The IMMB method reduces the

number of differential equations by integrating the mass balance over the
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entire fluiddynamic system and the momentum balance over the loops, so

eliminating the pressure waves calculation. It constitutes a fast running

simulation option aplicable to the simulation of anticipated and abnormal

plant transients.

At present, work is being carried out in order to include the six-equation

model of FLUT in ATHLET as an additional fluiddynamic option.
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3.3 Models for Components and Processes

The simulation of the heat conduction in structures, fuel rods and elec-

trical heaters is performed within the basic module HECU. It permits the

user to assign heat conduction objects to all thermal-fluiddynamic objects

of the modular network.

3.

Th

ti n |

th

The heat transfer package available for the distinct basic equation sy-

stems covers a wide range of single-phase and two-phase flow conditions.

Correlations for critical heat flux and minimum film boiling temperature

are included.

tt-l

The nuclear heat generation can be modelled by a point or a one-dimen-

sional kinetics model. A multidimensional simulation of the reactor vessel

fluiddynamics can be performed in an approximated way by a multichannel

approach.

Major components (e.g. pressurizer, steam generators) can be modelled

by connecting TFD-objects and heat conduction objects via input data.

Simplified, compact models for those components are also available as

special branch objects.

A
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Additional models are available for the simulation of valves, pumps,

accumulators, steam separators, single and double ended breaks, fil ls,

leaks, and boundary conditions for pressure and enthalpy. Except for the

separator model they are comparable to the corresponding models in other

advanced codes. The steam separator model is an empirical approach for

the calculation of carry-over and carry-under by means of input functions



FIG. C-1. Pressurizer pressure.

of the inlet mass flow rates, of the mass quality in the separator, and of

the mixture level outside the separator. Abnormal separator conditions,

such as flow reversal or flooding, can be simulated.

Critical discharge is calculated by an one-dimensional thermodynamic non-

equilibrium model with consideration of geometric details of the discharge

flow path. Optionally an homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM) and the

MOODY model are available.

3.4 Time Integration Method

The method used for integrating the overall thermalhydraulic problem in

time is called FEBE (If (Forward Euler - Backward Euler). It provides

the solution of a general non-linear ODE system of first order, splitting

the set of differential equations into two subsets, the f irst being inte-

grated explicity, the second being integrated implicity. Linearization of

the implicit subset is done numerically by calculation of a Jacobian matrix.

In order to handle the repeated evaluation of the Jacobian and the solu-

tion of the resulting system of linear equations efficiently, a block sparce

matrix package is available, which uses the information about the network

graph for definition and exploitation of the optimum block and subsystem

structure.

A rigorous error control is performed based on an extrapolation techni-

que. According to the error bound specified by the user, the time step

and the order of the method (>2) are determined for every integration

step.

Generally, the fully implicit option is used with ATHLET. For some

applications, especially with the IMMB method, where time steps are

limited only by the Courant criterion, the explicit option may be more

efficient with respect to computational speed.



46 3.5 General Control Simulation Module (GCSM)

A dedicated high level simulation language is provided by the basic mo-

dule GCSM /8 / for the flexible description of control, protection, and

auxiliary systems (Balance-of-Plant Systems).

The user can model control circuits or even simplified fluid systems by

connecting basic functional blocks (e.g. switch, adder, integrator). Most

of the system variables calculated within fluiddynamics, neutron kinetics

or other modules of the program (process variables) can be selected _as

input to the functional blocks. The output of such blocks can be fed back

to the fluiddynamics or other modules in form of hardware actions (e.g.

valve cross sectional area, control rod position) or boundary conditions

(e.g. temperature, heat and mass addition). Furthermore, this simulation

module allows for the representation of fluiddynamic systems (e.g. steam

line, condensate system) in a simplified way - quasi-stationary approach -

with the advantage of requiring very little computational time in compa-

rison with the fluiddynamics module.

GCSM also provides a general interface to an external library of BOP

models. This library contains detailed models with fixed structure and

own input data for technological components (e.g. turbine, condenser,

emergency feedwater system) as well as for control systems (e.g. reactor

power control, pressuriser pressure control, feedwater flow control).

In contrast to models constructed on the basis of the GCSM functional

blocks, changes in these models can not be performed just at the input

level.

3.6 User interface

An extensive set of tools have been developed at GRS to support the

application of the ATHLET code. They facilitate the access to the actual

code documentation, to the pre- and post-processing programs and to

other code-related tools.
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Input decks for advanced thermaihydraulic codes consist of a very large

amount of data which require great care from the user. Minor errors in

the input data may result in a wrong application of the physical models

and consequently the reliability of the results may become questionable.

The ATHLET input and output processing are intended to support the

user in the application of the code. Both are related to the object

structure of the code. This leads to a partitioning of the total input deck

into clear subsets easily to be compiled and maintained. The transparency

of the data has further increased by the separation of nodalization,

geometry and modelling data. As far as possible, completeness and

self-consistency of the input data are examined by the code.

For the graphical representation of both thermo-fluiddynamic and heat

conduction objects, and their interconnections a graphics program has

been developed. It is a valuable tool for the detailed documentation and

for the extended examination of the input data. Furthermore it can also

be used as a basis for the representation of the local distribution of

thermaihydraulic quantities like void fraction, fluid temperature, etc.

4. CODE ASSESSMENT

The assessment of ATHLET is being based on the analysis of a well-

balanced set of separate effects tests, integral system tests and plant

data. The assessment methodology distinguishes between the validation of

individual code models and the assessment of the overall system simula-

tion. The model validation relies mainly on the analyses of separate

effects tests in full or at least in large scale facilities that permit the

quantification of uncertainties in simulating physical phenomena expected

to occur in the full-scale geometry of a LWR.

The outstanding feature of full-scale separate effects tests has been de-

monstrated for example by results of the trilateral 2D/3D project being

performed in cooperation between the Japanese Atomic Energy Research

Institute (JAERI), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission of the United States

(USNRC), and the Ministry for Research and Technology of the Federal

Republic of Germany (BMFT).
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Examples of ATHLET model validation can be found in / 9 / .

The overall assessment is based on the analyses of plant transients and

integral system tests. Plant data of off-normal events are being used due

to their particularity with respect to scaling. In spite of the limited range

of transient sequences and the limited quantity and quality of measure-

ments the 1:1 scale data have to be included in the assessment methodolo-

gy of system codes. Only the combination of plant data and integral

system tests can cover the entire range of accident sequences and scaling

ratios.

Contrary to plant data, integral system tests provide a very large data

base covering a wide range of geometries, scales and accident scenarios,

including abnormal transients, small and intermediate leaks as well as

large breaks. Special emphasis is given to the measurement of thermal-

hydraulic parameters. Data from test rigs with a volumetrical scaling from

1:1700 (SEMISCALE) up to 1:50 (LOFT, LSTF) are available.
6.

The selection of tests applied for the ATHLET assessment will be based

primarily on the validation matrices prepared by the Task Group on the

Status and Assessment of Codes fc • Transients and ECCS of the CSNI

Principal Working Group No. 2. The validation matricts addressing inte-

gral system tests are documented in /10/ .

5. CODE APPLICATION

47

ATHLET has replaced by now its contributing codes in most of the prac-

tical applications. The code has been applied for supporting calculations

to experimental programs, for reactor analyses and for non-nuclear

problems.

Specifications and pre-test calculations for integral system tests have

been performed for the facilities LOB I and PKL-III.

The application of ATHLET to reactor analysis has not been restricted to
the German design, but has covered also different reactor types (e.g.
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small break calculations for Qinshan, steam generator tube rupture for

Loviisa-1, LOCA calculations for the VVER-1000/88 ). Furthermore, not

only PWRs but also BWRs are being analyzed with ATHLET / 1 1 / .

Nowadays, ATHLET constitutes the main process model within the Nuclear

Plant Analyzer ATLAS (joint project GRS - Siemens/KWU) simulating the

German KONVOI design /12/ .

For all PWRs and BWRs in the Federal Republic of Germany ATHLET input

decks are being prepared allowing an immediate plant analysis if required.

As a non-nuclear application, the scoping calculations of the hydrogen

feed system for the european rocket ARIANE can be mentioned.

6. CONCLUSION

The thermalhydraulic system code ATHLET is being developed by the GRS

for the safety analysis of LWRs. The range of application comprises the

entire field of accidents without severe core degradation, covering anti-

cipated and abnormal non-LOCA transients as well as small leaks and

large breaks. The code offers a choice between a fast running three-

equation fluiddynamic model and a thermodynamic non-equilibrium model

with dr i f t f lux. The models available in ATHLET have been extensively

verified within previous GRS thermalhydraulic codes. Further assessment

of ATHLET, taking into consideration separate effects tests, integral tests

and plant data have been carried out and will continue. The code has

been applied to different PWR designs, BWR's, non-nuclear problems and

serves as process model for a nuclear plant analyzer.

Presently, the fluiddynamic model is being extended to account for non-

equilibrium temperatures for both vapour and liquid phases. An extended

version ATHLET-SA, that is being developed in cooperation with the

Institut fur Kernenergetik und Energiesysteme, will allow the simulation of

accidents with severe code degradation and core meltdown.
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ICARE, A COMPUTER CODE FOR SEVERE FUEL DAMAGE
ANALYSIS - GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SECOND
VERSION, ICARE2

P. CHATELARD, R. GONZALEZ;
F. JACQ, A. PORRACHIA
Institut de protection et de sûreté nucléaire,
Commissariat à l'énergie atomique,
Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France

Abstract

The computer code ICARE2 is under development at the Protection and Nuclear
Safety Institute of Atomic Energy Commission (FRANCE). The aim of this
analytical tool is to identify and analyze the main phenomena occuring during
the severe disruption of LWR core.

It allows the overall degradation computation sequences in both bundle and PWR
cores : the first phase with intact geometry and the second phase characterized
by loss of geometry due to melt progression and relocation.

However, in the present version, only a mixture of steam and hydrogen is
available in the thermathydraulic model.

This paper deals with a general description of the code design and physical
models such as thermalhydraulics, thermies, chemical interactions, melt
progression and relocation and fission products release. To illustrate the main
capabilities of the code, some results of a demonstrative test on the Phebus
design are shown.
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I - INTRODUCTION AND CODE DESIGN

1.1 Introduction

Since the accident at the TMI-2 reactor in 1979, a world-wide effort has
been undertaken for the study of the severe core damage phenomena in LWRs.
Numerous experiments /1,2/ and analytical researches /3,4/ have been performed
in order to get a better understanding of the core-melt processes which govern
the fission products release during a severe accident. In France, a Severe Fuel
Damage program both experimental (PHEBUS /5/I and analytical (ICARE) is
conducted to analyze these phenomena.

The necessity to clearly understand the main physical mechanisms occuring
during the degradation process has led to divide the SFD program in two
steps :

- PHEBUS SFD stage 3/ICAJREl devoted to early stage of degradation,
- PHEBUS SFD stage 4/ICARE2 devoted to overall degradation

|core-melt and relocation).



The first version of the code ICARE1 / 6 / modelizes accurately the main
phenomena in an intact bundle geometry to focus on the essential models needed
in the early stage of degradation. These models are then introduced in the
second version ICARE2 which aims to describe melt progression and relocation in
bundle and PWR cores.

this paper.
ICARE2 modeling, present status and future plans are discussed in

1.2 Code design

SIGAJL

ICARE2 uses a new technical data organization allowing especially a dynamic
management of the computer memory, called SIGAL in french (Système
Informatique de Gestion et d'Accueil de Logiciels).

This technique sets up several functions concerning in the same time
programmers and users. Each function is associated with either a library or a
code :

- dynamic memory management library : it optimizes the use of central
computer's memory.

- memory organisation library (main original feature of SIGAL) : it allows to
handle and to modify SIGAL data bases stored in the central memory.

- data acquisition program : it reads structured user's data and stores
them in a SIGAL data base.

- data control program : expert system comparing user's data with a
knowledge data base (file created by the programmer and containing the
correct data form as well as the associated physical or logical rules they
have to respect).

- analyser program : it interprets special user's data to perform all
manipulation of SIGAL data bases.

- T.I.C. (in french Traceur Interactif de Courbes) : self-governing graphie
program which is abîe to post-process all FORTRAN 77 cod*. It can also
use the analyser program to extract and draw data stored in a SIGAL
data base.

; !
i
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1*) General organisation with SIGAL :

FILES OF
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2") Internal ICAKE 2 organisation

JCARE2 code is written in a modular structure. The numerical scheme of the
main physical modules is as implicit in time as possible, but the coupling
between them is explicit. Then the energetic error induced by these couplings
controls essentially the global time step management.



II - DESCRIPTION OF ICARE2 MODELING

2.1. Basic assumption in modeling

The main SFD facilities, as the reactor cores, consist of fuel l-ods, control
rods and coolant channel surrounded by a shroud which is cooled by a fluid on
the outer side. The phenomena occuring in severs accidents deal with high
temperature and thus appear mainly in vapor and/or hydrogen content. To focus
on these major phenomena avoiding expensive cost calculations, ICARE2 modelizes
the fuel rods by ring representation and the coolant channel by an hydrogen
and/or vapor mixture ; the whole is enclosed in a multilayer shroud.

where
2.2. Thermal hydaulic model

The model is derived from the ID two phase flow model of the CATHARE1
code /If, without liquid phase available in the present version of ICARE2 code
but with some improvements allowing a good study of severe fuel damage
experiments. These improvements are summarized below :

- the gas phase flowing into the channel can be either pure vapor, or a
mixture of steam and hydrogen. In the second case, it is assumed that
steam and hydrogen have the same temperature and velocity in a given
cross section. In addition, the diffusion of the non condensible gas: in the
steam is taken into account.

- the geometry changes due to the flowdown of melting materials can bo
correctly treated owing to an independent description of hydraulic
volumes and cross sections as well as an evolutive number of conveclive
heat transfer exchanges in a given mesh (appearence or desappearance of
materials).
However, in the present version the computation is stopped if a flow
blockage occurs in a cross section.

Basic equations

The system of equations consists of the time and cross section averaged
equations of mass, momentum and energy balance for a gazeous mixture (steam
plus hydrogen) and a mass balance for hydrogen.

The main variables are total pressure Pc, mean gazeous enthalpy He, gazeous
velocity Vo and mass.ic concentration of hydrogen YM.

and ten
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where
pc = gazeous density (kg/m3)

X - wetted perimeter (m)

/) - cross section of the ckannel fmz)

fn.v = rate of hydrogen and steam volumetric mass transfer
due to chemical reactions (kg/m3/s)

QtV, REA, RAO =

Boundary conditions :

volumetric power due to convective, mass and
radiative transfer between wall and channel
(W/m3)

The boundary conditions are generally pressure at the bundle outlet
and temperature at the bundle inlet and may be either massic concentration of
hydrogen and velocity, or hydrogen and vapor mass flow rates at the entrance.

Constitutive laws :

They are derived fi-om those of CATHAHE1 code, in which physical values of
gazeous mixture are used.

- The wall shear stress is expressed on a classical way by

g 7

where

with

Fc for laminar flow

Fo = 0,079 £,5 for turbulent flow {Blasius lau)

R,c - Reynolds number



CO - The diffusivity coefficient for hydrogen in steam is evaluated as a function of
pressure and gazeous temperature using kinetic theory of gases /8 / .

D- 2.Ï7 1Q-' Ti-3Z*/Pc

- The heat flux is expressed in the general form :

where :
h = max (hi, h2, ha, lui according to the following definitions :

* In forced convection mode, the heat transfer coefficient is written

A'ui, for i = 1.2.3

where :

guzeous conductivity

hydraulic diameter

i\'ussett number

In hi expression (laminar forced convection), Nuc = 10
to take into account the PHEBUS bundle flow configuration /9 / .

In hz expression (turbulent forced convection),
0,tT7 0.6U

according to classical HADALLER correlation.

In h3 expression,
0.» 0.4

W . C - 0 . 0 2 3 R.t Pri

according to classical COLBURN correlation.

al;J

* In free convection mode, the heat transfer coefficient is written

h ( G P ) *
gel
vol

where :

Cxc = Grashof number
Pic = Prandtl number
a, b - given in the table 1.

wtl
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Table 1

a

0
1,18
0,54
0,135

b

0,125
0,25
0,33

if X

10-3
500
2.107

= (Pic .

X
< X
< X

< X

GHC)

< l u " 3

< 500
< 2.10"

Numerics :

The set of 4 équations is approached with finite difference scheme using axial
staggered meshes (Pc, He and YH located in a center mesh cell and Vc at the.
surface mesh cell) and a fully implicit technique ; this discretization leads to a
non linear system solved by the NEWTON-RAPHSON iterative method / 7 / .

2.3. Thermal models

The heat and mass transfer between 'he structures are summarized beloiv :

- the thermal conduction and/or radiation through a gas located between 2
structures, such as gap exchanges in a rod (the gas temperature is imposed to
be equal to the half sum of the 2 structure temperatures)

- the radiation heat transfer between the structures of a channel filled with a
participative fluid

- the heat and mass transfer exchanges linked with the flowdown and relocation
of molten materials

It is necessary to make clear the following paragraphs to give some details
about the energetic balance equation of a structure.

2.3.1. Energetic balance equation

The intersection between a meshing and a structure (or the fluid)
generates structure (or fluid) meshes called "component" in the ICARE2
vocabulary.

A component is characterized by :

- an average temperature,
- a geometry,
- a chemical composition (pure materials and/or mixture of them),
- a total mass.

The heat and mass transfer take place through the component faces
whose number depends on its geometry (plane, cylindrical, spherical). The
energetic balance equation expresses the total enthalpy conservation in a lumped
form :



jtWH)-Pni

where :

H
Hi
Xi
Mi
M
T
Pvoi

Poon

Prtd

Pwh

average enthalpy of the component (J/Kg)
specific enthalpy of the material i (J/Kg)
mass fraction of material i
mass of material i (Kg)
total mass (Kg)
average temperature (K)
volumetric power generated in the component
(nuclear and /or chemical heat) (W)
convection and /or conduction power with
the adjacent components (fluid also) (W)
radiative power exchange with components
in the channel filled with a fluid (W)
enthalpy power due to mass transfer
during the flow down of melting materials (W)

Pwh =

w =
H =
i =
o =

W i H i - Wo Ho

mass flow rate
specific enthalpy
incoming
outcoming

(kg/s)
(J/kg)

The surface temperatures of the components are unknown and there is
no balance equation to obtain them. However, these temperatures can be related
to the average temperatures owing to an analytical expression deduced from the
solution of steady state conduction equation with some simplicative assumptions :

le is
|ued

the
k.s :

TF = TM + RF PF

TF = face temperature

TM = a v e r a g e t e m p e r a t u r e

RF = thermal resistance associated to the face (K/W)

PF = total power exchanged through the face. (W)
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Republic of Germany (BMFT).

The thermal resistance depends on the average conductivity and on
the geometry of the component. The conductive heat transfer through the face
uses it as shown in the next paragraph.

2.3.2. Conductive-radiative exchange between 2 components
separated by a gas

cylinder.
In the present code version, the only component geometry is the

Ti
• Ri

Tri Tr2
R 2 .

. , --£2

J2

Si

T
Tr
S
€
R
r

average temperature
surface temperature
area
emissivity •
thermal resistance
external radius of the internal component

The four steps to compute the equivalent heat transfer coefficient
between 2 concentric cylinders separated in the general case by a gas are the
following :

? is
Led
the
s :

1 - The average temperatures Ti and Tz are known and the gas composition is
an input information. The thermal conductivity *c of the gap gas is
obtained assuming for its temperature the half sum of Ti and T2.
Then, the classical formulation of the gas thermal resistance is :

Log(S;/S,)

2 - The total interchange area for radiative heat transfer is "/ell known :

3 - The heat flux conservation is now written through the gas and inside the
components.
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An iterative Newton method solves the 3 equations system with the 3
unknowns TFI, TF2 and P.

An equivalent radiative heat transfer coefficient is calculated as a function
of the surface temperatures :

4 - The global heat transfer coefficient H12 between the 2 components follows
from the serie-parallel thermal resistances combination rule.

enclose
the tou

whert
total-
solutml

M

R
gap

(1)

This coefficient is used in the energetic balance equation to express the
heat transfer between the 2 components.

( ? , , - / / , , . ( 7 , - 7 , ) conse«
absori

During the solution of this equation, the coefficient is fixed in opposition
to the temperatures which are implicit in time.

2.3.3. Radiation heat transfer

The thermal radiation heat transfer of ICARE2 is based on the net
radiation enclosure model /12A

Each numerical cell corresponds to a thermalhyd-aulic mesh. It is
considered as a net radiation enclosure with structures and filled by a
homogeneous,non scattering, emitting and absorbing medium.

(2)



As usually donc, structure surfaces are supposed grey, diffuse
emitters, absorbers and reflectors.

There is no radiative heat transfer exchange between two net
radiation enclosures. The validity of this assumption has already been studied
for a bundle, and it was demonstrated that radiative exchanges remain
essentially two dimcnsional/10/. This conclusion allows one to compute the view
factors in 2D by the analytical crossed-string method / l l / .

Model theory

The theoretical development can be found in /12/.

However, the equation set expressing the radiative energetic balance in the
enclosure and involving net flux, is used for deducing a set of equations giving
the total-interchange areas SiS; between the vails and the participative medium.

The SiSj quantities correspond to the part of only emission of the wall i
received and absorbed, after reflections or directly, by the wall j :

Qi->j = SiSj Ei

where Ei is the total black emissive power of the wall i ( o~ I ). The
total-interchange areas corresponding to the N faces of an enclosure are the
solution of the following relations :

(1)

number of faces
emissivity
view factor
face area
gas transmitivity between faces i and j .

i =
j =

1,
1,

N
N

N
€

Fy
Ai
Tu

The total interchange area between a face and the gas results from the
conservation equation of the total energy emitted by the face which must be
absorbed by the other faces including itself.

The net radiative power concerning a wall is equal to

(2) •(V-
<r : Stefan constant
T : temperature



The power deposited in the gas is obtained owing to the balance of the
total power in the enclosure :

Q, - - Y Q,

COtlfj

spe.

The Iransmitivity Ty between faces i and j is computed in each spectral
interval 6A delimited by the absorption bands of the gas, which are 5 for the
water vapor. Outside an absorption band, To is equal to 1.

For water vapor, the spectral band transmitivity may be obtained from the
statistical Goody-Mayer model :

I = exp^ A,(L \ /cM L • qeometnc mean beom length, between faces *.andi

whore Ai is the equivalent black width of a mean spectral line in the band. An
analytical expression of Ai is derived when the line profile obeys the Lorentz
profile (collision broadened line) :

whi-rl

onh.,

A,

where the Ladenberg and Reiche function FLR can be second order approximated
by :

The line physical parameters appearing in the previous relations are taken
from the literature :

COS'

opte

beha
rod
botl-
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d = mean line spacing
b = line half width
Si = integrated line intensity

S -S -4-

Sa s band intensivity
6W = band spectral width

These parameters depend on the gas nature, partial pressure and
temperature.

Spectral integration

The transmitivities Ty are always computed for each of the eleven
spectral bands (5 absorbing bands, 6 transparent bands).

One possibility is to calculate for each band the total interchange areas SiSj
(solution of the linear equation system (1) with the Gauss method).

meUj
are

IC
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he The total radiative power exchanged is obtained by summing the
contribution of the eleven bands, then, the total-interchange area on the overall
spectrum is :

- v &?

al

c\r\d I

.in
i t /

where PL(A.T) is the Planck integral repartition function ;Ai» and X^»
are the spectral interval boundaries of the band n.

Another way consists in defining an equivalent gas transniitivity constant
on the total spectrum (grey gas model) :

11 „*.

T -.

where Ta is the gas temperature and Ty is the transniitivity between faces i and
j for the band n.

Then the total interchange areas for the total spectrum are obtained by
only one inversion of the equation system (1),

i . e d

This second method is less expensive than the first one in a computational
cost point of view. But the two methods are available in the code as input
options.

Topologies of PHEBUS and PBF facilities

Taking into account the bundle symmetries, several rods will have the same
behavior and then it is possible to assemble them in a so-called "representative
rod". As pointed out in the figure, there are only five representative rods for
both PHEBUS and PBF facilities.

-&>•

The view factors between them are computed using the crossed-string
method and the geometric mean beam lengths needed for transmilivity calculation
are estimated in a simple manner as an average distance between the rods.

msaus raw

ICARE2 makes it possible the computation of any bundle configuration. In this
case, the view factors and geometric lengths between the rods have to be given
as input data. A rod can have any weight except for the PHEBUS and PBF
facilities where the weight of each representative rod is precisely defined.
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The total interchange areas SS are computed with a frequency given as
input data. This simplification is suitable because of the dependency of these
parameters on the wall and gas temperatures is not very strong.

However, to ensure stability and accuracy of thermal calculation! the
temperatures are implicit in time in the expression of the radiative heat
exchanges. Nevertheless, some smoothing on a radiative heat exchange is
necessary for two reasons :

gvei

to fl

the explicit coupling between thermal structure and thermal-
hydraulic modules,

the weak thermal inertia of the gas which leads to large temperature
variation due to low power injection.

The numerical smoothing consists in filtering the radiative thermal
exchange :

II / ;
Q i ( l - Ô O - F < ? , ( O ~ ( 1 - F ) < ? * « • « )
F - exp-(ô//r)

where Q»( ) is obtained by the relation (2).

T is the constant of the filter
(r - 2 in the present version of ICARE2).

and of is the time step

2.4. Core geometry change (candling)

The first version of ICARE2 deals only with flowdown of molten materials
along vertical cylinders such as rods and shroud.

2.4.1. Preliminary definitions

In the general case, a component can be composed of one or several
"elements" which are either pure materials or a mixture of pure materials to
simulate alloy compounds. The average properties of a component (an element) is
A linear function of its element (its pure material) properties.

In particular, the pure material liquid mass fraction is defined as :

conil

4

T
T

0
1

if T < T»
if T > TL

-LJL if Ts < T < Ti

where T : temperature
Ts : solidus temperature
TL : liquidus temperature (always greater than T»>



An element is said a "mixture" if it is composed of :

- more than one pure material
- only one pure melted or dislocated material.

The liquid mass fraction of a "mixture" element is chosen equal to the
greatest one of its pure materials.

When two "mixture" elements are adjacent in a component, they are mixed
to form only one "mixture" element.

2.4.2. Flowdown occurence

Only a "mixture" element is able to flow-down if some input data
conditions are full filled :

- this mixture pertains to a component assigned,
- it is located on the desired component face, and is not enclosed

between two other elements (stratification configuration),
- its liquid mass fraction is greater than a specified value.

2.4.3. Melt progression and relocation

In the present version, some physical parameters can be given as
input data :

- the flow-down velocity,
- the wetting surface capability Xw which is a function of the melting

properties and the flow regime (film or droplets) (the default value is 1
corresponding to a perfect wetting),

- the refreezing velocity Vr which corresponds to the propagation velocity
of the refreezing f.-ont in a liquid whose temperature falls suddently
under the solidus one (the default value is 1010 which leads to neglect
this limiting phenomena during the refreezing).

The mass amount M. of molten materials in contact with a component is
coming from a "mixture" element located above it in the bundle. It is
characterized by several physical parameters :

the mass fraction set (xi) of its constitutive pure materials,
an average temperature T«,
an average massic enthalpy h*,
an average mass density,

a refreezing temperature Tr. This parameter depends on the chemical
composition of the mixture and can be given by a correlation. In the
present version, however, Tr is chosen to be equal to the minimum of the
solidus temperatures of the pure materials in the mixture.



•

The receiver element (mass Ml has a capability to refreeze a fraction
Mr of the flowing mass Me if its temperature T is less than the refreezing
temperature Tr.

In this case, an instantaneous energetic balance estimates this
quantity : the heat required to rise the temperature of the receiver component
from T to TV is :

(h(Tr) _

This heat is assumed to be supplied by the cooldown of the fraction
Mr of the flowing element. Then :

Q= a Ç * . (ht(Te)_h.a))= MrAhj
So, the refrozen fraction Mr is equal to : Mr = M . àh^

However, if the refreezing velocity Vr has a finite value, Mr is limited
by the expression :

Mr ^ £ . X W . S . Vf.At

where : Xw . S is the wetted surface of the receiver component
ât is the time step

In all cases, Mr shouldn't exceed the total flowing mass Me.

The remaining mass not refrozen (Me - Mr) can flow-down on the next
component located at the level just below.

2.4.4. Numerics

The mass balance equation is solved in a first step, with a flowdown
assumed to progress downwards.

The mass flow rates and the enthalpic mass flow obtained during this
step are used as constant values for the solution of the energetic balance
equation which constitutes the second step.

This numerical scheme is efficient ; it allows very large time steps
avoiding instabilities. However, the numerical solution during the melting
progression is very dependent on the meshing.

2.4.5. Present model limitations

- The flowdown of molten materials occuring simultaneously on two
neighbouring vertical cylinders does not interact one with each other
even when contact is geometrically reached. Tiien no mass transfer
between a cylinder to another is available.

- The dislocation of solid materials does not led to debris bed formation.
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- As pointed out previously, the candling velocity is given as constant
value in input data ; however, a correlation or a momentum equation
could be easily implemented if the necessity arose.

2.5. Chemical interaction

2.5.1. Zircaloy steam interaction model

Thi; model takes into account the two physical processes governing the
oxidation kinetics :

- the steam diffusion within gazeous mixture from bulk to wall that
provides the oxygen mass flux available at the wall (blanketing effect)

- the oxygen diffusion within metallurgical layers of the cladding according
to the wall boundary conditions resulting from the previous process.

a) - Molecular diffusion within gas mixture

The molar flux of vapor diffusing from bulk to wall is given in
mole/s by :

where k = mass transport coefficient (m/s)

Cw,oo s molar concentration at the wall and in
bulk (mole/m3)

Since the oxidation reaction keeps constant the gazeous molar
concenti-ation C9(stoechiometric equation) it may be written :

I C - C *v
II V-V*/ ' ^"^ W

where vapor molar fraction at the wall
vapor molar fraction in the bulk

C <3 *~.^

. . . . . . = Coo +

where My H molar mass of vapor (and hydrogen)

y v H niass fraction of vapor (and hydrogen).
Then the maximum vapor flux at the wall is obtained assuming Cw s

J -

-. *

which means all the vapor is consumed at the wall :

Mv



58 The mass transfer coefficient k is obtained assuming identity
between Nusselt and Sherwood numbers (analogy between heat and mass
transfer in the boundary layer) :

My = K L / >

where

L
h
k

diffusivity of hydrogen in the gas (m2/s)
thermal conductivity (W/ni/k)
cnaracteristic length (m)
heat transfer coefficient (W/m2/k)
mass transport coefficient (m/s)

Finally, the maximum oxygen mass flux available at the wall is
given by the correlation :

F02A : ÎM^tOkf

b) - Oxide and Zr layers growth :

The oxidation process is governed by the diffusion equation
which leads in case of unlimited steam conditions to Zr-a and ZrOï layers growth
as oxygen mass gain that may be represented by a parabolic law such :

lea ci

the

X2 = K . t

where X - S zra ,Sm, Wt
-t,« - thickness of Zr« layer (m)
Êo. = thickness of ZrOz layer (m)
Wt = total oxygen mass consumed (Kg/m2)

K = 2A.v exp(-Bx/T) {Arrhenius form)

Under limited steam conditions (oxygen flux at the wall less than
the amount required for parabolic layers growth), it is assumed that available
oxygen supplies preferentially the Zra layer for its parabolic growth, the excess
of oxygen allowing the oxide layers growth.

Let be denoted Wznx, ox the oxygen mass consumed in Zra and
oxide layer respectively :

andl
ste/
codl

OXK
stod

Wt = (Kg/.2>

a limitation of oxidation process takes place as soon as

FOI h < FO2U = f î ^
dfc

Denoting W'zrM/o» the variables corresponding to the starvation
situation it follows that :

± ( W' + w ' ) = F02A

sc

ar-
an :



The assumption that the Zrc< layer growth remains unaffected by
oxygen restriction as long as :

FO2A >

leads to the equality :

dfc dt
Then the oxide layer growth is obtained by :

dfc
In the case of :

FOll\

d t dfc * dfc

the model assumes ZrK layer growth to remain parabolic in a form such as :

with FOZA
dfc dfc

:.an
jole
loss

and in that case oxide layer growth becomes zero. The assumption in case of
steam starvation has been verified by comparing results of ICARE and PECLOX
codes (diffusion code from KfK) /13/ .

Finally, the oxygen consumption may be easily related in the
oxide phase to layer thickness variation by assuming the formed oxide to be
stoechionietric :

d w _ d e

5 o

In the ZrPC layer it is obtained by difference :

_ dWb _ dWox

dfc dt

Kxpcrimenta) lau-s are therefore necessary, giving in a coherent
set the variation of the oxide and Zrrt layer tliickness and the total oxygen mass
gain. The ICARE2 model provides users with four sets of parabolic laws which
ate deduced from the works of CATHCART and PAWEL, LEISTIKOV, BIEDBRMAN
and URBANIC - HEIDRICK.



c) - Energy and hydrogen release :

The energy release associated with the oxidation reaction is corrected
by the st.eam enthalpy difference between wall and steam temperature.

QK 6,011-1.105 - 11,86 T - 2[lh(P\, Tv) -Hv (P\,Tc)] (joule/mole)

ob.-|
fr

The hydrogen mass flux generated is given directly in case of
unlimited steam conditions by :

FH2 = FO2U/8 (kg/mVs)

and in case of steam starvation by :

FH2 = FO2A/8

d) - Numerics :

fu .«
mi:. I
ma;J

The oxidation chemical reactions are implicitly coupled with the thermal
hydraulic module to avoid numerical problems in the case of great consumption
of steam. The oxygen flux FO2U required in unlimited steam conditions by each
oxidized structure is known during the time step ; the available oxygen flux at
the wall F02A depends strongly on the steam mass fraction in the bulk.

In the thermalhydraulic iterative solution, the mass and energy
transfer between wall and fluid are computed using an oxygen flux equal to
FO2A. FO2U is a maximum value for FO2A, in order to prevent the participation
in the reaction of an amount of steam greater than the present one.

Then, when the convergence is assumed in the thermalh.vdraulic
module, the zircaloy oxidation module computes the layers growth on the basis of
an available oxygen flux equal to the same value FO2A.

2.5.2. Interaction model of UO2 with solid zircaloy

The contact between the cladding and the fuel, which may occur
during high pressure transients, leads to chemical interaction if the contact is
good and if the temperature is sufficiently high (greater than 1473 K.).

The UO2 reacts with zircaloy to form (U, Zr) alloy located between two
a - Zr(O) layers as shown in the figure.
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This chemical reaction is an oxygen diffusion controlled process and
obeys parabolic rate laws. Then, the growth rate of metallurgical layers, derived
from experimental work of Hofman / H / , can be modelized by :

_

where 1, 2, 3 correspond repectively to the thickness of
layers I , ( I + I ) , (1+ TL+th

The constants A and B are temperature dependent.

The physical properties of the (U, Zr) layer and its composition as a
function of time are unknown. Then, this layer is assumed in ICARE2 to he a
mixture of Zirconium and UO2 whose properties can be easily computed. The
mass fraction of UO2 in the mixture is an input data.

This assumption done through lack of physical informations allows
nevertheless mass conservation during the chemical reaction. The 3 correlations
giving the thickness growth of the layers are applied is conjunction with 2 mass
conservation equations, for Zircaloy and UOa.

The reduction of the UO2 by the Zircaloy slops when the prior Zvp of
the cladding is consumed by this reaction or by another one.

2.5.3. Interaction model of UO2 with liquid Zircaloy

This interaction has been studied by several authors (/15/./16/).
These experimental works show that this complex process is time dependent : it
is a diffusion controlled reaction according to Hofman (parabolic law) /15/ and a
convection controlled reaction from Kim and Olander /16/ when the reaction
surface is vertical.

In the present version of the code, the modélisation of this reaction is
simple. The pseudo binary phase diagram of Politis /17/ predicts the total
amount of UO2 in the mixture. The dissolution process is not time dependent
because an instantaneous equilibrium assumption is made. The solubility limit
curve of UO2 in liquid zircaloy can also be given as an input data instead of the
Politis one.

SB73
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In the code, the composition of the (U-Zr-O) alloy is simply a mixture
of liquid zircaloy with solid particles of UO2. The ratio of UOz molar fraction in
the mixture is given by solubility limit curve.

2.6. Mechanical model

In fact, the present version of ICARE2 has not a mechanic module
allowing stress and ballooning calculations.

Nevertheless, thermal expansions are taken into account, and a simple
loss of integrity model leads to define three possible physical states for a
material :

- compact
- fissured
- dislocated

The change from a state to another is at present time imposed through
input data criteria that physical parameters attached to the material must verify.

The parameters can be either temperature, or thickness or
instantaneous temperature evolution or time.

TrJ

The input threshold values for these parameters can be either
minimum or maximum values. A parameter interferes in the state modification if
its threshold value is given in input data.

When a material becomes dislocated, it can be added to a neighbouring
material yet composed of a mixture of several pure materials either solid or
liquid.

whl

A liquid material can flow down when it is no more enclosed by
neighbouring compact materials.

The concept of fissured state acts essentially for internal cladding
oxidation by the channel steam and for the fission products release.

Thd
equation

2.7. Fission products release model

The CORSOR-M model /18/ was introduced in ICARB2 code to simulate
the release of fission products and structural materials from a core containing
fuel and control rods. Fourty species are involved and two separate release
mechanisms are used depending on species and temperature history profile.

Gap release

A small fraction of the volatile fission product species lies in the fuel
cladding gap during normal reactor operation and is subject to a one-time
release when cladding fissuration occurs. This release mechanism is simulated by
releasing the fraction of the inventory of the species in table 2.



Table 2

species

Cs

I

Kr, Xe

Te, Sb

Ba, Sr

release
fraction

5%

1,7%

3%

10-2%

1(H%

Transient release

- For fuel rods, the model assumes a first order release rate from each
specie such as :

where

MFPR = MFPI (1 - exp (-FRC * DT))

MFPR = Mass of the species released from the node during
the period DT

MFPI = Mass of the species present at the node at the
beginning of the time s tep

FRC = Fractionnai release rate coefficient

The release rate coefficient is given for each specie by an Arrhenius type
equation of the form :

FRC = K * exp (-Q/RT)

where R = 1,987.1CH
K,Q = are given in /18/

The K and Q values assume that :

- release of the noble gases, Cs, I and Te are controlled by migration
through the fuel matrix (same K and Q values).

- release of refractory fission products and structural materials are
controlled by vaporization (so the Q values are heats of vaporization
for these species).



- release of Ba, Sr, La are done in oxide form (so the Q values are
heats of vaporization of these oxides).

Moreover the interaction of the tellurium with the zircaloy cladding is taken
into account by an increase of the Te release if the cladding oxidation exceeds
70%.

- For control rods, great deal of uncertainty leads to a very simple model
based on the hypothesis that the failure occurs at 1400*C, and that the
cumulative fraction of the inventory released is given by table 3.

desc.
the
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Table 5
fuel
conci|
cri te!

Temperature

Ce)

1-100

2300

2800

Cumulative
release rate

Ag In Cd

0,5% 0,5% 35%

5% 1,5% 56%

10% 10% 70%

- In the expectation of TRAP MELT2 code /19/ coupling for studying fission
products and aerosols transport phenomena, the equivalence between the
fourty species of CORSOR M model and the ten groups of TRAP MELT code
is already done. givoi
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2.8. An automated regulation model (user convenience)

This model allows the automatic nuclear power history calculation in
order to follow a material temperature evolution given as an input data for an
axial level of the bundle.

The automated regulation is in fact a Proportional Integrator derivator
module, whose parameters have been adjusted for Phebus transients in order to
obtain a good response of the regulation. The set of parameters value can
however be modified through the input data.

This automated regulation is very useful to prepare or interpret
experimental tests, because only one computation is necessary to define or to
reconstitute the power history giving the required or measured temperature
evolution.

conn
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3 - CALCULATIONAL RESULTS

All the previous models concerning fluid and material are combined to
describe the expected behavior of fuel rods heated to températures greater than
the melting point of zircaloy in a steam and/or hydrogen environment. An
application of ICARE2 code is given to demonstrate the main possibilities of the
code during the disruption of a core. The test chosen is a PHEBUS-type test ;
first few words of the PHEBUS SFD program.

3.1. PHEBUS SFD program

The investigations are performed in a test train of 21 roiis PWK-type
fuel bundlns of 0.8m active length surrounded by a shroud and subjected lo
conditions representative of typical reactor accident beyond the dimensioning
criteria. The main characteristics of the tests are the following :

- test "B9" with a high steam flow rate and a low heat-up rate allowed
to get a high cladding oxidation.

- test "B9+" similar to test "B9" but continued beyond 1850*C up to
severe damage of the bundle.

- test "B9R" similar to test "B9" but followed by a high steam flow
rate to cool down the bundle.

- test "C3" with a high hydrogen content and high pressure level in
order to study the formation of U-Zr alloy by collapse of the
cladding on the fuel pellets.

- test "C3+" similar to test "C3" but continued beyond 1850"C to study
the molten zircaloy-U02 interaction.

o
in
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- test "AIC" to study the influence of control rod elements (Ag, In,
Cd) on the bundle damage process.

The fig.A summarizes the general characteristics of these tests and
gives the schedule of the overall program.

3.2. Calculations! resultB on a demonstrative test

3.2.1. Introduction

This test does not concern a comparison between experimental and
computational results. Its aim is only to illustrate the existing capabilities of the
code, which are in particular :

- all the chemical reactions
- the Z1O2 layer dislocation
- the flowdown and the relocation of molten materials
- the numerical performances and the post processing.

The test conditions and the code modelization are now described
before the comments of computational results.
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FIG. A.

3.2.2. Test conditions - Code modelization

The transient is composed of 2 phases :

- during the first phase, the zircaloy oxidation by vapor and the
UOa/Zr interaction take place,

- during the second phase, the vapor is replaced by hydrogen and
the nuclear power is increased enough to involve the melting and
the dislocation of the cladding and the internal shroud layer.

To assure the interaction between UOz and solid Zr, the fuel-clad.ding
contact is imposed since 1500 seconds until the end of the transient.

The zirconia (Z1O2) layer breaks when its temperature exceeds 2400 K
and if its thickness is less than 300 /m.

The boundary conditions are summarized below :

. inlet gas temperature : 553 K
• external shroud temperature : 553 K
. channel pressure : 1,5 M Pa
< axial power profile, mass-flow rate, nuclear power are shown in

figures B and C.
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The maximum nuclear power is 1250 W/rod and the gas filling the
pores of low density ZrCte layer in the shroud is helium.

The bundle is axialy divided in 32 meshes with an equal length (fig.D).

Radial (socialization is shown in fig.E. The 5 representative rods are
separately modelized. The respective weights from hotter rod to colder one are :
1, 4, 4, 4 and 8.

Five materials are represented in the shroud ;

- the internal Zr layer,
- the porous ZrQj layer divided in 5 radial meshes,
- the high density Z1O2 layer,
- the stainlesss steel layer.
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FIG. B. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD: power and fluid boundary conditions.



FIG. C. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD:
axial power profile.
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FIG. D. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD:
bundle meshing: rods (1.5) and shroud (ZR).
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FIG. E. PHEBUS radial nodalization.

3*2*3» Results comments

The results are illustrated at several times with front views of the
centra) rod, the external rod and the internal shroud layer in zircaloy. The
other 3 layers of the shroud are not represented in the figures, and only one
half of the rods is shown.

To make clear the illustration of the results, the cladding and the
shroud radial scales are five time greater than the fuel one.

Tho moaning of the colours are :
- in blue the a-Zr (o)
- in light blue fi-Zr
- in red the fuel (UO2)
- in green the ZrO2
- in yellow a liquid mixture of pure materials
- in white a solid mixture of pure materials.

The fig. 1 represents the initial state of the bundle. The cladding and
the internal shroud layers are composed of fi-Zr.

The effect of 2 chemical reactions are pointed out in fig. 2 :

è
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FIG. 1. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD: front view of
rods (1.5) and shroud (ZR).

- the Zr oxidation by vapor : formation of ZrOî and ot-Zr(O) layers,
- the UO2 - solid Zr intei-action : apparition of aZr(O) layers in the

internal side of the cladding and a (U-Zr-O) mixture layer between
them.

The stronger ZrO2 axial thickness gradient is due to the increased
axial temperature. In the cladding, the prior £-Zr has been converted in a Zr(O)
above the level 0,25 m.

The fig. 3 shows the beginning of the melting in the upper part of
the bundle. Then the UO2 dissolution by molten Zr takes place and the yellow
liquid mixture of the cladding is composed of molten Zr and solid UO2 particles.

The molten area extends because of the temperature increase.

When the cladding temperature exceeds 2400 K in a level where the
ZrOî layer thickness is less than 300 fan, this layer breaks and the internal
melted materials can flowdown. They refreeze in the low colder part of the rod :
in the white mixture there are UO2 and ZrO2 particles mixed with solid Zr (fig.4).



FIG. 2. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD: front view of
rods (1.5) and shroud (ZR).
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According to the same break criterion) the internal shroud layer
breaks up, making it possible the candling of a liquid Zr and solid Zi-02 particles
mixture (fig.5).

(fig.6).
The dislocated areas of the rods extend as the temperature increases

When the cladding temperature becomes greater than 2673 K the UO2
dissolution is suddenly increased according to the Politis diagram (fig. 7). If the
amount: of molten Zr is sufficient, the fuel get completely dissolved as pointed
out in fig.7 and fig.8.

The bundle final state is shown in fig.8. The external rod is more
degiadated than the internal one because it was less oxidized during the
transient.

L-e the
eternal

rod :
.••g.J).

The liquid mixture located above the dislocated cladding area does not
flowdown. This is a limitation of the present code version. But il is important to
notice that the cladding width is very thin as shown in fig.9 where cladding,
shroud and fuel have the same radial scalu.



FIG. 3. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD: front view of
rods (1.S) and shroud (ZR).

FIG. 4. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD: front view Of
rods (1.5) and shroud (ZR).

FIG. 5. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD: front view of
rods (1.5) and shroud (ZR).



FIG. 6. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFU: front view of
rods (1.5) and shroud (ZR).

FIG. / . ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD: front view of
rods (1.5) and shroud (ZR).

FIG. 8. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD: front view of
rods (1.5) and shroud (ZR).



FIG. 9. ICARE2 VO/PHEBUS SFD: front view of
the 5 rods snd shroud (ZR).

The calculation cor.t on CRAY XMP computer is about 1100 CPU time for
13000 seconds of real lime.

The average linio step is about 30 seconds.

4 - STATUS OP ICARR2 CODE

Model development integration for ICARE2 VcrsionO was completed in
the; middle of 1988. This version has been released in France for PHEDUS
pro-calculations (test "C3+" and "B9+") and reactor core-meltdown calculations.
The next version, ICAHE2 Vcrsionl, described in the present paper will be
released to the general public in the middle of 1989. It will contain mainly the
feedback from Assessment work done with ICARE2 VersionO.

l o i
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To day, new developments arc being performed concerning control rod,
general mechanical and debris bed models. However studies are now underway to
couple the ICARE2 models which deals with core material (radiation, thermic,
chemical, candling, fission product release) to the TRAP-MELT2 code which deals
with fission products and aerosols transport phenomena and to the CATHARE2
french Iherinohydraulic code in order to obtain an integrated mechanistic code
for analysis of reactor core-inelt progi'ession.

I'-
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LARGE NUCLEAR REACTOR TRANSIENT SIMULATION

A.I. IONOV, V.M. PANIN, L.N. PODLAZOV,
V.D. ROGOVA, T.Yu. SAKHAROVA, B.E. TREKHOV
Institute of Research and Development,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Modern nuclear power reactors for nuclear power plants are large. This

can create problems concerning power monitoring and control. This paper

present some calculations performed with the computer code TRIADA during the

analysis of large r.BMK-reactors. Basic modelling capability of the code is

presented and code validation against experimental data is discussed. It

should be noted that the TRIADA code has also been used for the analysis of

the Chernobyl-4 accident.

Due to the combined physical parameters and features

all modern power reactors for NFP units are large.

The information on average power behaviour and another

integral characteristics are stiil deficient to solve

justifiably the problem concerning such reactor monitoring,

control and safety.

According to this the combined tests related to the

mathematical model and program development for reactor

dynamics investigations with regard to neutron-physics

and thermohydraulics processes spatial distribution are

being conducted at the Research and Development Institute

of Power Engineering over some years.

Dynamic process modeling completness when considering

the whole emergency and transient conditionc is become

particularly necessary due to increased safety requirements.
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At present one-, two- and three-dimensional program

complexes are used to design and operate RBMK-like reactors,

as well as the means of justification for meastires directed

towards increasing of their operational reliability. These

complexes allow to solve scientific-technical and practical

tasks related to the spatial dynamics mechanism detection,

automatic power density control and stabilisation and

control algorithm development.

Of special interest is the problem of the reactor

safety under emergency conditions. This task requires

the combined investigations of the fast spatial-distributed

neutron and thermohydraulic processes with regard to

inspection, control and safety system.

Three-dimensional reactor kinetics code ERIADA that

takes into consideration fast and delayed neutrons, physi-

cal features, non-homogeneity and thermohydraulic core

condition became the main tool for such investigations.

The number of plane nodes can be either 140 or 540 ones,

and the number of axial layers up to 70, i.e. takes account

of more than 35000 spatial assemblies is the TRIADA oode

according to the condition considered.

The fuel element and graphite température is defined

by heat-balance equation for every design assembly based

on heat-conduction equation under the assumption that

heat leakage in height is neglected compared to heat transfer

to coolant. Coolant density distribution over the reactor

channels was determined based on the equations for conser-
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vation laws of energy, mass and momentum that can be solved

by using both drift model and two-phase model within approxi-

mation*

Phenomenological relations ierived from the experimental

data processing as a rule are used for a number of closed

relationships in hydrodynamics and heat-conduction equations*

Neutron flux behaviour ( §) in the core is described

in diffusive single-group modified approximation and lias

the following form:

3£
at

at

' J in
E
in

- Ci)

, t ) , C;= C/r, t) , ( X, ) C V

V - region where neutron diffusion is described incorporates

the core with extrapolated boundary (P } at which boundary

conditions can be written as: <3>Jp = 0 .

Diffusion equation local coefficient relation IT and

Koo as a function of physics, thermohydraulic and design

characteristics is essential factors that effect on neutron

field behaviour.

She relation form IIs and Koo as a function of above

parameters was determined based on statistic physios cal-

culations for polylocations having different properties*



70 Provision is made for the introduction of practically

any relations for above parameters that should be used as

input data.

The system operation modeling of inspection, energy

distribution control and safety with regard to spatial

arrangement of the devices and operating controls plays

an important role in design dynamics investigation for

large reactors.

Experience gained in investigations showed that careful

discription of these systems with regard to their function

design and algorithm properties is quite necessary.

In-core inspection device and side ionisation chamber

system as well as drive mechanism therefore are completely

modelled under the RBMK calculations in the TRIAD*, program.

The program complex construction allows for different

structures and the CSS logic implementation including auto-

matic control system (integral and local) as well as a

number of emergency shields and reactor scram system»

Independent task solved during the program development

process is its verification that based on the experimental

data base obtained at the reactors and special stands. Pur-

poseful program test can be effectively conducted if a

number of representive physics processes will be conven-

tionally assigned.

The following main physics processes can be assigned

in the mathematical TRIADA code model:

- spatial neutron flux kinetics (local and global

effects);



- diffusion equation constant provision to take into

account feedbacks regarding thermodynamic processes;

- reactor thermodysamio processes with consideration

for fast and slow parameter changes.

Modelled process singularity requires a large body of

experimental-design information to perform correct compa-

rative analysis*

The initial data must contain the information on large

neutron flux field, reactor loading, fuel burn up, CSS

element location and the main reactor thermo-physical

characteristics.

Kinetic unit test was performed based on experimental

data obtained during the Chernobyl NFP first two unit

start-up.

Close agreement between experimental and design data

on neutron power dynamic, reactivity and axial fields in

dropping of 103 rods (Fig.1, 2, 3) is achieved.

The experimental and design data both in quantity and

power change rate and reactivity in case of 24 shutdown

rod insertion into the core during 2s are in agreement with

each other (Fig.4).

When program testing reproduction quality of radial-

asimuthal and axial power density field deformation during

the CSS single rod displacement has been also evaluated.

The experimental data obtained during running of experi-

ments concerning single rod withdrawing at the Ignalinskaya

NPF were used for comparison. Local automatic control and

automatic control system operation logic was completely



FIG. 1. Original position of the CSS inserted rods.
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FIG. 2. Axial field deformation within the device arrangement.
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modelled according to standard scheme during the running

of design investigations of these experimental modes.

The agreement between design and expérimental data aa

to neutron flux deviation for initial and final transient

states was achieved by power density distribution device

indications separated from rod by a distance of 0.5 m *

Relative error accounted for 10 %,

The parameters that affect the reactor behaviour are

the maltiplication factor K«o and neutron migration

area NT in accepted design singlegroup asto power model.

The design polycell characteristic analysis shows

that void reactivity effect depends considerably on absorber

type and inventory in design cell.

In consequence it can be said with confidence that

this effect in operating reactor must not be the same in

core inventory that is essential to safety analysis.

The inclusion of the local reactor performances as a

function of the thermalphysical coolant parameters, the

CSS element position, a number of additional absorbers

(AA), graphite temperature and burnup fraotion in the

mathematical model permits to use the reactor tests as to

void reactivity effect determination ( o/.*f ) for program

test.

The determination and analysis of this integral para-

meter vLy provide very important information on the

reactor properties as a whole and permit to judge in gene-

ral terms on physical process reproduction quality in the

core. Certain quantal information on local properties can



be obtained from these data since disturbance region of

the coolant density in the reactor tests as to " o/-y "

has largely local nature in core height.

So the void reactivity effect quantity for Ignalinskaya

NPP reactor befor AA installation into the core according

to measures for the HBMK safety increasing accounted for

J.y> 1.8 p , it is compliance with experimental value

The results obtained during the Chernobyl-III sturtup

are also used when program testing. Flood regime with cold

depoisoned reactor core water was reproduced in model.

The quantity of experimentally defined and design flood

effect also gave good agreement and accounted for - 2 6

It should be noted that this program has been used under

the analysis of emergency situation at the Chemobyl-4

which took place in April 26, 1986 as well as under the

investigations of developed and conducted measures for RBMK

safety increasing /2,3/.

As an illustration Pigs»5 and 6 show the design results

of neutron field dynamics in core inventory under discharge

header rupture and reactor scram.
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FIG. 6. Radial field isometry within 1.5 s of accident beginning.
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VERIFICATION OF COMPUTER CODES USED IN LICENSING

J. HÔHN, J. RUMPF
Staatliches Amt fur Atomsicherheit und Strahlenschutz,
Berlin

Abstract

This paper discussed the di f f icul t ies encountered by a country trying

to develop i t s own computer codes for safety analysis necessary for the

licensing of nuclear power plants. Both reactor dynamics codes (DYN 3D and

RAUDY-1000) and thermohydraulic codes are discussed and the main problems for

their validation are identified. Suggestions are presented about the possible

role of the IAEA in fostering exchange of information in this area.
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1. Safety Analysis within the GDR

To evaluate the safety of system design of planta within
the framework of licensing by computer codes (CCs) so
called evaluation models are used. These modols are con-
servative approaches to treat the uncertainties of nc-
cident simulation caused by description of physical
phenomena details of simulating f i r s t and secondary c i r -
cuits and used mathematical methods. These Gvaluation
models are used to analyse accidents within the design
process, to derive limits and conditions of safe opera-
tion as well as to develop operational and maintenance
procedures. Sometimes a quantification of safety margins
is required for evaluation of changes in design or baclc-
f i t t ing measures. For licensing purposes a lot of CCs
has been part ia l ly developed and par t ia l ly imported
which are now being verified.

During the eighties new requirements for safety analysis
and evaluation have arisen. The elaboration and evaluation
of accident procedures, operator training, PSA and risk
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studies and a more realistic accident simulation which

includes the remaining uncertainties in the frame of the

licensing process requires CCs of best estimate type.

Further, an enlarged spectrum of accidents within design

basis and beyond has to be analysed.

The CCs used for safety analysis and evaluation have been

classified in nine different problem classes: i) neutron

physicfjand thermohydraulics, ii) fuel behaviour, :i.ii) tran-

sients with and without coolant, iv) inner and outer dy-

namic influences, v) propagation of radioactive substance»,

vi) component integrity, vii) severe accidents, viii) ra-

diation transport and ix) probabilistic safety asKOsornent.

For authorization of CCs a number of proofs has to bo sub-

mitted concerning common data on CUa, description and

quality assurance including verification. This procedure

is valid for both developed and importer! COn. Conside-

rable resources are spent on verification, arid a broad

exchange of experience is useful to Jo this- work ef-

ficiently. In March this year a two-day seminar under

the agreement on scientific and technical cooperation

between GDR and PRG was devoted to those problems, and

its results will also be included in tho following re-

commendations and requirements concerning CO verification

for reactor dynamics and thermohydraulicn.

2. Verification of Heactor Dynamic and Thermohydraniio U('n

In reactor dynamics the GDR has put emphafii;* on tho develop-

ment of its own code which now has ronr.hed an advanced state.

Tho rna,jor part of important thermohydraulic codes is im-

ported. There are, from our point of view, considerably dif-

ferent verification strategies for the two code



75 2,1. Reactor Dynamic Codes

Tho moat important statement concerning thn vi-»i• i n.n\ I ion

of this type of code is the need for all tofit t.vpo's: coin-

pnrinon with experimental data, code comparison and bench-

marks. That is mainly due to the restrictec] ojc.pcri.ninnLui

basis for reactivity induced transients. There ia n unml Tor

supporting experimental verification by code compnruions and

benchmarks.

i) Concerning low-dimensional reactor dynamic codes tho most

important features were already given in V/orsnw in 19B7 /1/.

These widely used models have a rather limited validity to

describe the real core behaviour. The verification o.f these

codes has to be performed very carefully in rospect to the

data, the model and the method of its application lo de-

scribe a 3D-process.

The experimental verification is of high importance with

"ideal" experiments described reasonably well by the low-

dimensional code being preferable to "real" experiments

which cannot be described a priori by low-dimensionnl codea.

Internationally agreed code intercomparisonn and bonchmarlcn

are useful for verification even if the geometry of fuel

assemblies is different.

ii) For 3D-reactor dynamic code verification the geometry

of WWER-cores practically restricts the actual verification

activities to the CMEA countries except for some common

methodological aspects. In the GDR the development of

3D-reactor dynamic codes follows two different kinetic

approaches coupled with 1D-thermohydraulic channels. A

1 1/2 group diffusion approximation called RAUDY-440 has

been developed and tested now for the WWER-440 typo reac-

tor. Two group models based on nodal expansion are under

development and verification for the WWER-440 type reactor

(DYN 3D) and the WWER-1000 type reactor (RAIIDY-1000), re-

spectively. Comprehensive verification activities cover



the data for local and global characteristics. The oodo

verification on the kinetic level takes place by code

comparison between the GDR and the USSR and by experiments

using the LRO teat facility for WW1ÏR-1000 type reno. Ion nnd

power reactors by means of rod drops and dynamic reactivity

mensûrements. Similar verification activities are carried

out on the dynamic level including thermohydraulic feed-

back where some additional insight could be oWfuned by ana-

lysing the throttle tests with the Rheinsberg experimental

assembly. Up to now there are no benchmarks which should

be developed in the future to support the training of code

users. It seams to be useful to carry out ID-bonchnmrlcs

with 2D- and 3D-CCs. A comprehensive evaluation is of high

importance to address the results of 3D-CC for non-statio-

nary calculations. The influence of different data bases

on the aoouracy of results should also be tested with

different codes.

Very carefully one has to decide for which kind of appli-

cations 3D-CC are necessary because of distinct redistri-

bution of the neutron field, and reasonable because of

expected reliability of 3D-CC predictions. Tho use of the

hot-channel safety philosophy Is not compatible with the

advantages of 30-caloulationa» Requirements for the need

of aocurate 30-oaloulations should be established care-

fully since they are not justified if the important para-

meters of the primary circuit are not well known. An agreed

verification of simple models is required before testing

the total CC. In contrast to thermohydraulic CCa tho veri-

fication of reactor dynamic CCs takes place mainly by

measurements of nuclear parameters of real cores. There-

fore the operational instrumentation should be appropriate

and well supported by an additional instrumentation during

commissioning*

In this respect dynamic experiments in different burn up

core states are of importance to verify the COs for nil



operational states which could be an initial state? for a
transient. The international attention for vonctivx I y in-
ducod transients like ATWS and steam line bronlcn roquiron
tho coupling of core models with the circuit where "pcM-ini
emphasis has to be placed on core models of d if feront uu-
nurnoy.
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2.2. Thermofry^raulic Codes

The interesting processes within this code category can bo
simulated only phenomenologically. It is recognized that
the predominant verification process is the coMparinon with
experiments. These experiments may be do no to n lmv.c ox-
tent by non-nuclear tests. The assessment of the thennohy-
rtraullc codes is therefore mainly based on proton I, mid port-
to at calculations of separate effect tests, integral
system tests, and transients in plants themselves during
commissioning, operation and incidents.

In contrast to reaotor dynamics an enormous amount of
data concerning design basis accidents due to both in-
tegral and separate effect tests has boon ncfuinululcd
in tho last decade for the assessment of thfirmohyrlrim-.
lie; codes and this data base will be enlarged in th?
next years. There are not enough data for ac:«1.rtpntn be-
yond design basis. Moreover resources for nnnlyHia nf
oil the experiments are limited. To guide tho indepen-
dent assessment of PWR and BWR thermohydraulic system
codes internationally agreed radiation matrices have
been established by the CSNI-PWG-2 task group /?/.
The following conclusions could be drawn from those ex-
tensive assessment activities to give guidnnoo for op-
timal verification that means to verify eodon efficient-
ly with a minimal number of tests:

i) During development and verification of a now code n
Total Validation Matrix talcing into account about 40 - 60



integral and about 60 - 80 separate effect tnaia hnn to

be compared altogether with the predictions,

ii) Each new code version free for application by any user

and without any influence by the code developer roqutraa

verification in the frame of a so-called Hanin Valida-

tion Matrix. That meana one has to carry out for code vo-

rificntion at least 4 - 6 integral tests for l'WH and nt

laast 2 integral tests for BWR as well as n proporly HO-

iGcted number of separate effect tests depending; on hh«

models changed. For internationally imported codes the

requirements for verification should be between both ma-

trices. The extent of verification necessary for autho-

rization will be determined by the Regulatory Body dopen-

ding on the effects necessary for code adaptation to the

real plant.

Advantages and disadvantages of the different test typos

should be taken into account for the verification acti-

vities based on the validation matrices. Separate effect

tests are characterized by clearly defined boundary con-

ditions, no compensation of model weaknesses, and there

ie in general a high density and quality of instrumen-

tation. Disadvantageous is the test of only me phenomenon,

restricted parameter region and partly scaling problems.

To select the individual tests each phenomenon should be

addressed in test facilities of different soale and all

test types should be included with a ranking which depends

on the importanoe of phenomena in the accident sequence.

Integral tests are of advantage because they simulate the

total system, a broad spectrum of accidents, the combined

action of single tests, and a good instrumentation. Other-

wise these are scaling problems and possibilities for ef-

fect compensation. The original geometry of real plants is

of high value for experimental verification of models, but

the spectrum of accidents is restricted and the instrumen-

tation is that for operation only»



Moreover, uncertainties from nodalization should be mini-

mized by a model dependent ooncept which has to be proved

by pre- and posttest calculations of separate effects and

integral system tests before application calculations for

the real plant are made within the same nodalization scheme.

In the last decade the influence of scaling could be care-

fully investigated by means of unsealed separate effect

test facilities. In general the 1:1 separate effect tests

are suitable to demonstrate» the margins in comparison with

scaled test facilities. If the scale up capabilities of

models are not fully justified then 1:1 separate effect

tests are necessary for realistic process description.

Otherwise the modelling due to 1;1 separate effect tests

has to be valid for scaled down integral test facilities

to verify the system behaviour. The investigation of scale

dependent phenomena will be a priority issue of future

activities.

3. Conclusions

Some proper guidance for regulatory bodies to supervise

the verification activities of safety analysis codes

could be obtained recently. Otherwise some problems

do not aeem to be sufficiently resolved so far. One of

them is a scientifically founded and practicable ap-

proach to uncertainty analysis. Another one is the need

for guidance to qualify the user of codes to reduce tho

influence of man which to date is larger than differen-

ces in models. We propose to elaborate under IAEA's

leadership documents concerning practicable approaches

to uncertainty estimation, user qualification, and pro-

posals for validation matrices including access to data,

codes, and support by specialists from the donor coun-

tries or the IAEA.
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COMPARISON OF PMK-NVH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
IN THE EVENT OF 7.4% COLD AND HOT LEG BREAKS

G. ÉZSÔL, L. SZABADOS
Central Research Institute for Physics,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

Analyses of postulated accidents in nuclear power plants are

carried out by computer codes, which must be validated by

experimental results. Experiments were carried out on the

PMK-NVH facility, a scaled down model of the Paks Nuclear

Power Plant equipped with WWER-440 reactors.

This work presents the results of four experiments with cold

and hot leg breaks modelling a 7.4% break in the plant start-

ing from nominal operating conditions with and without hydro-

accumulators in action and considering the availability of one

high pressure system. A few results of the validation of

RELAP4/MOD6 is also given in the report.

1. Introduction

79

The Paks Nuclear Power Plant is equipped with WWER-440 type

reactors. Such reactors are slightly different from PWRs of

usual design and have a number of special features, viz.:

6-loop primary circuit, horizontal steam generators, loop

seal in hot and cold legs, safety injection tank (SIT) set-

point pressure higher than secondary pressure, coolant from

SITs is directly injected to the upper plenum and downcomer.

As a consequence of the differences the transient behaviour

of such reactor system should be different from the usual

PWR system behaviour.



This work presents the results of four experiments in form

of comparison plots for 7.4% break starting from nominal

operating conditions as:

- SPE-1: cold leg break with one high pressure injection

system (HPIS) in action without hydroaccumulators?

- HLB-1: hot leg break with one high pressure injection

system in action without hydroaccumulatorsf

- SPE-2: cold leg break with one high pressure injection

system in action with hydroaccumulatorsj

- HLB-2: hot leg break with one high pressure injection

system in action with hydroaccumulators.

The experimental basis of the research was the PMK-NVH in-

tegral type test facility, which is a scaled down model of

the Paks Nuclear Power Plant. The facility was primarily

designed to investigate small-break LOCA processes of WWER-

440 plants [1],[2],[3]. Aiming to strengthen the internati-

onal co-operation in nuclear safety the Central Research

Institute for Physics made available the PMK-NVH facility

to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) \.o conduct

Standard Problem Exercises. As a result of this project ex-

periment SPE-1 was selected for the first IAEA-Standard

Problem Exercise, while the second IAEA-Standard Problem

Exercise was based on experiment SPE-2. Experiment HLB-1

was the counterpart experiment of SPE-1, while HLB-2 plays

the same role for SPE-2. Results of SPE-1 and SPE-2 have

been published in [4] and [5], respectively.

The purpose of the new experiments is to know the system be-

haviour in case of hot leg break and to compare the results

to the cold leg break cases to know the differences between

the two transient processes.



2. Experiments

2.1. Facility description

A detailed description of the facility is given in [6], [7].

The main features of the loop are prescribed solely to offer

a means to better understand the test results. The volume

and power scaling of the PMK-NVH facility is 1:2070. Transi-

ents can be started from nominal operating conditions. The

ratio of elevations is 1:1 except for the lower plenum and

pressurizer. The six loops of the plant are modelled by a

single active loop. On the secondary side of the steam gene-

rator the steam/water volume ratio is kept. The coolant is

water.

A flow diagram of the PMK-NVH is presented in Fig. A. The

core model with an electrically heated 19-rod bundle and the

steam generator (SG) model are presented in Figs. B and C,

respectively.

2.2. Experiment description

PRE

Ci

Tests are characterized as follows: the break nozzle has a

diameter of 3*10 m and located either on the upper head of

the downcomer (cold leg break) or the upper plenum (hot leg

break), (see Fig. A). SIT-1 is connected to the downcomer

head nd it models 2 hydroaccumulators in action. SIT-2 is

connected to the upper plenum head and models 1 hydroaccu-

mulator. The modelling of the HPIS flow corresponds to the

case when only one of the three systems is available. The

secondary side is isolated after transient initiation by

closing valves PV21 and PV22. Transient is initiated by

opening valve MV31.
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PREHERATER O p

rn

STEAM GENERATOR

MV12

Abbreviations are:

PV
MV
VT
TF
CP
GV
SIT-1
SIT-2
HPIS

- pneumatic control valve,
- motor valve,
- flow measurement device,
- flow measurement device,
- density measurement device,
- density measurement device,

- hydroaccumulators,

- high pressure injection system.

Fig. A. Flow diagram of PMK-NVH f a c i l i t y
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Fig. B. Core model
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Fig.C. Steam generator model



82 The initial steady-state conditions for the four tests are

presented in Table I (for the abbreviations see Fig. D ) . The

sequence of events during the course of transient is summa-

rized in Table II.

Table I.

Initial conditions
SPE-1

- pressure in upper ple-
num (PR21) MPa

- loop flow (FL53) kg/s
- core inlet temperature

(TE63) K
- core power (VTllxCOll)kW
- coolant level in pressu-

rizer (LE71, collapsed) m
- SIT-1 pressure (PR91) MPa
- SIT-2 pressure (PR92) MPa
- SIT-1 level (LE91) m
- SIT-2 level (LE92) m
- pressure in SG secon-

dary (PR81) MPa
- coolant level in SG

secondary (LE81, col-
lapsed) m

- feed water flow (-) kg/s

4,67

2,25
0,353

HLB-1 SPE-2

4,76

1,97
0,380

5,07

1,67
0,406

HLB-2

12,65
4,73

538
654

1,53
-
-
-
-

12,45
4,48

541
620

1,44
-
-
-
-

12,18
4, fin

546
662

1,55
5,79
6,02
1,55
1,98

12,48
4,41

543
653

1,62
6,06
6,35
1,56
1,89

4 , 7 4

1,77
0,400

Sequence of events

SPE-1

0.0

4,3

11,6

12
9,

break valve MV11 start
to open, valves PV21 and
PV22 start to close (s)
transient for power ini-
tiated at (s)
HPIS flow (0,014 kg/s)
initiated at (MPa)
pump coast down ini-
tiated at (s)

(MPa)
secondary relief valve
PV23

- opening time (s)
and pressure (MPa)

- closing time (s)
and pressure (MPa)

SIT-1 actuated at (s)
SIT-2 actuated at (s)
SIT-1 empty (MV91 closes)
and SIT-2 empty (MV92
closes) is)
at a SIT-2 level of (m)
pressurizer empty (s) 15

break flow two phase (s) 188
test was terminated (s) 997

47

15
5,3

71
4,9

HLB-1

0.0

4,0

11,68

11
10,33

15
5,37

71
4,96

20

118
1000

SPE-2

0.0

3,0

11,4

11
9,10

Table II.

HLB-2

0.0

4,0

11,75

11
10,55

15
5,45

71
4,96

39
38

397
1,2

15

212
996

15
5,37

71
4,96

33
32

456
1,16

21

170 (240)
1007



Abbreviations are:

TE - temperature,
PR - pressure,
DP - differential pressure,
LE - level,
FL - flow,
DE - density,
MA - mass,
VT - voltage,
CU - current.

240)
Fig. D. Types and locations of measurement transducers
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2.3. Results and discussion

More than 4 0 parameters for each test were measured. This

report, however, contains a part of them in form of compa-

rison plots. Measured parameters selected for each test can

be identified by Fig. D and captions of figures. Each figure

contains two parameters: time variation of the parameter for

hot- and cold legs either without SITs of with SITs. This

presentation offer the possibility for an easy comparison of

results obtained without- and with SITs. The reference level

(0.00 m) for the coolant collapsed levels is the bottom plane

of the reactor model.

A/ Experiments SPE-1 and HLB-1

Opening the break valve results in fast decrease of systeu

pressure as shown in Fig. 4a. For both the SPE-1 and HLB-1

the level in the reactor model starts to decrease at 35 s.

(Fig. 5a). The drop in the flow rate is reflected in Fig. 8a.

As shown there is a difference in pump coast down and the flow

is positive in the course of the transient process.

In SPE-1 the level in the reactor model (Fig. 5a) drops to the

hot leg elevation at 73 s and stagnates there until the pump

is stopped. Similar process can be observed in case of HLB-1

at 90 s, but the level is somewhat below the hot leg elevation.

As shown in Fig. 7a the drop of the level in the hot leg loop

seal reactor side is quite similar until the pump is stopped.

After this time, however, the loop seal behaviour is complete-

ly different: in SPE-1 experiment the seal is completely

emptied, in HLB-1, however, the seal is refilled, after a

deep sink. The behaviour of the level is different in the SG

side as well: in SPE-1 the level drops below the elevation

of the uppermost SG tubes at about 80 s allowing steam to be

condensed in the SG? in HLB-1 the decrease of level starts

at 170 s, exept for a narrow sink after the pump is stopped.

In SPE-1 the hot leg loop seal SG side is emptied at about

150 s, while the same event in HLB-1 experiment occurs at 340 s.
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(The difference between measurement readings in Fig 5a is due

to the different positions of the lower taps of the level

measurement device.)

As shown in Fig. 5a, there is a significant difference in le-

vels of the reactor model. At 20 8 s a deep sink is forming in

SPE-1 experiment, but it is restored soon as a consequence of

the cold leg loop seal clearing. This statement is supported

by Fig. 8a (increase in cold leg flow), and the downcomer tem-

perature (Fig. 3a). The temperature suddenly drops due to the

cold leg plug of HPIS. The level evolution of HLB-1 does not

show significant changes and the level is much more higher.

The hot leg loop seal behaviour in HLB-1 experiment shows

interesting features. As shown in Fig. 7a the level in the

reactor side of the seal suddenly drops at 340 s as a con-

sequence of the change in the break flow. The break flow be-

comes two phase at this time. The change is evidenced by the

acceleration of the system pressure drop (Fig. 4a). The sharp

change in the decrease of the SG side seal level (Fig. 6a) is

a consequence of these processes. The processes last until 525 s

when the break flow becomes single phase flow of steam.

The rest of the transient is fairly smooth without "dramatic"

events.

Heater rod temperatures, besides the minor overheating around

210 s (in SPE-1), remain very close to the saturation tempe-

rature.

At the end of the process time the level in the reactor model

is about 4.5 m, 1 m higher than the outlet section of the

core model in case of SPE-1, and 3 m in HLB-1 experiment. The

cold lerj is practically empty both in SPE-1 and HLB-1 expe-

riment.

Text com. on p. 92.
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Fuel rod surface temperatures at the outlet of the heated section (TElr)

a) without SITs, b) with SITs
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Coolant temperatures at the top of the downcomer (TE61)
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Collapsed levels in the reactor model (LE11)
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Collapsed levels in the hot leg loop seal steam generator side (LE4 5)
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Coolant levels in the hot leg loop seal reactor side (LE31)
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J2 B/ Experiments SPE-2 and HLB-2

The comparison of the time variation of the system pressures

are presented in Fig. 4b. In both two cases, opening of the

break results in fast decrease of system pressures. In SPE-2

experiment the level in the reactor model starts to drop at

about 32 s, while in HLB-2 experiment it is at 90 s.

The injection from hydroaccumulators begins in the time inter-

val of 32-39 s (Fig. 9a and b ) . The HPIS flow is actuated at

about 64 s.

Due to the effect of the secondary side there is a plateau on

the system pressure until 200 s in SPE-2 and 170 s in HLB-2

when primary pressures equal secondary pressures. The other

reason for the plateau is that the SIT injection is low in

this period (Fig. 9) due to the small pressure differences

between SITs and primary pressure.
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In case of SPE-2 there is a fast decrease in system pressure

after 200 s. This is due to the cold leg loop seal clearing

and the break flow becomes two phase. Consequently, injection

from SITs is accelerated resulting in further pressure decre-

ase. In HLB-2 experiment break flow also becomes two-phase

for a short time interval. As a result of the extensive SIT

injection, however, break flow becomes one-phase of water

again.

Fig. 6a shows the variation of the coolant level in the hot

leg loop seal SG side. In SPE-2 the seal has a lower minimum

at 200 s, after it, due to the injection from SITs, the seal

is practically filled up. Similar phenomenon can be observed

in the reactor side of the seal as shown in Fig. 7a. Injection

from SITs are terminated at about 400 s. At this time the

system pressure starts to increase as a consequence of the

hot leg loop seal. The seal does not allow steam generated
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in the core to pass on it. The sharp change in system pres-

sure at 520 s is due to the hot leg loop seal clearing (Figs.

6b and 7b).

In HLB-2 experiment the drop of the level in hot leg loop

seal SG side is quite similar to that of the SPE-2. The pro-

cess is terminated at 240 s when break flow becomes two-phase

again and the level in the hot leg loop seal reactor side

starts to drop sharply. These processes last until 470 s when

injection from SITs is terminated.

In the late phase of the transient (after 600 s) the level in

the reactor model and the hot leg loop seal SG side has about

the same value in the two experiments.

Significant effect of the cold water injection from SITs can

be seen in coolant temperatures at the downcomer inlet (Fig.

3b) and core inlet (Fig. 2b).

2.4. Conclusions

It can be concluded from the experiments without SITs that

the general behaviour of the system is at least qualitatively

similar. It is evidenced by Figs 1, 2, 3 and 4. However, the

transient behaviour of components of the system are different,

e.g.: the level in the reactor model is significantly lower

in the cold leg break experiment; the hot leg loop seal be-

haviour is completely different.

Experiments with SITs offer conclusions as: the pressure his-

tory does not show significant differences as shown in Fig.

4b; the subcooling in the cold leg (Figs. 2b and 3b) is sig-

nificantly different in the hot and cold leg breaks; the

coolant levels in the reactor model have practically the same

values in both two experiments at tiie late phase of the tran-

sient; the hot leg loop seal behaviour is quite different.
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3. Computer code validation

Results of experiments SPE-1 and SPE-2 were used in the

first and second IAEA Standard Problem Exercises [4, 51.

In this report a few results of the RELAP4/MOD6 calculation

are compared to the results of HLB-1 experiment.

The nodalization scheme applied to the calculations is

presented in Fig. 10.

Results of calculations together with the experimental results

are presented from Fig. 11 to Fig. 16. It can be seen that

the agreement between experimental and calculation results

are good. It can be concluded without detailed comparative

evaluation of the results, that the RELAP4/MOD6 code can be

applied to hot leg break LOCA analysis.
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Fig. 10.

Nodalization for RELAP4/MOD6 calculations
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Comparison of system pressures
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POST-TEST CALCULATION OF SPE-2 WITH RELAP5/MOD2 2. PU

S. PETELIN, I. PARZER, M. GREGORIC,
B. MAVKO, A. STRITAR, M. OSREDKAR
Jozef Stefan Institute,
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

Abstract

The PMK-NVH test facility was selected for the IAEA SPE-2 Standard Problem.
Facility has a high pressure hydraulic loop containing electrically heated
reactor core, steam generator, primary pump, high pressure safety injection
system and low pressure safety injection accumulators. Small break loss off
coolant accident was simulated. Results presented in this paper were obtained
by post test calculation. Calculations were performed by RELAP5/MOD1/025 IBM
versiot; and by RELAP5/M002/36.00 VAX version thermohydraulic computer codes
using the same input model, rearranged only formally to fit slightly
different input requirements for different program versions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The NPP's safety estimation requires analysis of small break loss of coolant
accidents (LOCA). Analysis is usually performed with comprehensive computer
codes RELAP5, or equivalent. Computer codes and methods of simulation should
be validated by an adequate experimental facility measured data.

Loss of coolant accident analysis have changed scope after the year 1980 from
large (LB LOCA) to small breaks (SB LOCA) because of their contribution to
the NPPs risk. Thermohydrodynamical processes during small break LOCA are
often influenced by project specific characteristics of the primary and the
secondary system and by the break location.

IAEA supported a cold leg small break LOCA experiment in the Central Research
Institute for Physics (CRIP) in Budapest and initiated the SPE-2 anable to
validation of comprehensive computer codes and methods used.

Blind analysis of the second experiment on PMK-NVH experimental facility was
performed with the computer codes RELAP5/M0D1, /4/, /&/ and post test with
RELAP5/M002, /5/. As much as possible the same input deck was used with
RELAP5/M002 calculation case as it was used with RELAP5/H0D1 at pretest
calculation to estimate the computer codes and our methods of modelling.
Results of the RELAP5/MOO2 calculation are not pretest results, regarding to
the latest date of performed analysis, but the input model used was the one
from the pretest period, developed for MODI calculations. So the results can
be somehow interpreted as pretest.
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2. PMK-NVH EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
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The PMK-NVH experimental facility, described in /I/, flf and /3/, is mainly
designed to analyze the phenomena of small break LOCA in the primary system.
The facility was constructed on the base of the similarity theory with the
real Soviet production NPPs VVER-440. The volumes and power are reduced with
the scaling ratio 1:2070, while pressure, temperature and elevations are as
in the real plant. Figure 1 shows an axonometric view and flow diagram for
the PMK-NVH experimental facility. The facility consists of reactor vessel
with directly heated 19-rod bundle and one active coolant loop, including
pressurizer, horizontal steam generator, coolant pump and downcomer parallel
to the reactor vessel. High pressure safety injection system and two passive
accumulators are connected to the primary system. One accumulator is
connected to the upper plenum and second to the downcomer.

The main coolant pump, located in the core bypass channel, is used just to
establish normal operating condition before break initiation. During the
steady state operation at full power (662 kW), MV-11 valve is closed. The
coolant flow is then directed through the bypass. Pump coast down is
simulated since the pump is not designed to simulate the real reactor coolant
pump. This is realized by closing the valve PV-11 and simultaneous opening
valve MV-11, when the pump is running at constant speed. When the MV-11 is
fully opened and the PV-11 closed, natural circulation is established. The
pump is then stopped and valve MV-12 is closed.

The facility is equipped with extensive instrumentation for the following
measurements: pressures, pressure differences, temperatures, liquid levels,
mass flow rates and densities. All the levels collapsed, what is not the best
way to follow the core uncovery. This phenomenon could be better described
by mixture levels.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT SPE-2

The second test on the PMK-NVH experimental facility was a 7.4% break in the
upper part of the downcommer. This corresponds for the real NPP VVER-440 pipe
break with 135 mm diameter, which connects one passive accumulator to the
cold leg.

The main steps of the experiment are the following:

- start at full power (662 kW),
- high pressure safety injection system capability is one of three pumps,
- primary system is flooded by three of four available passive accumulators,
- secondary side is isolated after the break initiation.

The sequence of events was as follows:

Break was simulated by fast opening of valve MV-31 (in 0,1 sec).
Simultaneously valves PV-21 and PV-22 were closed and completely isolated the
secondary side in 4 seconds. The following course of the transient depended
on the près'-re changes in the primary and secondary system. When the



Figure 1: Axonometrical view of the PMK-NVH fac i l i t y and flow diagram
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pressure in the vessel head decreased down to 11.44 MPa, reactor was tripped
taking into account the decay heat model. The SI signal was generated at the
same time, but the high pressure safety injection pumps started with 60
seconds delay.

The main coolant pump tripped when the pressure decreased to 9.10 HPa. The
secondary pressure increased in the beginning, and was later controlled by
the PV-23 relief valve. Duration of the experiment was 1000 seconds.

4. MODELLING OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment was simulated by RELAP5 computer code. For this purpose the
experimental facility was divided into discrete volumes, connected with
junctions. This should be done carefully, because a large number of volumes
does not guarantee good results, but causes great computer time consumption.

The nodalization should follow the facility construction, especially there,
where instrumentation is located. Another rule of modelling is to build a
model with most of the volumes approximately the same size.

Further on the break location, heat transfer to surroundings and between
water and construction, heat source the heat sink should be modelled. The
model for RELAP5/M0D1 or RELAP5/M002 for this case consists of 41 volumes, 42
junctions and 18 heat slabs. Standard non-equilibrium option was selected for
all volumes.

Figure 2 shows the nodalization scheme of the facility. Relatively rough and
non-optimized scheme is usually used for pretest calculations, since the
results of the experiment are not yet known at that time. Some optimization
could base only on modelling experiences of the similar processes.

Reactor vessel was divided into three equal volumes. Upper head is modeled
with one volume.
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BYPASS

Figure 2: Nodalization scheme for the second PMK-NVH Standard Problem
7.4% break for the RELAP5/HOD1 and RELAP5/MOD2 computer codes

with

Pressurizer and surge line are modeled with two volumes connected to hot leg.

Primary side of steam generator tubes is divided into five horizontal
volumes. Vertical collectors are added to the hot and cold leg pipes and
modelled as cne volume each.

Hot leg is modelled with three volumes (single volume 301 and pipe 302).

Cold leg loop seal and bypass loop including pump are modelled with four
volumes (304, 305, 308 and 309) interconnected with six junctions (330, 331,
332, 30601, 30302 and 30303). Pump is modelled as time dependent junction 331
connected to the inlet of volume 309 and a trip valve 332 at the outlet of
this volume. Junction 330 in bypass line is modelled as a motor valve. Time
dependent junction at the pump inlet was changed to single junction after the
pump trip, since no pump simulation was necessary any more. Trip valve 332
was already closed at that time.

Break is simulated as a junction connected
904, representing environment.

to a large time-dependent volume

Heat slabs are modelled in each component except in the pump and bypass
volumes. Reactor vessel and core are modelled with two separated heat slabs.
Electrical heating of the core slabs is incorporated.

Secondary side of steam generator is representpd by volumes 402, 422, 423,
and 425. This nodalization models internal recalculation of steam and liquid
water at the steam generator wall. Volume 422 is an internal separator and
volume 423 fictive downcomer.

Heat loses to the surrounding are not modelled in the presented calculations.
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5. DESCRIPTION OF THE RELAP5 COMPUTER CODE

The RELAP5/MOD2 (Reactor Excursion a-d Leak Analysis Program) computer coae
is the result of a long-year deve. opinent and is extensively used
thermohydrodynamical transients simulation of two-phase flow, liquid water,
steam and noncondensible gas mixtures in nuclear and non-nuclear systems.
Model is based on the principles of thermohydrodynamics, using two-phase flow
with two-fluid non-equilibrium model. Mathematical model in RELAP5/MOD2
computer code is one-dimensional and including six field equations. These are
continuity, momentum and energy equations, one of each for liquid and one for
vapor phase.

The partial differential equations used in the mathematical model are
explained in details in /5/.

RELAP5/MOD1 computer code has only one common energy equation for the
mixture, the rest basic equations are principally equal. There are some
differences in some adjoined equations as the interphase drag, vapor
generation, wall friction, etc.

The alleged differences in some programs are not necessarily of great
importance for modelling of processes. This depends on the sort of the
treated process. It is expected that the results of the distinctively non-
equilibrium thermodynamical processes modelling will be worse by using the
RELAP5/HOD1 computer code. A significant process of that type is mixing of
cold water with a hot mixture of liquid water and water steam. Such a process
occurs injecting cold SI water during a loss of coolant accident.

6. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS

The transient calculations of the PMK-NVH experiment using the similar
computer codes RELAP5/MOD1 and MOD2 /5/, /6/ was performed. In both cases the
same input models were used, differing just due to different input
requirements of the codes. Results of these analyses are plotted on figures 3
to 8.

When the primary pressure decreased to 5.97 MPa, accumulators were activated.
A large amount of cold water from accumulators and hot water and steam
mixture were mixed in the downcomer what is a typical non-equilibrium
thermohydrodynamical process.

G experiment
O RELAP5/MÛD1
+ RELAP5/MOD2 (liquid)
A RELAP5/MOD2 (vapor)

"b.oc seau

Time (s) * 10

Figure 3: Primary coolant temperature at the reactor vessel inlet (liquid
water and steam temperature separately plotted for M002)
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Figure 8: Collapsed water level in the reactor vessel

A typically non-equilibrium process can be observed on figure 3, where four
curves are plotted. Two curves present RELAP5/M0D2 results, separated for the
liquid an vapor phase, since M0D2 is capable of distinguishing between
phases. All the curves are quite close to each other till the cold water
injection into downcommer at 250 s. After that MODI is not capable to
calculate this process correctly, at least not within the mentioned
nodalization scheme.

The results of RELAP5/H002 calculation show a different (higher) break flow
(figure 6) which causes a greater loss of the primary coolant mass than in
reality. Therefore fuel rods started to uncover at 740 seconds and the
temperature increased rapidly (figure 5) in the upper part of the core. This
is confirmed also when watching collapsed water level in the reactor vessel
(figure 8).

7. CONCLUSION

A complete accordance between measured and calculated results has not been
achieved though the agreements of some physical parameters of RELAP5/MOD2
computation are nearly ideal. It should be pointed out that measurements at
the two-phase flow parameters are charged by a considerable error.
RELAP5/M0D2 results give quite a good prediction of the observed transient
which is the basic goal of real NPPs safety analysis. This can not be stated
for MODI calculations, describing such non-equilibrium processes.

There are some considerable differences between the RELAP5/H0D1 and
RELAP5/M0D2 computer codes calculations. The reason for this might be a bad
mathematical model for non-equilibrium two-phase flow in the RELAP5/H0D1 code
which consists of only one coupled energy equation.



Merits and limits of the mathematical models in the used codes should be
studied very carefully before using different codes for simulations of
thermohydrodynamical processes. One of the additional conclusions is to use
more general models based on basic thermohydrodynamical laws. The RELAP5/MOD1
results are also more dependent on nodalization and discretization of the
described system.

The participation in the International Standard Problems shows as a welcome
possibility for exchanging information and gaining experiences in modelling
thermohydrodynamical processes.
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POST-TEST ANALYSIS OF SPE-2 WITH TRAC-PFl

M.R.S. GALETTI, A.A. MADEIRA,
R.C. BORGES, A.C. PONTEDEIRO
Comissâo Nacional de Energia Nuclear,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Abstract
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y
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esearch

Inational

This report describes the post-test calcula-
tions performed with the computer code TRAC-PF1, to model the
PMK-NVH Second Standard Problem Exercise sponsored by IAEA.

The comparisons between measurements and cal-

culations results are presented and analysed indicating the

adequateness of using TRAC-PF1 code in small LOCA thermal hydrau-

l i c analysis.

Ltritar,
[standard

\i 1985

1982

1 . INTRODUCTION

1
The Second Standard Problem Exercise proposed

by IAEA" consists in the simulation of a 7,4# break loss of coo-

lant accident in the PMK - NVH (Paks Model Circuit) test faci-

lity, located at the Central Research Institute for Physics

(CRIP), Budapest, Hungary.

The test is an experiment with a 3 mm cold

side break located on the upper head of the downcomer, starting

from full power and with hydroaccumulators injection 40 seconds

later.

The simulation model was performed by the com-

puter code TRAC-PP1, version 7.6 ' .



106 2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The TRAC-PP1 PMK-NVH model is consisted in 31

one-dimensional components linked by 32 junctions, giving a total

of 155 cells, as shown in Table 1 and figure 1.

The steam generator model is U-tube type with

12 cells in the primary side and 7 for the secondary side.

Semiscale pump option is used and the desired

circuit mass flow was got fitting the pump velocity.

Neither heat losses to the environment was <•

considered, nor the heat added by the pump.

The pressurizer spray line was omitted.

3- COMPUTATIONAL INFORMATIONS

The PMK-NVH test was run on a machine IBM XT

compatible microcomputer with a CPR 2025 /4 coprocessor board,

based on a MOTOROLA 68020 microprocessor with a 68882 floating

point processor and 4 MB RAM, operating at 25 MHz under MS DOS

v 3.3 operating system. The code was compiled with SVS FORTRAN 77

compiler.

The Steady State run took atout 1 hour of and

the 550 seconds of transient, 26 hours of CPU time.

4. STEADY STATE CONDITIONS

It was necessary to reduce 4O# of the steam

generator heat transfer area to get the steady state condition,

and it took 120 s of simulation to achieve the initial balance.
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TABLE 1 - COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION
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PMK - NVH

COMPONENT

PRESSURIZER

PRESSURISER

HOT LEG

STEAM GENERATOR

FEEDWATER

PV - 2?

PV - 23 OUTLET

PV - 22

STEAM OUTLET

COLD LEG

MV - 12

COLD LEG

PUMP

COLD LEG

PV - 11

COLD LEG

MV - 11

COLD LEG

HPIS INLET

DOWNCOMER

COLD LEG

SMALL BREAK

MV - 91

SIT 1

VESSEL

U.PLENUM

HOT LEG

U.PLENUM

U.PLENUM

MV - 92

SIT 2

COMPONENT

TYPE

PILL

PRIZER

TEE

STGEN

PILL

VALVE

BREAK

VALVE

PILL

TEE

VALVE

PIPE

PUMP

PIPE

VALVE

TEE

VALVE

TEE
PILL

TEE
TEE
BREAK

VALVE

ACCUM

CORE

PIPE

TEE

TEE
PILL

VALVE

ACCUM

COMPONENT

NUMBER

1

2

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19

20

21

10

23

24

25
26

27
32
28

34
35
29
30

NUMBER OP

CELLS

3

13
20

5

3

4

2

8

2

5

2

6

6

15

8

4
6
7

13
6

8
4
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The results for pressure are presented on

Table 2. The core inlet temperature obtained was 546,5 K and the

loop flow was 4,65 Kg/s.

5 - TRANSIENT RESULTS

The rasults obtained represent only up to 550

s of transient when the simulation stopped because of numerical

instability problems.

Table 3 shows the major occurrences during

transient calculation.

TABLE 2 - PRESSURES DISTRIBUTION (MPa)

S.G. SEC

UPPER PLENUM

S.G. PRIM. INLET

PUMP OUTLET

EXTERNAL DOWNCOMER

CORE INLET

CORE OUTLET

TRAC

5,07

12,12

12,10

12,22

12,20

12,22

12,12

MEASURED

5,07

12,16

12,14

12,34

12,30

12,25

12,18



The comparison between experimental and calcu-

lated results for upper plenum pressure, core and steam generator

inlet temperatures, (figures 2, 3 and 4 ) , shows that the quali-

tative behaviour was satisfactory and the quantitative discre-

pancy was due to the SIT-2 injection delay because of the diffe-

rence between the set points measured and simulated (5,97 and

5,07 MPa) for the accumulator 2. Another fact that caused this

effect was the inadequate restriction on steam relief valve flow

area (6 mm diameter), modeled on the valve adjustable interface

flow area, as shown on figure 5, where it can be seen that the

steam generator secondary side was not correctly relieved.
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ind

.is

ow

ice

The accumulator SIT-1 pressure evolution and

its water level (figures 6 and 7) have av expected qualitative

behaviour and again the quantitative difference related to the

experimental results appeared due to the delay of SIT-2 actua-

tion. It can be observed that the closing of the SIT's isolation

valves were not simulated after the discharge

and

;ive

the

|:ua-

Icion

Figure 8 presents the heater rod temperature

where several dryout occurences were observed, and figure 9

plots the break flow.
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TABLE 3 - TIMING OP MAJOR OCCURRENCES

and
;ive
the

p u a -
Icion

rcure
9

OCCURENCES TIME ( s )

BREAK VALVE OPENS 0

PRESSURIZER EMPTY 50

FIRST REVERSAL OP CORE INLET PLOW 150

DRYOUT FIRST OCCURS 225

BREAK-PLOW TWO-PHASE 375

BREAK UNCOVERED 425

HOT-LEG LOOP SEAL CLEARED 175/325

COLD-LEG LOOP SEAL CLEARED 425

CORE UNCOVERY BEGINS 225

PRIMARY PRESSURE EQUALS SECONDARY PRESSURE

SIT-1 PLOW BEGINS 42

S I T - 2 FLOW BEGINS 335

SIT-1 PLOW TERMINATES 550

SIT-2 PLOW TERMINATES

SCRAM 3.26

PUMP TRIP SIMULATION STARTS 10.67

STEAM RELIEF VALVE OPENS 10.02

STEAM RELIEF VALVE CLOSES

HPIS INITIATED 3 .43



FIG. 2 PI3 - UPPER PLENUM PRESSURE

IAEA-SPE-2 l.hV, SBLOCA ON PMK-NVH
LEGEND

EXPERIMENT

TRflC

•

W

flu

TIME Cs) *1O"



FIG. 3 P6 - COOLANT TEMP. AT CORE IN

IAEA-SPE-2 7.*\7. SBLOCA ON PMK-NVH
LEGEND

EXPERIMENT

TRPC

I

i-

TIME Cs> *1O'
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FIG. I| P8 - COOLANT TEMP. AT SG IN

IAEA-SPE-2 7 .W/. SBLOCA ON PMK-NVH
LEGEND

EXPERIMENT

TRflC

TIME Cs) *1O'



FIG. 5 PI** - SG SEC SIDE PRESSURE

IAEA-SPE-2 7.*«% SBLOCA ON PMK-NVH
LEGEND

EXPERIMENT

TRflC

! • ' •

1 :*

TIME Cs) * 1 0 f



F I G . 6 P I S - S I T - 1 PRESSURE

IAEA-SPE-2 7.M'/. SBLOCA ON PMK-NVH
LEGEND

EXPERIMENT

TRqc

TIME *1O*

Ill



FIG. 7 P26 - SIT-1 LEVEL

IAEA-SPE-2 7.h'/. SBLOCA ON PMK-NVH
LEGEND

EXPERIMENT

TRRC

TIME Cs) *1O'
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FIG.8 P5 - HEATER ROD TEMP.

IAEA-SPE-2 7.*t% SBLOCA ON PMK-NVH
LEGEND

EXPERIHENT

TRftC

TIME Cs) «10*



FIG.9 P30 - BREAK FLOW

IAEA-SPE-2 7.*f/i SBLOCA ON PMK-NVH
LEGEND

EXPERIMENT

TRRC

TIME Cs) «10f
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6. FINAL REMARKS

In general, the results of the PMK-NVH loop

simulation with TRAC-PF1 code were quite satisfactory, showing

that the physical phenomena modeled were adequately reproduced.

The reuult differences between Stan-

dard Problem Exercise 2 and the adopted model were explained, and

the full simulation of SPE-2 was not possible because of the low

computer availability.

The choice of the PMK-NVH as the first work on

small LOCA area, performed by CNEN with TRAC-PF1, was adequate

because it led to a good understanding about the code capabili-

ty on LOCA thermal hydraulic analysis.
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THERMOHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS FOR SUPPORTING
PSA OF SB LOCA IN WWER-440

M. KULIG
Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection,
Warsaw

J. SZCZUREK
Institute of Atomic Energy,
Otwock-Swierk

Poland
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This paper discusses the need for thermohydraulic analyses of a

WWER-Type reactors in order to provide real is t ic evidence of accident sequence

modelling. The majority of the analyses performed so far is dedicated to

scenarios which do not lead to core damage. These are reviewed in the paper.

Additional analyses, involving total unavailability of engineered safety

features and secondary side feed and bleed are identified. The need for

simplified models, in order to allow an increased number of cases analysed, i s

also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The paper reviews the work on thermal hydraulic

a n a l y s i s to be used as a support information for pro-

b a l i s t i c modell ing of accident sequences for WWER-4'jO

type NPP 2ARN0WIEC. Tho emphasis of the study i s paid

to proper i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of minimal sa fe ty systows requ i -

rements for LOCA i n i t i a t o r s of various s i z e s .

The work on p r o b a l i s t i c modell ing of accident sequences

for 2ARNOWIEC plant has been s tar ted bas ins on ava i lab l e

des ign bas i s ca l cu la t ions* However, the major part of



J1J thermal-hydraulic analysis porfori.iod for VWER— kkO so far

is dedicated to accident scenarios which do net lead to

core dai-jatje. Conservative assvimptions concerning safety

systems availability and limited time soopo of the si-

mulation are typical dificionces of design - oriented

and licensing analyses. For this reason, the existing

knowledge of plant response is in many cases not

sufficient for PSA. Additional PSA - oriented thermal-

hydraulic analyses are needed to provide more realistic

evidence for accident sequence modelling.

Some thermal-hydraulic calculations of this type are

discussed in this paper. The attention is devoted to

small break LOCA initiators with special interest in

break size range in which secondary side cooling systems

are important element in accident mitigation.

It should be pointed out that plant response pheno-

cionology for initiators of this type is unique for

VWEH-4^0 plant. Engineered heat removal features of so-

condary side as well as operational requirements for

using secondary sido decay heat removal systems during

accident conditions are the most important factors for

this specificity,

2. SB LOCA MITIGATION SYSTEMS

Prompt termination of nuclear chain reaction by

Koactor Protection System /RPS/ is the first safety

function to bo performed in case of SB LOCA. Next

in

the
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in precedence are the functions for appropriate cooling

the coro - ensuring adequate inventory in the Reactor

Coolant System /RCS/, maintaining an appropriate RCS

pressure and removing decay heat from RCS.

Success of these functions is ensured by JSmergoncy

Core Cooling System /ECCS/ providing coolant into pri-

mary system, Pressurizer Safety Relief Valves manta-

ininc RCS pressure below appropriate design limit and

Secondary Side Decay Heat Removal System removing heat

from Steara Generators»

In case of small break LOCA High Pressure Injection

System /IIPIS/ is tho main system designated to provide

cooling medium in the early stace of tho accident.

Passive Core Flooding System /CFS/ is additional mean

to supply coolant into primary system. Due to high

pressure set-point for discharging coolant from Safety

Injection Tanks /Sirs/ CFS may considerably influenco

the accident phono", enoloffy. For long term coolinc re-

circulation mode of High Pressure System /HPRS/ or

Low Pressure System /LPKS/ is possible depending on

primary system pressure.

Secondary sido cooling is very important factor

which considerably influence tho accident plxe-iomcnolccy

for both early and late time frarue. Tho heat transport

tlirough SGs is important constituent of primary system

\lance which determines tlenergy primary systo:;

px»ossuro history. The latter factor affects considerably
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primary system mass balance. Uigh pressure in the pri-

mary system increases the coolant loss out the break

and decreases injection flow deteriorating RCS mass

balance.

Secondary side cooling is of particular importance

in case of very small breaks for which the energy

removed by coolant flow out the break and by the

heating of injection coolant is insufficient to assure

system depressurization if secondary side cooling is

not provided.

Secondary side cooling is accomplished by delivering

feedwater to steam generators usine Emergency Foedwater

System /liFS/ and by dumping the steam from the secon-

dary circuit. In Z4RNOVIEC NPP the functions of £FS is

performed either by 3 train Emergency Fecdvater I'uiups

taking suction from EFS tanks or by 2 train Auxiliary

Fcedwater Pumps taking suction from the dcarcator. Steam

dumping from the secondary circuit is accomplished by

SG Safety Rielicf Valves /SG-S11V/, Atmospheric Stcans

Dump Stations /BHU-A/ or Technological Condenser Steam

Dam p Stations /BRU-K/.

Essentially, two modes of secondary side cooling is

possible — operation in pressure maintenance mode, in

which the steam is discharged poriodicaly in case of

pressure exceeding the set-points and operation in heat

removal mode, in which tho steam is released continu-,

ously through steaw Dump Stations /BRU-A or BRU-K/.
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Heat transfer rate considerably differs in oacb of

these operating modes»

Secondary cooling in heat removal mode using BRU-A

or BRU-K is reccomraended mean for performing normal

post-trip cooling as well as emergency post-accident

cooling of the plant* The operator is requested to

establish secondary cooling using normal post-trip

secondary cooling systems at early stage of the

accident.

Considerable diversity of moans to perform secondary

sido cooling and a/ru procedural requirements make the

secondary Side Decay Heat Removal System relevant to

mitigation of sinal break LOCA.

i-.-y

3. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF AVAILABLE ANALYSES

Available thermal-hydraulic analyses concerning RCS

rospoiisc to LOCA conditions wore cai'cfully rcviowed

as a first stejt of accident sequence i.Todolling task.

Unfortunatly, very limited information exists, which

may bo used as a support for defining success criteria

for modelling. Certain number of scenai*ios with the

assiuiiption of limited availability of safety systems

have been analysed for ZARKOVIEC KPP. Most of these

results were presented within the framework of IAEA

Regional Programme on Safety Analysis of WEIÎ Reactors

/Design Basis Accident, RER/9/OO3/ [i] , [si, [3], [6]. Some

effort in this area is also reported in Ref. ['+] »[5]»["7]

*



||C Table 1 displays the available then, a 1-hydraulic ana-

lyses for RCS response to LOCA initiating event for

selected accident scenarios. Certain number of sequences

leading finaly to core melt are Included. Remaining

scenarios are defined assuming minimal /or close to

minimal/ safety systems operability ensuring successful

accident mitigation. Information is given concerning

break characteristics! system availability, time interval

for the simulation and core status at the end of si-

mulation interval.

The most systematic investigations dedicatod to acci-

dent scenarios initiated by LOCAs of various sizes

with critical availability of safety systems are re-

ported in Phi. It is assumed in the analyses that EPIS

is not operable in all accidont scenarios and EPS

with Steam Damp Facilities /SG-SRV, ftiiU-A/ are operating

in pressure maintenance mode. No credit is qiven to

Safety Injection Tanlcs.

Calculations arc performed using SLAP code developed

in Czechoslovakia at VUJE in Trnava.

The nodalization scheme used for analysis included

11 volumes.

It was found that for all accident scenarios, with

HPIS unavailability! core over heating leading to severe

core damage occured. Time margins for actions necessary

for preventing substantial core uncovery were estimatod

for various break sises: de = 107 mn - 250 a,

de = :i
de = :j
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de = 88 mm - 350 s, de = 71 mm - 520 s, de = k$ nun - 1230 s,

de = 25 mm - 5700 s, de = 13 nun over 22 000 s.

Basing on steady state evaluation of HPIS capability

it vas concluded in [kl that single HPIS train is ca-

pable to prevent core damage for break sizes in tho

ranse 13-107 ran, providing that one I2FS train is ope-

rating in pressure maintenance mode.

Thermal hydraulic analyses performed for 25 mm D

LOCA with loss of off-site power are reported in \j5~\.

It was assumed in the analyses that HPIS is not

operable and CFS is the only mean to supply coolant

into HCS /3 out of k SITs operating/. Tho analyses

wore performed basing on very simple nodalizntion

scheme comprising all RCS elements into k volumes.

Two accidont seqtiences leading to core melt are

discuscd in ([5]- case (3B) réfères to the situation

when EFS is not available, in case 13e) 3 trains of

EFS are operating with steam dumping from SGs in

pressure maintenance modo. For accident soquonce W^J

core uncovery starts at about 12 000 s. This result

may be compared with that for sequence f3A) with no

CFS operable, for which this time period is 5700 s.

Core uncovery is delayed to 36 000 s in case hc\

with 3 EFS trains put into operation.

Very interesting results is obtainod for the sequence

3D with 3 EFS trains operating in heat rénovai mode.

If steam is dumped from SGs continuously /assuring



Table 1. Supporting thermal-hydraulic analyses for KCS response to LOCA initiator.

Case
No

1

2A

2D

3A

313

3C

3D

4

5

6

7

8

9A

9B

sc
10

Break characteristics

size
mm

13

20

20

25

25

25

25

4o

45

57

71

88

90

90

90

107

location

cold les

cold lee

oold loc

cold leg

cold Xes

oold log

cold leg

oold lea

cold leg

prossurizer

cold leg

cold leg
proasurizer

prossurizer

pressurizer

oold leg

Systom availability '

SIT

-

-

-

-

3/4

3/4

3/4

3/4

-

3/4

-

3/4

-

-

-

nps

-

1/3

-

-

-

-

-

1/3

-

2/3

-

-

3/3

1/3

-

1/5

-

1/5

1/5

-

3/5

3/5

1/5

V5

-

1/5

1/5

V5

1/5

1/5

SD

I'M

i:-i

PM

ru

K-I

PM

}in

PM

PM

PM

PM

PM
PM

I'll

PM

I'M

Simulation
timo,

3O0

7 000

25 000

2 000

6 500

12 500

38 500

13 500

10 000

2 000

4 000

1 500

1 300
3 200

1 600

1 240

1 000

Coro 2
status

S

S

s
F

F

F

S

S

F

S

F

F
F3/

S

s

F

^oferonec

[M

[4l

[5]

[5]

[5]

[1]
[4]

[c]

[4]

["1
[3]

M
I"]

1/
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- Systom availability headings:
SIT - Safety Injection Tank
lll'S — High Pressure Injection /Rocirculation System
liFS - Emergency Feed Water System
SU - Steam Damping from SG

PM - pressure maintenance mode
Iill — heat removal mode;

2/ _ Core status cathecories:
S - no core unoevery
F - core overheating leading to severe damage;

J' — Core status remnlnd the same also for the cases with constant
pressure and cooled down with constant rato on the secondary side.



cooling rate - JO K/hr/ the RCS is cooled down success-

fuly to the point when Low Pressure Injection Pumps

may be operated /0»7 MPa/.

This result may justify considerable relaxation of

success criteria used for PSA so far. However, further

investi (rations are nsoded to verify this calculations

usiivr more realistic model for RCS.

Further pjialyses arc needed to investigate accident

scenarios with the asctunptiou of total unavailability

of IL'TS. lEportcnt i&sue is the role of Pressurizer

SKVs ami the feed end bleed operation as an effective

way of reachir..; stable plant conditions for this sce-

nario. In uorkiiicT i:::u.erial presented witliin the

"Retvio.'JHl Pro;;rri;v_'ue for WEil-^O PSA" by Hungary [';"} it

is nssunod i'or this scenario, that 2 HPS trains are

needed for successful initiation of the accident.

However, no detailed information is civon concerning

ther;:ial-hydrc.ulic analyses supporting this assumption.

So:ne suplc.K'iitary analyses has been performed by the

authors usiic core i-oalistic 11CS model. RULAPk/llODo was

used for tliis calculations. TJiree brake sizes were con-

sidered » 20 i:u:; D /case 2/, kO r.-.iii D /case h/ and 90 mm D

/case y/.

Tlil-type SB LOCA analysée /?0 run D break size located

at the top of pressurizer/ reported in Ref. f3j» refer

to tho sitx^ation v.hon KPIS is not aotivated during the

transient /cose 9A/. It was assumed in the analyses
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that 3 out of k SITs aro available. Influence of the

secondary sido conditions was investigated. Tliree cases

were considered - no feed from EFS with steain dump

in pressure maintenance node, constant pressure and tern»

perature decrease at a constant rate. The fundamental

plant behaviour in response to all considered conditions

and assumptions was similar. It was predicted substantial

core uncovery and significant fuel temperature rise in

tho period of time between termination of SIT s injection

and beginning of LI'S pumps operation /at 0.7 MPa/. It

should bo pointed out that time interval without emer-

gency injection strongly depends on right prodiction of

RCS pressure at the end of coolant discharge from SXTs.

For assumed izotcnnal nitropen expansion model in SITs

tho HCS pressure was. about 2 MPa at the end of SITs

discharge. Further investigations are required to verify

tho calculation in this aspect.

Cases S>3 and 9C refer to the accident initiated

by 90 mm D break on prossurizer with no SITs available.

One EFS train is assumed to operate during the tran-

si ont s . It appears that three HPIS trains provide com-

pensation of coolant loos out the break starting from

600 s of the transient. The core remains covered during

investigated transient up to 16OO s when the set-point

pressure of LPIS is reached [2], In case °C it was

proved that within the 1200 s period coolant loss out

the break may be compensated by one HPIS train be-
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fore core uncovery fO* Continuation of the calculation

is required to show that these cooling capabilities

arc sufficient for reaching stable plant conditions

for long time frame.

The calculations for TMI-type SB LOCA accidents

initiated by the break of 90 mm and 57 nun performed

in C M P do not cover the time period following the

termination of SITs injection [6],

For kO nun D break size /case k/ reported in [2]t

one HPIS train and one EFS train vitli 2 Steam Dump

Stations /operating in pressure maintenance modo/ are

sufficient to mitigate the accident for at least 10000 s.

It vas assumed that 3 SITs are available. Further In-

vestigations are needed to verify whothor this cooling

capabilities arc sufficient to decrease RCS pressure

from the point 2.0 MPa /end of accumulators discharge/

to 0.7 MPa when LPS pumps may support operation Ox

the UPS pump.

For 20 mm D SB LOCA two accident sequences were

analysed. In case 2A with EFS unavailable and one

HPIS train operating the reactor vessel remains comple-

tely covered during whole investigated transient up to

25 000 s. It was found that for this scenario energy

removal by the break flow and by the heating up in-

jected coolant exceeds the reactor residual heat from

the very beginning of the transient* Therefore, secondary

side acts as a heat source for RCS. Due to this energy

dis]

cor.J
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pin,

phc

Str*
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disbalance the transient is characterised by subcooled

conditions.

Case 2B refers to the situation when HPS is not

available and 1 train of EFS is operating with steam dura-

ping from SGs in pressure maintenance mode. Only early

phase of tho transiont was simulated up to 1800 s.

Starting froa 800 s continues decrease of upper ple-

num mixture level is observed.

h. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Basing on existing PSA — oriented thermal—hydraulic

analyses for SB LOCA the following conclusions may be

formulated:

- Some important information on plant response phenome-

nology for WVER-i»40 exists which could support PSA.

It concerns successful scenarios with EPS operable as

well as certain scenarios with HPS unavailable that

leads to core overheating,

• Current status of the knowledge is not sufficient

for PSA. So:ae areas need further investigation inclu-

ding scenarios with EFS unavailable as well as cer-

tain scenarios with secondary feed and bleed,

• Unique features of W E R - M O plants should be carefully

investigated for establishing both accident sequence

logic and success criteria,

<• Performing PSA - oriented analyses appeard to be rather

time consuming. For this reason simplified models and

]



|2JJ codes are preferable if proved to be appropriately

validated by comparison with more sophisticated codes.
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
FOR SGTR SEQUENCE

M. GREGORTC, S. PETELIN,
B. MAVKO, I. PARZER
Jozef Stefan Institute,
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

Abstract

Two steam generator tube rupture accidents combined with loss of all offsite
power for NPP KrSko were analyzed to assess the impact of sequences of
auxiliary feedwater system availability. Calculations were performed with
RELAP5/MOD1/025 computer code. Results show that such a combined accident
can be controlled with just half of safety systems available (design bases).
Even if less than one half of safety systems are available (beyond design
bases), the accident can be controlled by timely and correct operator
actions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Steam generator tube rupture accident is one of the more frequent events in
the nuclear power plants, with the probability of about 1.0E-2 per reactor-
year /2/. This is one of the longer transients, which duration time is about
30 minutes (1800 seconds). Transient includes events from the tube rupture up
to the moment when the primary and secondary pressures a, e equalized and the
rupture flow is stopped. The course of the transient has been analyzed
assuming loss of all offsite power with simultaneous and multiple failures of
safety systems, according to the Emergency Operating Procedure /5/.

The analysis /I/ has been performed with the RELAP5/H0D1/CY025 computer code
on the IBH-4381 computer.
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2. INPUT MODEL

Figure 1 shows nodalization of the primary and secondary system of NPP KrSko,
which has been used for the simulation of the steam generator tube rupture
accident.

The pressurizer pressure and level control were included, together with the
steam generator pressure and level control, all combined with the possibility
of manual control to model operator actions.

The following systems have been modelled: CVCS (Chemical and Volume Control
System), HPSI (High Pressure Safety Injection System), AFW (Auxiliary
Feedwater System), pressurizer and steam generator relief and safety valves.
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Figure 1: The NPP Krsko nodal1zation for the SGTR accident analysis

The rupture was assumed at location, which is supposed to be the most
critical in the D4 steam generators. This 1s the bottom part of the U-tubes
in the preheater region, so that the primary coolant flows directly from the
tube sheet into the preheater.

3. ACCIDENT SCENARIO

Two different accident sequences have been analyzed. In both cases same
initiating event was assumed: loss of all offsi te power and simultaneous
steam generator tube rupture at tenth second Into the transient. One half of
the safety systems, which 1s the design basis /3,4/, was assumed available in
the first analysis. The second scenario was operated by additional
unavailability of the auxiliary feedwater system what represents a beyond
design bases accident.

Beginning seconds of both transients were Identical, since the initiating
events are the same. Loss of all offsite power in the tenth second causes the
reactor trip. Immediately after that the main reactor coolant pumps are
tripped and the pump coast down follows. The rupture has been Initiated in
the same moment. Rupture flow is estimated to be about 50 kg/s. As a
consequence of the reactor trip, the primary temperature decreases and the
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122 primary pressure decreases because of the rupture. The primary coolant
subcooling increases. Primary and secondary pressures start to equalize, so
the rupture flow soon starts to decrease. But in spite of that tht
pressurizer pressure and level continue to decrease. All the pressurizer
heaters are switched on trying to increase the primary pressure. CVCS is
trying to restore the pressurizer level, but only one charging pump is
assumed to be available. The pressurizer level soon drops below 18%, the low-
low level setpoint for heaters isolation. At this moment letdown is isolated
and heaters are turned off. The primary pressure is rapidly decreasing, till
the safety injection signal setpoint is reached. The SI pumps are started
with 12 s delay after the signal is generated.

The events on the secondary side are the following: HFW pumps are stopped
because of loss of all offsi te power. AFW pumps are started 20 seconds after
the reactor trip. Radioactivity of the secondary coolant is increased, the
radiation monitors are activated. The levels in both steam generators
decrease In the beginning, but in spite of that the temperature and pressure
increase. The SG relief valves open when the secondary pressure reaches 75
bar and the contaminated steam is released from the ruptured SG to the
atmosphere.

All the above mentioned events are caused by the automatic actions of the
control and protection systems. In our case SGTR accident requires number of
operator actions to be performed already at the beginning of the transient.
These actions are described in the Emergency Operating Procedures /5/.
Additional problems arise when parallel to tube rupture all the offsite power
is lost In the plant. Also it shows in the beginning that only half of the
safety systems are available, but this 1s expected in the operating
procedures for this case. The second analysis, in addition, assumes failure
of AFW system, which causes the loss of secondary heat sink.

The goal of operator actions is to stop or minimize radioactive releases
through the ruptured SG relief valves to the atmosphere, and to safely bring
the pi art to the cold shutdown. The main steps in the procedure /5/ are:

- identification of the ruptured SG,
- Isolation of the ruptured SG,
- rapid cooldown of the primary system to Tavg«260°C
- depressurization of the primary system,
- safety injection termination,
- reestablishment of the charging and letdown flow,
- reestablishment of the primary system pressure control,
- cooldown to the cold shutdown.

Cooldown should be performed by dumping steam from the non-ruptured SG to the
condenser through fully opened steam dump valves. This is not possible when
the condenser Is not available. The EOP prescribes the way of cooling down
the primary system when the offsite power 1s not available. In that case
operator should dump the steam through intact SG relief valve. Such action
was started 1n 1000. second, 40 seconds after identification and isolation of
the ruptured SG. A combined automatic and manual control of the non-ruptured
SG level was introduced in the model in the first analysis. The operator
attempts to maintain non-ruptured SG level between 20 and 60% of the narrow
range and cool down the plant at the same time. In the second analysis, when
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AFW system was not available, such an action could not be realized. So
another way of cooling down the primary system should be found, when the non-
ruptured SG is empty.

It should be noted that the first operator action was assumed only in 900.s
(15.min), because of the great number of simultaneous and multiple failures,
starting with the loss of all offsite power and tube rupture in tenth second
of the analysis.
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4. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSES

The reactor power (fig.2) decreased identically in both accidents because the
initiating events were the same in both cases.

In the beginning the primary pressure (fig.3) rapidly decreased, but after
HPSI activation in the 4. minute It remained nearly constant till 1500.s
(25.min) when the pressure was rapidly decreased down to the secondary side
pressure by full opening nf the pressurizer relief valve.

The ruptured SG pressure in both cases (fig.4) increased at the beginning for
almost 20 bar and was further controlled by relief valves. After isolation in
960.s (16.min) It remained constant till the end of the calculated transient.
Also the setpoint for relief valve opening was set to a higher value after
Isolation, according to the procedure. The difference in both cases 1s the
result of availability or unavailability of the AFW system.

Behavior of pressure in non-ruptured SG (fig.5) is very similar to the one
described above till the first operator action (Identification and isolation
of the ruptured SG). After that the non-ruptured SG was used for cooling down
the plant. The operator then decreased pressure In this SG by manually
opening relief valve and dumping steam to the atmosphere. The curve for the
second case shows rapid pressure decrease in the non-ruptured SG at the end
of the transient. This 1s because at that time (2400.s-40.m1n) SG was
emptied.

The ruptured SG stayed filled with water, because of the Isolation in the
960.s (I6.m1n). The non-ruptured SG level (fig.6) decreased in the beginning
and was later on controlled by the AFW flow (first case), but was gradually
decreasing in the second case, when the AFW was not available. The moment of
the emptying can be well seen In this figure.

The HPSI flow (fig.7) was Initiated In both cases after about 270 s (4.5
min), when the primary pressure decreased below 122.7 bar and stayed
approximately constant till the depressurization of the primary system In
15C0.S (25.m1n). After that the SI flow rapidly Increased and soon the SI
termination criteria were reached. This prevented overpressurization of the
primary system. In the second case the HPSI flow was reinitiated in 2400.s
(40.min), because of the loss of secondary heat sink. This action was turned
on in the second analysis to show another possibility of cooling down the
primary system, when the secondary heat sink was lost, and Is known by the
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name Feed and Bleed. Of course the short period of HPSI flow reactivation
does not show the whole sequence of events which should follow. In this
analysis only Feed part is briefly shown, because there was no need to open
the pressurizer relief valve to start the Bleed part yet, since the
pressurizer level was still low at that time.

Figures 8 and 9 show the AFW flow into the non-ruptured and ruptured SG
respectively. In the second accident AFW was not available, so there is only
one curve on each figure. In the ruptured SG the AFW flow was stopped in
900.s (15.min), parallel to the HSIV closing. On the other side, the AFW flow
to the non-ruptured SG was controlled by operator to keep the SG level
between 20 and 60% of the narrow range.

The steam flow through the ruptured SG relief valve is shown on figure 10. It
is understandable, that far more contaminated steam was released in the
second case, because in the first case AFW flow was successfully decreasing
pressure and temperature in the ruptured SG. The total amounts of the
released steam were 1640 kg in the first and 11000 kg in the second accident.

Completely different situation (fig.11) was in the non-ruptured SG, which was
used for cooling down the plant. In the first case, when AFW was available, a
couple of relief valve openings were enough for successful cooldown, when in
the second case the relief valve had to stay opened till the end of the
calculation, when this SG was completely emptied.

Figure 12 shows the rupture flow from the primary side through the ruptured
U-tube to the secondary side. The initial flow of about 50 kg/s was reduced
to approximately 25 kg/s soon after the reactor trip and further minimized
after rapid depressurization 1n 1500.s (17.min).

The average primary coolant temperature Is plotted on figure 13 and shows
efficiency of plant cooldown. In the second case a small decrease of the
average primary temperature can be seen, which was caused by emptying of the
non-ruptured SG. At that moment HPSI was reinitiated and the slope of the
curve again returned to zero. This shows that the Feed and Bleed procedure
successfully cools down the plant at least at the beginning.

A p-T diagram for the second accident 1s given on figure 14. Two curves on
the diagram represent primary and secondary hydrodynamical state during the
transient. The first curve 1s the primary state: pressurizer pressure vs hot
leg temperature on the ruptured side and the second curve is secondary side
state: non-ruptured SG pressure vs non-ruptured SG temperature. This last
curve fits the saturation curve, except at the end of the transient, when
this SG 1s emptied and contains only superheated steam.

Limit ng curves on the diagram represent:

- 1: pressurizer safety valves opening setpoint,
- 2: maximum pressure difference between primary

(U-tubes Integrity),
- 3: heat-up or cool-down curves,
- 4: saturation curve (subcooling).

and secondary system
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Figure 14: Primary and secondary state trajectories in p-T diagram

Horizontal lines represent main setpoints for the primary and secondary side
and vertical Unes are limiting curves in the p-T diagram for some plant
operating conditions as hot shutdown, cold shutdown and refueling.

Important states (events) on both curves are labelled as:

- 0: operating point at 100% power,
- a: switching to natural circulation (pump coast down),
- b: HPSI pump start,
- c: opening of the pressurizer relief valve (depressurization),
- d: closing of the pressurizer relief valve,
- e and f: opening of the non-ruptured SG relief valve (cooldown),
- g: emptying of the non-ruptured SG, switching to Feed and Bleed.

Curve for the primary side state shows, that during this transient plant is
safely cooled down, since the state trajectory stays Inside all limiting
curves (1,2,3 and 4). The curve declines from the saturation curve because
HPSI activation and dumping steam through non-ruptured SG relief valve. Step
changes in temperature and pressure are prescribed in the Emergency Operating
Procedure for this accident, since simultaneous and continuous decreasing of
pressure and temperature Is very difficult to achieve, especially by manual
control.
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5. CONCLUSIONS POS

Conclusions are given about the impact of (un)availability of the safety
systems, efficiency of plant cooldown and the Feed and Bleed procedure.

The tube rupture accident with loss of al7 offsite power can be successfully
handled by half of safety systems avail able, what is the design basis. If the
continuous heat sink is established on the primary side, there are no bigger
problems with cooling down and depressurizing primary system. Rupture flow
and releases to the atmosphere are stopped.

The situation becomes more complicate if the secondary heat sink is lost. In
this case, it showed, that the amount of water in the non-ruptured SG of
KrSko NPP is sufficient for successful cooldown only for about 40 minutes.
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After that another way of cooling down the primary system must be found,
unless the reactor core integrity could be violated.

It was shown that a successful! way of cooling the plant is the Feed and
Bleed procedure, performed by filling the primary system with cold safety
injection water and bleeding through the pressurizer relief valve. Only the
very beginning of this procedure was simulated in this analysis, but the
parameters showed, that heating-up the primary system was soon stopped.

The analyses showed great dependence on timely and correct operator actions
(identification of the ruptured SG, rapid cooldown and depressurization).
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POST-TEST ANALYSIS OF NATURAL CIRCULATION,
FLOW COASTDOWN, AND PRESSURIZER SPRAY TESTS
IN A LARGE FOUR LOOP PWR USING RELAP5/MOD2

C.R. BRAIN
National Power (Nuclear) Division,
Central Electricity Generating Board,
Barnwood, Gloucester,
United Kingdom
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Abstract

This paper describes a series of calculations performed by CEGB in

order to assess the RELAP5/MOD2 input dataset for the Sizewell-B nuclear power

plant. Given the similarities of Sizewell-B with the Westinghouse SNUPPS

Plants, results of commissioning tests from Callaway NPP and Wolf Greek were

used in the validation process. Results presented demonstrate a good

agreement between test data and calculations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The thermal-hydraulics code RELAP5/Mod2 (references I and 2) is being used
by CEGB to perform calculations of fault transients in Sizcwell B, as part of an
assessment of fault analyses being carried out by the reactor designer. The
RELAP5/Mod2 dataset used to represent Sizcwell B is described in reference 3.

Given the design similarity of Sizewcll B to the Westinghouse SNUPPS type
PWRs in the USA, the availability of data from SNUPPS commissioning tests
provides an opportunity to study the performance of both RELAP5/Mod2 and
the Sizewell B input dataset. Analyses of selected commissioning tests were
therefore undertaken as part of the programme to validate the code and dataset.

This report describes the studies undertaken for a Natural Circulation Test
performed in the Callaway SNUPPS plant operated by the Union Electric
Company, and for a Flow Coastdown Test performed, from slightly different
initial conditions, in the Wolf Creek SNUPPS plant operated by the Kansas Gas
& Electric Company. In addition, analysis of a pressurizcr spray test in Wolf
Creek is described.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTS

2.1 Callaway Natural Circulation Test

The main objective of the test was to demonstrate the attainment of stable
natural circulation of the reactor coolant within a reasonable time following the
tripping of the reactor coolant pumps, the reactor thermal power being
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128 m a m t a i n e d a t a constant level of about 3% of full power. Data were obtained
from the test log, which contained the detailed test procedure and a record of
the relevant plant parameters immediately prior to the test, and at the end of
the test. A chart recording showing the variation of hot leg and cold leg
temperatures during the test was also utilised.

A summary of the test procedure is described as follows. The plant was first
stabilised at 3% of full power with full coolant flow, a pressuriser pressure of
15.37 MPa, a loop averaged T-cold of 564 K and a loop averaged steam
generator pressure of 7.34 MPa. The reactor coolant pumps were then
simultaneously tripped. Inspection of the chart recording shows that stable
natural circulation was established over a period of about ten minutes; it was
maintained subsequently until the end of the test. The final plant conditions
after natural circulation had been established were 3% power, a pressuriser
pressure of 15.51 MPa, a loop averaged T-cold of 558 K, a loop averaged T-hot
of 582 K, and a loop averaged steam generator pressure of 6.76 MPa. These
parameters indicate a natural circulation flow of between 4.5 and 5% of full
forced flow.

According to the test procedure, the steam generator pressures should have been
adjusted by manual operation of steam relief valves to maintain T-cold within
the range 562 K to 565 K. It is evident from the test results that this was not
achieved. We have no information relating to the actual operation of secondary
circuit steam valves and their effect on secondary pressure, apart from knowing
the starting and finishing pressures.

2.2 Wolf Creek Flow Coastdown Test

The main objective of this test was to measure the rate at which the reactor
coolant flow changed over the ten seconds or so subsequent to simultaneously
tripping all four reactor coolant pumps. Data were obtained from the test log
which contained the test procedure, a record of the plant parameters prior to the
test, and at the end of the test, and a chart recording showing the variation in
coolant flow during the test.

A summary of the test procedure is described as follows. The plant was brought
to a hot zero power condition while maintaining normal temperature and
pressure ( T-avg 565 K, pressuriser pressure 15.48 MPa ). The coolant pumps
were then tripped while the coolant flow was recorded on a high speed chart
recorder. The chart recorder data was converted into normalised core average
flow fractions for each loop and presented in Reference 4 as a table giving data
at one second intervals for the first ten seconds following the trip.

The main difference between this test and the Callaway test was the initial
condition of hot zero power, rather than 3% power.

2.3 Pressurizer Spray Test

For this test the plant was raised to the hot standby condition using heat input
from the reactor coolant pumps and the pressurizer heaters. The tests were
performed before the initial criticality so there was no heat input from the core.
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The main coolant pumps were running throughout the test, and there was
sufficient feed to the steam generators to remove the pump heat.

With the plant at this operating state (pressure close to l5.5MPa, 2240 psig) the
pressurizer level control and heaters were disabled. The test was then initiated
by opening fully both main spray valves. Prcssurizcr pressure, water level, liquid
temperature and spray line temperature were logged. The test was terminated
when the pressurizer pressure reached 2000 psig.

3. THE RELAP5/Mod2 CALCULATIONS

The calculations were carried out with the thermal hydraulics code
RELAP5/Mod2, cycle 36.05, version E03 (references I and 2). The input
dataset used was a slightly modified version of the 180 node two loop Sizcwell B
dataset documented in reference 3. A noding diagram is shown in Figure I.
Three of the loops are modelled as a single combined loop, to reduce
computational costs. The model is considered suitable for analysis of the
Callaway and Wolf Creek reactors since these are Westinghouse SNUPPS
reactors of a design similar to Sizewcll B.

The modifications made to the basic input deck to model the Callaway test were
as follows:-

1. The power was reduced to 100.33 MW to represent operation at 3% of full
power, and no temperature reactivity feedback was modelled in order to keep
the total reactor power at this level.

2. Secondary circuit pressures, and temperatures used in conirol systems were
altered to reflect the initial steady state conditions observed in the natural
circulation test.

3. The coolant pumps were not turned off until 250 seconds after the start of the
calculation, in order to give sufficient time for the calculation to attain steady
state conditions.

4. A pressuriser level controller was added to maintain the pressuriser at 27%
full during the initialisation part of the calculation, as observed in the
experiment.

5. As noted above the steam generators were manually depressurised in the test.
The exact pressure history is not known but the pressures at the beginning and
end of the test transient were recorded. For the calculation the steam generator
valves were opened by a fixed amount at the beginning of the transient,
sufficiently large that the mean steam generator pressure at the end of the
transient approximated to the experimental value.

To model the pressurizer spray test, the spray line resistance was adjusted to
give approximately the design spray flow rate of 42kg/s, with a continuous
trickle of 2kg/s. Valve delay and opening times were taken from the test data.
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130 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 4.3 St

4.1 Natural Circulation Test

Data from the natural circulation test are presented in figures 2 and 3, together
with results of RELAP5/Mod2 calculations. Measured and calculated hot and
cold leg temperatures are shown in figure 2. It is seen that after the pump trip
the calculated hot and cold leg temperatures increase or decrease until an
equilibrium is attained during natural circulation, the timescale over which this
variation takes place being similar to that seen in the experiment. The
calculated temperature difference between hot and cold legs in the final state of
stable natural circulation is 24.75 K, which is within 5.3% of the measured
value. This indicates that the natural circulation flow-rate is accurately
calculated by the RELAP5 model.

The cold leg temperature in the calculation falls to its final value rather more
rapidly than in the test. As the cold leg temperature is determined primarily by
the steam generator secondary pressure, this indicates that the operator's
adjustment of the steam generator valves during the test was slower than
assumed for the calculation. Further calculations could have been done with
different operator assumptions, in order to force closer agreement on the cold leg
temperatures, but this was not felt to be worthwhile.

The hot and cold leg temperatures calculated for the steady state condition are
observed to oscillate by about 0.5 K (Figure 2). This is a characteristic of the
simplified temperature control system used to initialise the calculation, whereby
cold leg temperature is controlled to the value observed in the test by operation
of secondary circuit relief valves. A change in valve position results in a
variation of secondary pressure which in turn feeds back to primary circuit
temperature after a finite time delay. A smoother variation could have been
calculated by adjustment of the constants in the control system model, but as
this system is deleted prior to running the calculation of the transient, further
refinement was considered unnecessary.

Figure 3 shows the calculated secondary pressure. It is seen that the calculated
pressures agree with the test data at the beginning and end of the transient part
of the calculation. The oscillations in pressure during the initialisation phase are
due to secondary pressure being used as a means of controlling primary circuit
cold leg temperature, as described above.

4.2 Pump Coastdown Test

Since the flow coastdown test was run under similar conditions to the natural
circulation test it was not felt worthwhile to run a separate RELAP5/Mod2
calculation to simulate coast down behaviour. Figure 4 shows the flow
coastdown rate calculated in the simulation of the natural circulation experiment
compared with the measurement from the flow coastdown test. Results are
plotted down to 50% flow, above which the contribution of buoyancy terms
would be negligible, ft is seen that the calculated normalised mass flow rate is
observed to be in agreement with the test data to within 2%.
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4.3 Spray Test

Examination of the test data (Figure 5) shows that the pressurizer spray caused
a steady reduction in primary pressure at a rale of about -0.0152 MPa/s, and an
increase in pressurizer level of about C.7 metres. RELAP5, with a spray flow
rate about 7% lower than the measured value, underestimates the rate of fall of
pressure by about 5%. The calculated change in pressurizer level was within the
experimental uncertainty.

It appears that if the spray flow rate in the calculation were set accurately to the
design value, RELAP5 would overestimate the rate of fall of pressure by about
5%. In fact it is considered that the calculated results are in acceptable
agreement with the experimental data.

It should be noted that in this test, the pressurizer was in an equilibrium state
throughout the test. The pressurizer heaters were used to raise the system
pressure before the test, and hence the test started with no subcooling in the
pressurizer. Moreover there would be no superheated vapour in the steam space
during the test as the spray would maintain saturated conditions. The test is not
therefore suitable for examining the ability of the code to model non-equilibrium
behaviour in the pressurizer.

5. CONCLUSIONS

To test the ability of RELAP5/Mod2 and the Sizewell B input dataset to
describe the phenomena of natural circulation and coolant flow decay
subsequent to reactor coolant pumps tripping on nuclear plant similar to
Sizewell B, calculations have been performed for two SNUPPS type PWR
commissioning tests. A pressurizer spray test has also been modelled.

Agreement between RELAP5/Mod2 calculations and the test data was found to
be very good overall. In the case of the natural circulation test, the code was
able to predict the observed hot and cold leg temperature difference to within
5.3%. In the case of the flow coastdown test, the RELAP5/Mod2 calculation
was able to predict the observed mass flow rate to within 2%. For the
pressurizer spray test, the pressure fall calculated by RELAP5 was within 7% of
the test data.

Results help validate the use of RELAP5/Mod2 and the Sizewell B input
dataset for calculating natural circulation, coolant flow decay, equilibrium
pressurizer spray and other similar intact circuit fault scenarios for the Sizewell
B nuclear power plant.



FIG. 2. RELAP5/MOD2 predictions of natural circulation test.
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SAFETY OF THE ADVANCED WER-1000 IN CONDITION OF
FAILURE OF THE EMERGENCY PROTECTION SYSTEM

N.S. FIL, B.E. VOLKOV, L.A. LATYEVA, G.V. ALJEKHIN
OKB 'Gidropress',
Podol'sk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

Analysis of the advance WER-1000 reactor design (WER-88) taking into

account improved safety system are presented.

Calculations were performed with the computer code DYNAMIKA. Results

are presented for the cases of reactor coolant pump disconnection, inadverted

injection into pressurizer, rupture of steam generator steam line coincident

with station blackout, and small loss of coolant accident. The results show

that for these events the safety criteria stated in regulatory documents are

met if the rapid Boron injection system is included in the WER-88 design.

I . INTRODUCTION
In the study of severe accidents involving pressurized

water reactors i t was stated that ant icipated t rans ients with-
out scram (ATWS conditions) can contribute substant ia l ly to
the general frequency (probability) of severe core damage.
This i s due to the res t r i c ted power of the emergency heat r e -
moval system from the core (as a rule at the residual heat
l eve l ) . Therefore, these systems cannot remove heat under ATWS
conditions when reactor power decreases purely as a resu l t of
feedback. Moreover, reactor parameters d i f fer substantial ly
from the operating parameters which could lead to the safety
l imits being exceeded.

In the advanced VVER-1000 reactor design (WER-88 design)
a number of measures are taken to increase safety as opposed
to operating plants with a commercial WER-1000 reactor (B-320
design). In pa r t i cu la r , the design includes a passive system
for residual heat removal from the reactor into the atmosphere,
a passive system for rapid boron introduction into the primary
c i r cu i t , a system for capturing and cooling the core outside
the reactor vesse l . There are also plans to improve reac t iv i ty
feedback to keep the reactor in a subcr i t ica l s ta te up to tempe-
ratures of 100-150 C without the addit ional introduction of
a l iquid absorber, the introduction of highly re l i ab le diagnos-
t i c and oontrol systems in the main equipment as well as other
measures.



134 The system for rapid boron introduction, into primary circuit
provided for /1/ in the advanced VVER-88 design is intended for
reactor shutdown in case of failure of the traditional renctor
emergency protection. In the design safety analysis of the ad-
vanced reactor all design events were examined requiring reac-
tor scram in the case of solid absorbents system failure (emerg-
ency protection rods). In the design it was shown that the sys-
tem developed for rapid boron introduction brings the reactor
in a subcritical state in case of solid absorbents system
failure. Moreover, for design conditions anticipating oper-
ational malfunctions and postulated accidents, in most cases
reliable core cooling is achieved. The results of the design
safety analysis for several typical events requiring the reactor
scram and accompanied by the failure of traditional emergency
protection are presented in this report.

wl

II. SYSTEM FOR RAPID BORON INTRODUCTION /1/

The system for rapid boron introduction :i.uto bho pr.iHIMi-.y
cirouit involves a tank of highly coneonti'uted boron MO lui: inn.
The tank is connected to the primary circuit by pipivl inen with
«top-valves whioh ore cloned during noriiui.1. operation. In in-n-
of an event occurring requiring emergency ronr.l;or nluilalnwn MIHI
this not being achieved by the aolid nbaorbcntn tiyntom, l;h" brink
is automatically connected to the primary circuit. Tim iinrnn
solution from the tank enters the circulating coolant, while
the ooolant from the primary circuit (with current boron con-
centration) enters the tank. The quantity of boron aal.uti.lon
in this system has been selected in such a way that, when ne-
cessary, it oan ensure not only full oubcriticality but III.MO
keep suboritioality during during reactor shutdown OOO1.1JIJ;.
The rapid boron introduction system is successful alao :i.n c-nno
of blackout (loss of normal electric supply) of tho plan l; M I;
any moment of the emergency process.

In the design safety analysis of the advanced VVKlt-looo
reactor two models of boron concentration variation in 1;h<-
rapid boron introduction system nre considered. An i.donl. miring
of boron solution in. the tank with coolant coining from l.h<>
reactor ooolant system is assumed to take plncr; in the M ml;
model* According to this model boron concentration 0,, :ln l;lu>
coolant entering the primary circuit from the tank iii ilutm-nrl IMMI
by equations

a!
tl
oj

Î

HI V.V. Stekol'nikov, et al., VVER-88: Concept of the advanced VVER-1000
reactor. Paper presented at the International ENS/ANS Conference on
Thermal Reactor Safety, "NUCSAFE 88", Avignon, France, 2-7 October
1988.



where» V - tank volume;
Q - coolant flow from the primary circuit into

the tank)
C n - current boron concentration in tin"

1 pr.i.mnr.v
" circuit.

.I'n the second coae for tho dcncriptJou of v/nter uxclinn/v1 i
l;ho tanki a "pioton" model in con; adorn I. Wnti'i- P U l;»M'i nr '
bunk from the primary circuit ip OOHUIIKMI jiot l;<> mix n I; nil
the water in the tank (the water In prouncd out from the l.
into the reactor coolant sjratom). Momiwhilu wnber with M h
concentration equal to tho initi.nl OIK1 in tho bntilc mi(;r>i-.'i
primary circuit until:

with
mii<
omu
1:1M1

f<2c/T

n!.n<;

For both models the reactivity introduced into tJio r«'n«Jl;«>r
a result of the rapid boron introduction riyrjbcui Juin IKMMI c
culated. The minimum absolute value of box'on ooncontT-n lion
reaotivity coefficient is used. Reactivity in onlcultitod u
two versions » without blackout and with blackout in tho 1

Calculation results are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. It shows
that coolant flow with boron reaches the core in 5-8 s after
the system for rapid boron introduction is switched on. For
the "ideal mixing" model as the coolant passes to one cycle
there is a decrease in the total reactivity as a result of
the drop in boron concentration in the tank of the system for
rapid boron introduction. In order to use the results described
as input data for the DINAMIKA code used for AT'.VS analysis of
the VVER-88 design, the curves in Figs. 1-2 have been "smoothed
out" in such a way as to ensure the conservative nature of the
safety analysis results. An example of such "amooting-out"
is given in Fig. 3.

III. DINAMIKA Code

Our own DINAMIKA code developed in OKB "Gidropresa" has
been used as the basic code for ATWS analysis of W E R - 8 8 designs.
This code is essentially a related system of the whole series of
code modules frequently used as independent codes to perform
specific calculations. The DINAMIKA code has wide possibilities
and is well verified by investigations on Soviet and foreign test
rigs and at NPPs with WER-440 and WER-1000 reactors as well as
by comparison with analogous foreign codes (RELAP, RJ3TRAN, TRAC,
etc).

The DINAMIKA code is intended for analysis of transients under
normal operation and anticipated operational malfunctions as well
as for the analysis of postulated accidents not related to a large
leak from the primary circuit. The DINAMIKA model comprises a
description of the operation of all the main components of a
nuclear steam supply system: reactor, steam generator, pressuriser,
main circulating pipelines and reactor coolant pumps, emergency

À . >.
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core cooling system, and control and protection.system. The cal-
culation diagram used in the DINAMIKA code calculations is shown
in Pig. 4. In the analysis of ATWS conditions of WER-88 designs
the following standard node layout is used: the core (13) i3
represented by three channels (hot, middle and leak channel)
with ten sections along the height; the hoi; leg (7) consists of
four sections; the cold leg (6) is broken down into seven sections;
the steam generator tubes (4) have nine sections. The loop with
the preasurizer (.17) is considered separately. Other circulation
loops are combined into one loop of the appropriate "weight".

To calculate coolant parameters in DINAMIKA codes n system
of ordinary differential equations is used obtained by the in-
tegration of equations in partial derivatives within the limits
of each section of breakdown on the space coordinate.

In integrating the equation of motion, boundaries of in-
tegration sections are displaced and correspond to centres of
mass of the breakdown elements. The values of coolant parameters
at the boundaries of breakdown elements are accepted to be the
values in that element from which coolant is flowing at a given
moment* The diagram described corresponds to the integral inter-
polation method and ensures that conservation rules are respected
on the differentiation mesh as a whole. In using the four-point
Runge-Kutta layout the second order of approximation in
achieved on the spaoe ooordinate and tho fourth or dor In on I; into.

In the design analysis of ATWS conditions relntoil to n;i.yjnmp-
trloal oore cooling (erroneous loop connootion, lonk of «|;<!mn
line in separate SO) other codes were also usod taking :lnl;o
acoount the spatial redistribution of the neutron flux in I.Mr?
oore.
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Calculation scheme: 1 - main dteaa collector; 2 - steam generator; 3 - feedwater pipe;
4 - beat exchange tube; 5 - steam generator primary collector; 6 - primary cold leg;
7 - primary hot lee; 8 ~ primary coolant pump; 9 - presaurizer opruï lino; 10 - IS'JC.'J tonk;
11 - ECCS pump; 12 — lower plenum; 13 - reactor core; 14 - reactor vessel; 15 - upper plenum;
16 - control rods; 17 - preaaurizer; 1B - heaters

IV. THE OASE OP REACTOR COOLANT PUMl'S MSCONNJiiCl'ION
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A large discrepancy between tho ronokor poivor nml m o lnul.
flow rate through tho coî e reoultn .In J)NIJ tmd f'ui'l ciriiicni.
heating up in "the hot" point of tho ooro nn fihown in |i':i,":. '•-
The power used for the "hot" point (MOW/cm) •'» tlii.'i unnl.ydl M
:i.a rather conservative. Novortholoan, :l.n tJilo onoo i\\ n<> IM»M••• i, i.m
of the system of rapid boron introduction rontvioto kl)(> timi- lin
that the fuel ia at high temporaturo, nnd no noticenhl.» n» M v I i;,y
yield from the fuel elements Into the coolant need bo c>xp»ei;<Mi,

In reality, evea with maximum fluctuation factors, the linear
heat generation rate does not exceed 375 VV/cm at full reactor
power. Here the rapid boron introduction system prevents DNB
even in the hottest point of the core. Consequently, fuel
element cladding damage will not occur.
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The "average" fuel element in the core in both cases (with
or without the rapid boron introduction system) stays normally
cooled, which demonstrates the good safety properties of the
WER-1000 reactor in these ACTS conditions.
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V. INADVERTENT INJECTION INTO PRES3URIZER

Spurious injection into the pressurizer results in a signal
for reactor scrtua by low pressure in the primary coolant system.
In the case of emergency protection failure (ATWS conditions)
a serious malfunction in normal fuel element cooling (DNB) may
occur as a result of high steam content in "hot" channels of
the core. Pig. 7 shows variations in reactor power and in
pressure in'the primary coolant system, and Fig. 8 - fuel and
cladding temperature in "the hot" point of the core. As it is
seen from Fig. 7, reactor scram signal from low primary pres-
sure appears at X » 75 s. Taking into account the design delay
for connecting the rapid boron introduction system, a consider-
able negative reactivity will be introduced by this system long
before DNB can occur in "the hot" point of the core (as is seen
from Fig. 8, DNB occurs at «160 s). Thus, in ATWs conditions
with inadvertent injection into the pressuriser, normal cooling
of the advanced VVER-1000 reactor core i3 ensured.
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|38 VI. RUPTURE OP STEAM GENERATOR STEAMLINE WITH NPP BLACKOUT

In the WER-88 design, rupture of the steam.generator steam-
line is a postulated accident. Therefore, strictly speaking,
reactor emergency protection failure in this case may tie con-
sidered only as a hypothetical situation being much less likely
than the standard ATV/S condition. Possible reactor power growth
in case of primary coolant supercooled in the emergency steam
generator entering the reactor is a characteristic differentiat-
ing this case from that considered in Section V.

Calculation results determining the primary circuit parameters
for this case are given in Pig. 9. Temperature of fuel and fuel
element cladding in "the hot" point of the core are presented in
Pig. 10. From calculation résulta a short-term reactor power
growth does actually occur due to the "cold" coolant entering
into the reactor. After the rapid boron introduction system comes
into effect (at>20 a into the process) the reactor power de-
creases rapidly to the residual heat level. DNB in "the hot"
channel of the core occurs at *»1Q s and results in a short-term
growth of cladding temperature in "the hot" point to =«800 C.
Normal cooling of "the hot" channel is restored after connecting
the rapid boron introduction system. It should be mentioned that
power in "the hot" point is determined rather conservatively,

A realistic parameter, as used in otnndnrd ATWS annlyailn,
means that the operation of the system for rapid boron intro-
duction excludes DNB occurring in the core.
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VII, SMALL LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT (LOCA)

A small LOCA from the primary circuit (in VVMli-t)n >}^y- i,".n
leaks with equivalent diameter leao thnn 0.1 m nro CDIIMM'"'-.-,!
to be small ones) is elao a poatulntod accident. Tlifr"r«ir«%,
for reactor emergency protection failure oommonta mmlo in Dp-
previous section are valid. Figs. 11-14 give aoine oni.culu I.inn
results for a coolant leak from the primary circuit hnviiu; nn
equivalent diameter of 0.05 m with a reactor omorgnncy pro!:(•<•.-
bion failure.
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As i t i s seen from the oalculotion r é s u l t a ovon in kJii.'i l'une
the system for rapid boron introduction ensures trujini k:i.on <>r
the reactor into a subcrit icnl otote and ros to rn t ion of ii"mnl
core oooling.

• • e

V I I I . CONCLUSIONS

I n t h e a d v a n c e d VVEn-1000 r e a c t o r <lcn:I.Rii (VVKK-MM (Jnnir.u.)
bhe r e a c t o r p l a n t p a r a m e t e r s n r e nnn lyno t l f o r n i l poMirlbl"
o p e r a t i o n a l m a l f u n c t i o n s and p o s t u l n t o r t ucc.lrifnkn (HTOIIIIW'MM'I
l)y f a i l u r e of t h e r e a c t o r emorfioncy p r o t e c t i o n , ill; V/M.-I MII'»HI
khnt i f t h e r e i s no sya tem f o r r o p i d b o r o n . i i i k r o d u c t J o n , l.l>"
s e c o n d d e s i g n l i m i t of f u e l e l e m e n t f n i l u r o li.y Dlll'i ~l\'-\ IIIM.V lv>
e x c e e d e d a n d i n c l u d e s t h e p o n s i b i l i t i . y of mcll;.(.iv< ol ' klic \v\r\.
of t h e c o r e .

The r a p i d b o r o n i n t r o d u c t i o n nyntom Rnnunin t h n t i;lu» .KM>>IUI
l i m i t o f t h e f u e l e l e m e n t f i i i l u i ' o j.n n o t OKCCIMIOII UIKI»>:I' n i l
l;he c o n d i t i o n s c o n s i d e r e d . I n o p o r n t : i n ^ t i i i n riyotPin invvilii «!•
r e a c t i v i t y i n t r o d u c e d r e a c h e s '*''fa nnd r u n e t o r fcivuini I. i.nn inl.o
n u b c r i t i c a l s t a t e i s ennuroi l : i n ^ l | ; n J'rom l;]io IIIOIIKHII; I-1"- .:i; . i i ' t l
l a g i v e n f o r o p e r a t i n g t he r o u o t o r eiiievfioucy pro toe. I; i on .



140 On the whole the analyain renulbn of «nt:io:i pn toil njjiTu I: i -MI-I I
malfunctions and pootulatod nccidcnbs with omorfionoy pjoLcil. inn
f a i l u r e p o i n t s to high reac tor nnfoty ovon in nnnli mil.IK• • i.v
even t s .

For most of these eventn the safe ty eritcivlo atnl;(>('t in IVJ-M
l a t o r y documents for t r a d i t i o n a l Acni.^n conditions] o.l." piv!!."iu IM
water r e a c t o r s a re met i f the system of rnpirt boron -Jn UTOIIIHÎ 1; I m
i s p resen t in the W15K-88 design.

SYMBOLS

i- core reactivity at boron solution supply

- relative reactor power

- relative primary coolant flow rate

- primary pressure (pressurizer), MPa

i- fuel temperature, °C

- coolant temperature at the reactor inlet, °C

coolant temperature at the reactor outlet, °C

- secondary pressure (main steam header), MPa

- cladding temperature of average powered channel, °C

- cladding temperature, °C
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COMPUTER OPERATING SUPPORT SYSTEM
OF NPP MAIN EQUIPMENT

N.N. LEBEDEV, O.N. GLASOV, L.N. PODLAZOV
Institute of Research and Development,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Presented by A. I. lonov

Abstract

This paper describes the Common Computer Operating Support Operating

System (CCOSS) installed in the Ignalinskaya NPP. The aim of the system is to

quickly detect the place and cause of malfunctions and faults in all basic

technological systems at an early stage of their initiation, to display the

diagnostic results and to give the operator recommendations concerning

possible actions. Details on the system are provided with respect to the

hardware and software and the method of diagnostic used by the Expert

program. Discussion about system testing procedures are also presented.

Part I

The Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) operating experience has

shown that the "human factor" has a great influence on the

NPP quality and operating reliability.

It is a matter of general experience that more than 30%

of the unit shut-down are due to errors of the operating

and repair personnel and such severe accidents as the Three

Mail Irland (TMI-2) and the Chernobyl accident are resulted

from the "human errors".

In particular, the IAEA Experts' Meeting on the Chernobyl

Accident organized in Vienna, 1986 emphasized a need for

comprehensive study of problems related to so called "human

factor11.

: >.
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The information support plays an important role among

the problems related to the increase in efficiency and

reliability of operators, especially, in control of NPP

large units.

While increasing the reactor unit power from 300 to 1200

Mff(e) at the Nuclear Power Plant the number of measurable

parameters increased 6 times and reached 1Cr analogous and

10 discrete parameters; the number of control-rod drives

increased 5 times at the some possibilities of human-operator.

The process of revealing the malfunction cause becomes

more complicated when the shut-down system comes into action,

i.e. there are a great number of signals to be generated

simultaneously and so it is impossible to distinguish the

sequence of signals and the initial cause of their triggering

without using the special computer operating support systems.

The need for developing such systems is confirmed by the

NPP accidents the number of which is being increased due

to operator errors.

The overloading of operators is confirmed by the human

engineering. For instance, the maximum rate of data processing

by operator is equal to 45 bits per second on the average,

but under the stresses condition it falls off to 0.5 bit/s.

At the same time there are 10000 information bits and

about 2000 different operation alternatives in the control

console of the "Bilibinsk-B" NPP (FRG, 1300 MI(e)).

There are 2 displays, about 150 indicating devices, 1000

annunciators and 200 control keys at the SIURT operator

disposal at the Ignalinskaya NPP.
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The extensive works on development and implementation of

different systems for "compaction" and improvement of data

adequacy (operator support) are currently under way abroad

after the TKŒ-2 accident (USA, March 1979).

The systems are: the STAR-HALO (International project),

DMA (USA), AHP (Great Britain), FAD (Sweden), COSS, DUS,

PO DIA (Japan), etc.

Since 1977 the Research and Development Institute of

Power Engineering has performed the works on development

and implementation of common computer operating support

systems (CCOSS) at the NPP.

The aim of this system is to detect quickly and correctly

the place and the cause of malfunctions and faults in all

basic technological systems at an early stage of their

initiation; to display the diagnostic results and to give

the operator recommendation concerning their localization.

The main requirements to CCOSS are: (A)

1. Operationability of retrieval (on line).

2. Orientation towards standard hardware instrumentation

and information and computer-aided system (ICAS).

3* Diagnostics of the whole object ("common11 system).

4. Processing of all parameters entered into the standard

information and computer-aided system ("there are no

insufficient parameters")*

5. Account of both the detector failures and the super-

position of detector failures onto the technological

faults in diagnostics.



142 6» Universality and adaptability (the possibility of super-

position, complication and replacement).

The analysis of nuclear power plants being the diagnostic

object permited to reveal the main difficulties in developing

the CCOSS-systems: (B)

1. High cardinalities of input and output parameters.

2. Strong functional interconnection between the parameters;

a great number of feedbacks.

3. lack of sufficient experimental and statistic information

on defects.

4. The possibility of initiation of multiple faults and the

superposition of detector failure onto the technological

faults.

The solution of the problem (B) with due regard to the

requirements (A) formed the basis for diagnostic procedure

unambiguously: the logical retrieval algorithm (in the form

of a tree) realizing the cause and effect model (CEM) of

faults based on the dynamic object model, experimental and

expert data.

The specific realization of the CCOSS system for the

first unit of the Ignalinskaya NPF that is complied with

the requirements (A), is given below in Fart II.

In our view, the NPF optimal support system is a complex

one comprising:

1. Local support systems, using both special instrumentation

(acoustic diagnostics, metal state inspection, etc) and

special algorithms (margin control against the DNB by load

in fuel channel; phisical design, etc).

2. Cci
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2. Common computer operating support system, diagnosis of

the whole object based on the universal procedures.

3. "Critical" parameters state prediction and monitoring

system.

As the experience has shown the common computer opera-

ting support systems are more effective in diagnostics of

valves automatics and instrumentation states; as well as

in diagnostics of the NPP operating and repair personnel

errors.

Part II

fcn

As an example consider the realization of the common

computer operating support systems in the first unit of

the Ignalinskaya NPP according to the above-mentioned

requirements and limitations.

The Ignalinskaya NPP is a complex arrangement integrating

more than 100 systems that provide its normal operation.

The failure of the system components results in malfunction

of the equipment and in case of incorrect and inopportune

detection it may result in power unit shut-down.

About 10000 analog and 10000 discrete signals are entered

into the power unit information and computer-aided system

(ICAS).

The common computer operating support system is used in

the standard SM-2M computer being a part of the ICAS.

Consider the CCOSS system composition, problems and

characteristics in more detail.



Pig.1 shows the simplified block-diagram of this system.

The common-system programs provide communication with

the object and in-system interaction.
compl
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The system is divided into two parts: the DIAG program

complex realized in on-line mode and the EXPERT one used

in dialog mode.

The complex of problems is solved in DIAG program for

each i-th technological subsystem:

DI - interrogation of central data base (DB);

D2 - comparison with primary standard;

D3 - "object" generation of faults and detection of the

system state change;

D4 - retrieval (recognition) of faults;

D5 - formation of the minimum data set for the given

state ("explanation"}; name of the fault , recommendations

as to localization and control;

D6 - formation of the complete dynamic repository.

When the expert-engineer, operator or programmer operate

in a dialog mode, the EXPERT program complex permits to

realize the problems of formation, editing (correction) and

testing of:

ST. - characteristics of measurable parameters;

E2 - cause and effect model and other components of fault

diagnostic algorithms;

E3 - texts with the diagnostic results and the recommen-

dations as to localization.

Specifically, the EXPERT program permits to simulate and

test all the retrieval algorithms both in dialog and on-line

mode.



144 Consider, how the computer operating support system

realized at the Ignalinskaya NPF meets the prescribed

requirements (A).

The formalisation of the retrieval algorithm in the

form of a tree and the standard binary propositional logic

(Boolean algebra) provide power convergence of the retrieval

algorithm and better compliance with AI requirements.

The common computer operating support system is used

in standard instrumentation and information and computer-

aided systems installed at the Ignalinskaya NPP (A2).

About 30 process subsystems and all common-system programs

are now in trial operation.

The equipment of all basic process subsystems of the

power unit ( 100) with the operating support systems and

the processing of all parameters entered into the ICAS,

will be completed by 1990 (i. A3, A4).

The CCOSS operation at the NPP confirmed the system

reaction to the state change only (A5). The message of

"system is in good repair" type is issued in reset to normal

operation and by the operator request only.

The trial operation and multiple tests of the first

system ("Pumping and heat transfer plant of the control and

safety system" PHTP CSS) were performed under severe condi-

tions of the first unit and ICAS adjustment and power ope-

ration.

In experiments the valves were changed over, the stand-by

facilities were put into operation and removed, the leaks

and overflows were simulated.
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All faults were detected quickly and correctly. During

the first time of operation one correct message fell,

howevere, at 1+3 incorrect (false) ones* This could be

explained by two main causes:

1. A number of faulty detectors.

2. Choice of support settings. The settings were chosen

such that the errors of the second kind were minimum

(ignore of event) that directly resulted in an increase

in probability of error of the first kind (false detec-

tion) without using the special filters.

It managed to get rid of the false messages by using the

information redundancy, but the algorithm sises did not

significantly increase in this case. Thus, the requirement

of A6 is satisfied.

Each of the above-mentioned problems both in DIA6 and

EXPERT codes have the form of self-contained easy replacable

blocks, it permits to proceed the hierarchy of goals by

principle "from simple to complex". Por instance, the simple

comparison between the parameter and the lower and upper

settings was realized at the object in D2 DIA6 block

("comparison with primary standard"). However, a function,

a derivative, etc. may be basically, used as a primary

standard.

At present, the alternatives with several settings,

calculations and derivatives are tried-out at the test-rigs

and introduced at the object. The algorithms are realised

within the scope of two-valued logical propositions in

D3, D4 blocks; from two-place predicate to "natural language";

' \
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the alternatives with multi-valued fuzzy logic are tried-

out at the test-rigs for subsequent testing at the object

in D3, D4 blocks.

The operational characteristics of the common computer

operating support system for the first unit of the Ignalin-

skaya NFF are as follows:

DIAG - main memory volume is not more than 64 Kbyte (per

power unit, 100 process systems)

- I disk - long-term memory

- I tape - for repository

- language of DIAG - mnemocode

- EXPERT - main memory volume - 64 Kbyte

- 0.25*0.5

- language of EXPERT - mnemocode, FORTRAN-IV, Paskal.

The algorithm characteristics:

PHTP CSS - there are 45 analog inputs, 30 discrete ones

and 256 defects.

There are 3000 components and 2500 logical operations

in a tree.

ECCS (Emergency Core Cooling System):

- there are 1500 analog inputs, 200 discrete ones,

300 faults • 1200 components and 2000 logical opera-

tions in a tree. The operation cycle of the CCOSS system

with 10 technological systems is 10s.

Pigs.2-4 show the examples of diagnostic algorithms,

representation of the diagnostic results in displays

and repositories.



To compensate the influence of process dynamics, instru-

mentation and ICAS the logic-time delays are used in the

diagnostic algorithm, these delays are multiple of common

data base refresh cycles.

At present the following works are being carried out on:

- increase in number of technological systems to be

diagnosed at the first unit of the Ignalinskaya NPP,

- optimal choice of support settings (criteria),

- increase in noise immunity,

- optimization of the diagnostic results representation.

:N
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148 ANALYSIS OF BYPASS LINES EFFICIENCY IN WWER-440

E. BALABANOV, A. IVANOVA, A. SARTMADJIEV
'Energoproekt',
Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract

Tha investigation carriad out and presented hers is

aimad at obtaining information of tha afficiancy of bypass linns

installation between tha lowest parts of the hot and cold legr,

loop seala. It is in correspondence with a proposal For the

reconstruction of WWER-440 (V-230) units intended to improve

their safety.

The efficiency of bypass lines was tested under sma)I

LOCA conditions» the break with an equivalent diameter of 100

and 200 mm being situated on the delivery line of the main

circulation pump. Tha results were compared against a referenru

case without bypass lines.

The computation was carriad out using the RELAP4/MQU<'>

computer code.

The presence of hot leg loop seals in the WWER-440 type

of reactor creates some difficulties for the natural circulation

in case main circulation pumps are switched off under LOCA

conditions. An obstacle to «team circulation can arise when the

liquid level in the upper plenum falls below the hot leg

nozzles. Under such circumstances liquid plugs may be formed in

the hot leg loop seals and thus Inhibit natural circulation.

The installation of bypass lines between loop seals is

supposed to help the loop seal clearance and to avoid natural

circulation distortion and core uncovery.
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The present investigation is devoted to the analysis of

the bypass lines efficiency under small LOCA conditions. The

break is assumed to be situated at the delivery line of the main

circulation pump.

The unit under consideration is with a WWER-440 <V-230)

type of reactor. It is supplied with both high and low pressure

injection systems.

The accident scenario corresponds to the safety nnd

control systems actions of the real unit. Under accident

conditions only one out of three HPI and one out of three LPI

pumps are assumed to be available.

he

t

Our previous investigations of small break LOCA with an

equivalent diameter of 200 mm and bypass lines in all st>; loops

do not show any positive effect of the bypass lines. As n matter

of fact, in this case the bypass lines opening at the ht>c]irm.inn

of the transient leads to the clearing of the loop seal» at: the

320-th second and to the faster emptying of the higher parts of

the primary circuit. For example the upper plenum was empty

within 143 s against 2S0 s in the case without bypass lines. Tin;

coolant level In the reactor cor* was decreasing faster (appr.

100 s) compared to the reference case (no bypass). Earlier core

uncovery leads to core heat-up start, higher values of clacJrliml

temperature being reached. This results in longer quenching time

and slower cooldown (fig.l).

The negative influence of bypass lines under t.hn

above mentioned conditions as well as other investigators'

results impulsed us to carry out an analysis of a case with

bypass lines in three loops only during a loss-of-coolant

accident with • 100 m* equivalent diameter of break. For the

puprpose of this investigation a new input deck was prepared

with 1-3-2 loops nodallzation.



The moda>l was constructed according to the REI.AP4/MQD6

Input dsck preparation rul««. It comprized 49 volumes, 60

Junctions, 12 heat «labs, 3 pumps, 1 valve and 17 fill systems.

The nodalization scheme is presented on fig.2. It was assumed

that the broken pipe would belong to a loop without a bypass

lins. For that reason and because of the fact that bypass linec

and HPI lines should be in different loops, the six main

circulation loops of the unit were modelled as three loops as

follows!

- a single loop (volumes 7 i 17 and 42), containing the

broken pipe. Neither bypass lines, nor high or low pressure

tec

i
i

S WWcfl-<J«O-UNIT 0T?00 MM ICRK FROM COLD LEG
H K

10.00 20.00 30.00 Hb.00 10. T) 10.00 70.00 60.00
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isl
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FIG. 1. Cladding temperature in the upper core part during small break LOCA with an equivalent
diameter of 200 mm.
1 — with bypass; 2 — without bypass.
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t, 3 and S loops
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FIG. 2. Nodalization scheme of the WWER-440 (V-230) unit.

talent

injection pumps ara connactad t o this loop. The prsssurizer is

cannactad to vol. 7 of the hot lag bacause in the rtial unit it

is in a Una with a HPI Una, i.a. without a bypassf

- thraa intact loops (volumes 18 T 28 and 43) tn which

the bypass lines (vol.46) mrm installed. No ECC pumps are

assumed to inject water into these loops!

- two intact loops (volumes 29 * 39 and 44). The HPT

system Is connected to vol. 29 of the hot leg and the I-Pl system

- to vol. 39 of the cold lag.

Special attention was paid to the modelling of the? hot

leg loop seals. For that reason the hot leg was split into Four

volumes, the last one being combined into one volume with the



hot collector of the SG primary «ids. Tha splitting mentioned

above was salactad in order to ensure a more adequate

computation of the loop saal clearance effects.

low
posl

The break is represented by Junction 44, connect:ing the

delivery line (vol. 17) of the main circulation pump and a time

dependent volume (45), representing the hermetic box of the?

unit.

arii
of

cocl

Vertical slip was assumed in all horizontally

distributed Junctions. The input models were chosen in

accordance with the expected phenomena.

equj

6 K

inj

In order to simplify the already heavy model of the

unit, only the core and the SB tubing were described as heat

slabs.

The results of the performed computation aro typical

for SB LOCA. Primary pressure trend is presented on fig.3, Table

1 shows the timing of events during the accident.

The bypass lines are opened due to the signal -for low

upper plsnu/n pressure ( < 107.8 bar) and low pressurizer i ravel

(3.75 m below nominal).

In this cas» the most interesting are the parameters in

the volumes representing the loop seals. Loop seal clearance in

the loops with bypass lines occured at about the 800-th second

into the transient, sharply decreasing the mixture level in

volume 20, adjacent to the bypass (fig. 4). At the same times the»

hot legs of the unbypassed loops are kept full with wator. M ter

the clearing of the loop seal the coolant flew into the 'iUisam

generator (Jun. 21) consists of pure vapour (fig. 3), while the

respective Junction of the unbypassed loop conveys mainly water

(fig. 6).

It can be noted that throughout the transient the

coolant flow through tha bypass lines is either water or v<?ry
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low quality mixture. This -fact causas a relatively constant
positive flow in the reactor inlet.

10

.'TIE?

In both cases (with and without bypass lines) no danger

arises of core uncovery and consequtive core heat-up. Ont? train

of ECC syterns is fully capable to keep a sufficient amount of

coolant in all reactor volumes.

Our previous investigation of a small LQCri with an

equivalent diameter of 100 mm with bypass lines installed in all

6 loops show that if a bypass line is in a loop where a HP pump

injects water into the hot lag, it cannot ensure the clearing a-f
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FIG. 3. Upper plenum pressure.



TABLE 1.

No E v e n t Ti me, s

1. LDCA initiation

2. Loss of power supply

3. Reactor scram

4. Feed water to SG reduction

5. Turbine control valve close

6. MCP rundown start

7. Bypass lines opened

8. Pressurizer empty

9. SG relief valves of intact loops

- opened

- closed

10. BRU-A of intact loops

- opened

- closed

- opened (loop without bypass only)

- closed

11. Saturated blowdown s ta f t
12. HPZS in operation

13. Hot leg loop seal cleared
- loops with bypass
- loops without bypass
- broken loop

14. End of computation at 7.9 bar primary pressure
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WWER-440-UNIT/OT100/B.P.3 LOOPS
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FIG. 4. Mixture level in the loop seal volumes.
1 — loop with bypass; 2 — loop without bypass.

the respective loop seal, thus bringine no positive effect:. Thai:

leads to the conclusion that, if installed, the bypass Unas

should be only three, in the loops not connected to the HPI

system. In this case the clearance of the loop seal provides a

possibility of primary side additional cooldown via the

respective SG secondary sides.
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FIG. 5. Coolant quality at SG inlet in a loop with bypass.

CONCLUSIONS

The investigations carried out in order to estimate the

efficiency of bypass lines between hot and cold leg loop seals

lead to the following conclus!onsi

1. In case of comparatively large small break LOCA

with an equivalent diameter of 200 mm and bypass lines in all 6

loops the early opening of the bypass leads to emrliar clearing

of the loop seals» thus causing faster emptying of the upper cc

stl
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FIG. 6. Coolant quality at SG inlet in a loop without bypass.

parts of tha primary circuit, faster cor* uncovery and core
haat-up start.

2. In cas» of small LOCA with an «quivalant diameter
of 100 mm bypass line» mrm affactiv* only in tha loops without
HPI pumps. Tha loons saals thara mrm claarad within 800 s into
tha transiant, thus craating tha possibility of additional
cooldown of tha primary circuit via tha sacondary sida of tha
staam ganarators.



DOEL 4 — LOSS OF EXTERNAL LOAD TRANSIENT:
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
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An analysis is présente
of external load transient,
at the DOEL-4 plant d
commissioning period. The a
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1. INTRODUCTION

Power system failures can easily
cascade into a blackout when not enough
spinning reserve or external capacity
can be added and if the load shedding
cannot be established fast enough.



Complete blackouts have occurred in the
U.S.A., France (Dec. 1978), Belgium
«Aug. 1982), Sweden (Dec. 1982), etc.
Although most nuclear power stations
are operated in base load, tome
flexibility must be built-in to cope
with grid transients (e.g. low voltage
or low frequency) for reactor
protection purposes, or with grid
failures, in which case the turbine
generator set should be quickly
isolated from the grid, and the reactor
be returned to house load power level
(typically 5 %) without scram, thereby
assuring a quick return to power when
grid conditions permit. All Belgian
nuclear power plants are designed and
tested to ride through such "islanding"
transient.

This paper will discuss such test
which was successfully performed at the
DOEl-4 power station on November 23th,
19B5. The DOEL-4 plant is a three loop
fcestinghouse plant of 1000 MUe,
equipped with £ type preheater steam
generators (S.G.) and was first
connected to the grid on April 5th,
1985. The plant is equipped with a
dedicated data acquisition system (DAS)
enabling a high quality digital
recording of 240 plant parameters. The
on-line system can be triggered, either
manually, or by 24 logical signals
which are activated by serious plant
transients (e.g. scram, SI, opening of
the HV breakers, etc...). On the basis
of these data, the chronology of the



154 events and the functional relationships
between various components will be
discussed in the next chapter.

1 MAIN
S CALL

A thermal hydraulic simulation of
event was performed by means of
RELAP-5 MOD-2 code in order to gain
insight into the basic phenomena
govern such transient. A

of these simulation data
DAS data is presented and
in chapter 3. Finally,
presents a review of the most
critical and sensitive
for a successfull return to
and illustrates a typical
study to improve the

this
the
more
that
comparison
with the
discussed
chapter 4
relevant
parameters
house load,
optimisation

S CAL

3 NEUT
SCAL

overall plant stability.

2. ANATOMY OF THE LOSS OF EXTERNAL LOAD
TRANSIENT

The plant phenomena are analysed
on the basis of many DAS curves, of
which the most important are shown in
figures 1 to 6. The origin of the time
scale is selected at 13 s prior to the
initiation of the transient.

illustrates the fast flux
and other related

over a 20 s time interval,
and 3 illustrate the long
s) evolution of the most

Figure 1
van ati ons,
parameters
Figures 2
term (600
important measured parameters for
respectively the steam generators an
the primary coolant system.
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1 MAIN TURBINE SPEED (rpm)
SCALE : 1A50 - 1600

I I I I t Y~r~r i I l r

i i l i i i i i i I i i i i i i i i ,
13 20 30 S

2 PRIMARY PUMP SPEED (rpm)
SCALE : 1450 - 1600

3 NEUTRON FLUX (%)
SCALE : 85 - 105

30 S

4 AVERAGE TEMPERATURE (°C)
SCALE : 290 - 340

5 COLD LEG TEMPERATURE(°C)
SCALE : 290 - 340

6 HOT LEG TEMPERATURE (°C)
SCALE : 290 - 340

7 DELTA T (°C)
SCALE : 3 0 - 3 5

i i i I i i i i i i i i r

6

i i i i i i

13 20
, I •
3 0 S

FI6. 1 : FAST FLUX VARIATION INDUCED BY A LOSS OF EXTERNAL LOAD
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FIG. 3 : PRIMARY SYSTEM PARAMETERS
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158 Figures 4 and 5 illustrate on an
expanded time scale (20 s) the
evolution of the primary pressure,
pressuriser water level, steam
generator pressure and water level.
Figure 6 illustrates the steam dump
demand over the 600 s period.

A - Short term (0 - 100 a)

The test was
opening of the
(380 kV) breaker

initiated by manual
main high voltage

when the plant was at
nominal power,
external load
acceleration of
set (fig. 1 curve

The sudden loss of
res ults in an

the turbine-generator
1) and of the primary

curve 2), which
generator. The

the primary loop
the average core
which, through

coolant pumps (fig. 1
are powered by the
resulting increase in
flow causes a drop in
coolant temperature
negative moderator feedback, produces a
neutron power excursion (fig. 1 curve
3). This excursion follows the trend of
the primary pump speed until t « 18 s.
At this time, a moderator density
decrease, resulting from an increase in
the cold leg temperature (fig. 1 curve
5) initiates a strong neutron flux
reducti on,
22 seconds.
Thereafter,
resulting
insertion,

as observed between 18 and

the antireactivity
from a fast control rod
further reduces the neutron

power. The magnitude of the overshoot
and subsequent undershoot of th<*
neutron flux rate, which is essentially



caused by the negative moderator
coefficient, increases towards the end
of core life (EOL), as the boron
concentration decreases. These fast
flux variations during the initial 10 s
of the transient, should be kept within
limits to avoid reactor trip on
excessive high or low flux variations.
Since it is a Belgian requirement that
the nuclear power plants must be able
to return to house load for power
system safety reasons, such tests are
performed preferably at EOL core
conditions to demonstrate such
capabi 11 t y.

The turbine speed controller
produces a fast closure of the turbine
admission valves, to protect the
turbine from overspeed upon loss of
external load. This leads to a sudden
decrease in the S.G. steam flow rate
(fig. 2, curve 1). resulting in a
sudden increase in the steam generator
pressures, and temperatures. The plant
reference temperature (Tier), being an
image of the turbine power, is
monitored by the first stage turbine
pressure and decreases suddenly upon
turbine valve closure. The sudden
difference between the reference

temperature and the measured
average temperature activates
hand a full speed insertion
controls rods (72 steps/min),
the other hand a fast opening
steamdump bypass valves

primary

condenser
preclude
system.

on one
of the
and on
of the

to the
to

overheating of the primary
(85 % flow capacity)



The sudden increase
generator pressure creates a
of the narrow range level
curve 3 and fig. 4), due to
steam collapse in the riser
The steam generator feedwater
system reacts immediately by

i n steam
fast drop
<fig. 2,

a s udden
section.
control

steering
the feedwater control
to restore the steam
level (fig. 2, curve
opening of the steam
creates a bulk boiling
thereby enhancing the .
increase between 20 and
which in turn reduces

valves wide open
generator water
2). The sudden

dump valves
i n the S. G.
water level
30 seconds,

the feedwater
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flow rate temporarily. A gradual
reduction in steam flow demand at 40 s
depresses the level again below the
reference level until 100 s. During
this period, the feedwater control
valves «re fully opened again, thereby
producing a large feedwater aupply. It
is of interest to note that during this
period the cold leg temperature drops
very fast which is a specific feature
of preheater type steam generators. The
direct injection of the feedwater
around the cold side of the U tube
bundle in the preheater leads to a
strong thermal coupling between the
feedwater flow/temperature variations
and the cold led temperature variation.

On the primary side (fig. 3), the
sudden closure of the turbine admission
valve causes a large power mismatch
between primary and secondary side
which gives rise to a sudden increase



in the cold leg temperature, resulting
in a fast excursion of the pressuriser
pressure and water level (fig. 5). The
quick opening of all the steam dump
valves to the condenser precluded a
reactor trip on high pressuriser
pressure, as well as the opening of the
pressuriser and S. G. relief valves. The
still existing power mismatch between
primary and secondary sides generates a
fast insertion of the control rods. The
combined effect of steam release to the
condenser and of control rods insertion
reverses the previous parameters
trends, and a cooldown of the plant
results.

B - Long term (100 - 600 s)

The long term behaviour is mainly
dominated by the steam dump demand
(fig. 6) and by the feedwater control
system. The high power S. G. level
control system is an improved version
of the classical three element control
system, in that it involves two
regulators in cascade, the upstream one
based on level error, and the
downstream one based on steam'feed water
flow mismatch. This second regulator is
a circuit accounting for the static
level swell and shrink characteristic
of any steam generator.

By lagging the feedwater flow over
the steam flow, one compensates for the
negative slope of the static secondary
water mass versus S. G. power at fixed
water level (Delay T.). This is seen in



160 figure 2 by observing that the
feedwater flow variations are lagging
the steam flow variations by 50 s. With
this approach, only the static
component of the shrink/swell
phenomenon is compensated by the flow
regulator. The transient component
should be compensated by the level
regulator ( Kef. 1 ) .
Indeed, a step increase in feedwater
leads to a level response showing
initially a decrease before the level
increases due to the increased
feedwater flow. The
increase immediately
feedwater
the S. G. )

level does not
since the added

(colder than the mixture in
suddenly condenses a number

of steam bubbles, thus producing a
decrease in the specific volume of the
mixture (dynamic level shrink). The
inverse is true for a sudden decrease
of the feedwater (dynamic level swell).
The effect of those phenomena can be
interpreted as a time delay Ti between
the flow variation command and the
effect on the level variation. This
delay is specific for any S.G. design
and depends also on the feedwater
temperature.
If the feedwater/steam flow lag ( T, ) is
of the same order as the time delay
( Tt) , and if the respective gains are
not optimised, oscillations can occur
which are visible in this test in the
long term.
When the feedwater flow is decreased
too much, an automatic switch-over from
preheater feeding to top feeding is



initiated around 600 s. Finally the
plant reaches an equilibrium at house
load ( 5 %) .

3. RELAP-5 SIMULATION OF THE TRANSIENT

The thermal hydraulic response of
the DOEL-4 plant was also analysed by
simulating the loss of load transient
by means of the best estimate system
analysis code RELAP-5/MOD-2 CYCLE
36(Ref. 2).
The main objectives of this simulation
were :
- To assess the capability of the

RELAP-5 code to reproduce such
operational transients, involving
many plant components and control
systems.

- To qualify the RELAP-5/MOD-2 model
and options for the DOEL-4 plant to
mimic the dynamic response of the
plant and systems for such transient.

- To obtain a better understanding of
the sequence of events and of the
physical phenomena which have a major
impact on the overall plant
behavi our.

- To identify potential hazards or
anomalous sensor signals which may
perturb the sequence of events.

- To optimise various
important control
setpoints, based
quantification of

parameters in the
systems and

on a better
the inherent

response times of various components.



A. RELAP-5 model description

Figure 7 gives a schematic
representation of the different plant
components and control systems that
were modeled to simulate the transient.
The complete RELAP-5 model consists of
229 volumes, 246 junctions and 197 heat

structures for the explicit simulation
of the complete primary system (reactor
vessel, pressuriser and 3 loops), three
steam generators and main steam lines
up to the steam collector. Heat slabs
were used to model the heat transfer
surfaces (core and steam generators)

O COHIBOL SYSTEM

I 1 VOLUME

FIG, 7 : BLOCK NODALlSflTlON FOR DUEL 4 LOSS OF LOAD TRANSIENT



162 and the thermal inertia and heat losses
of the primary coolant system. Due to
computer memory limitations (CYBER
160/825 NOS operating system), a
reduction of the si2e of the complete
model was required. A parametric study
of a single S. G. with and without heat
slabs produced identical results,
except for sudden temperature
variations occurring at the onset of
the transient. The impact of the
simulation of the heat slabs on the
initial cold leg temperature rise was
about 0.5°C. Thus it was decided not to
simulate the structural heat slabs for
the three steam generators.

The RELAP-5 point kinetic model
option was used for core power
generation and controlled by the
doppler, moderator and control rod
reactivity for a fixed boron
concentration. This option was
preferred, over the thermal power input
from the DAS, to evaluate the neutron
flux fluctuation during the initial 10
seconds of the transient, and to
benefit from the inherent negative
feedback of a neutron kinetic model on
variations of the moderator temperature
during the transient.

The pressuriser
the pressuriser spray
reactor coolant pump
pressuriser heaters
pressure control via
control systems.

model comprises
(dri ven by the
head) and the
for primary

the associated



The three steam generators of the
preheater type (model E1 ) are modeled
with sufficient detail to simulate the
preheater section, the flow splitting
between hot and cold side of the riser,
the recirculation flow, and the
separator region (25 volumes per S. G. ) .

By limiting the scope of simulation
to the components as shown in Fig. 7,
it is essential to impose suitable
boundary conditions on the RELAP-5
model for those parameters which are
derived from non-simulated components.
E.g. without simulation of the turbine,
the primary coolant pump speed must be
imposed as an external boundary
condition, as recorded in the plant.
Table 1 summarises the list of imposed

conditions. Those control
which tie together important

phenomena, and which may
close feedback on the plant

have been simulated by the
control variables in the

boundary
systems
physical
exhibit
parameters
available
RELAP-5 code, t.Q. the feedwater and
steamdump control system (See table 1).

Besides modeling the control
conform to the as-built plant
it is of utmost importance
plant component behaviour in
inertia and response time
actuation signals (e.g.
valve, feedwater regulation,
order to respect the delays i
by these components.

systems
dram ngs,
to model
terms of
to fast

steamdump
pumps) in
ntroduced



TABLE 1 - LIST OF SIMULATED CONTROL SYSTEMS AMD IMPOSED
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Label
( Fig.
7)

RT

PP

PL

RP

CR

FT

FW

SD

TU

Control system
imposed B. C.

Plant reference
temperature

Pressuriser
pressure control
(Heaters, spray
valves)
Pressuriser
water level
Reactor coolant
pump speed

Control rod
posi tion
Feedwater
temperature
Steam generator
feedwater flow

Steam dump
control system

Turbine admis-
sion valve
control

Simu-
lated

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

Description/Impact

DAS data used since turbine
component was not simulated.
No impact on calculation since
Tref drops to constant value
Heater power controlled by
pressuriser pressure and water
level. Spray valves controlled
by pressuriser pressure
DAS data input for charging and
letdown. Weak feedback.
DAS data used since turbine-
generator not simulated.
Impacts only the first 20 sec.
of the transient.
DAS insertion rate used.

DAS data used since the balance
of plant was not simulated.
Feedwater flow rate controlled
by calculated water level,
steam and feedwater flows ( very
strong feedback). No FW pumps.
Bypass steamflow controlled by
difference between reference
temperature and calculated
average loop temperature.
Preprogrammed position from
best estimate calculation.
No feedback on calculated data.

Analysis and discussion or the
numerical results

The numerical simulation was
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performed
including
13 s prior
transient,
the most

over a period of 600 s,
a stabilisation period of
to the initiation of the
This period of 600 s covers
important phenomena which



govern A succesFfull transition from
full power to house load. At 600 s,
feeding of the steam generators
switched over from bottom feed to top
feed. This feature was not retained in
the RELAP-5 model simulation. The most
representative results are illustrated
in figures 8 tc 11 which compare the
calculated data (solid lines) to the
DAS recorded data (dash-dot lines) for
some essential plant parameters, such
as primary pressure (Fig. 8), cold leg
temperature (Fig 9), main steam
collector pressure (Fig. 10) and
steamgenerator water level (Fig. 11).

An overall acceptable agreement is
observed between calculated and
measured data, which allows one to
assert that the first two objectives
are satisfied :

- RELAP-5 capability
- DOEL-4 model quality

However, some discrepancies are
evident during the first 150 seconds,
which need further investigation.

Between 0-13 s : Due to slight
differences between the available
steady state input deck for the plant,
and the plant initial conditions, some
fluctuations are observed in the
numerical data which are believed to be
of no importance for the remainder of
the transient.
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P 410/6
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D0EL4 LOSS OF EXTERNAL LOAD TRANSIENT (23/11/65)

RELAP 5 SIMULATION (06/03/871

FIG 6 PRESSURISER PRESSURE

Between 13 and 30 s : An overshoot
of «bout 2.5 bar (Fig. 8) in the
primary pressure should be linked to
an excessive rise in the cold leg
temperature (Fig. 9) which is caused by
the absence of structural heat
absorption in the steam generator metal
structures, when the pressure (and also
the temperature) suddenly increases
upon closure of the turbine admission
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600.0 200.0 400.0 600.0
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00EL4 LOSS OF EXTERNAL LOAD TRANSIENT (23/11/8$

RELAP 5 SIMULATION (06/03/87)

FIG 9 COLD LEG TEMPERATURE

valves. A good representation of the
initial pressure overshoot is essential
to justify the absence of reactor trip
on high pressure (164 bar), or even the
actuation of the pressuriser relief-
valves.
For the same period, the calculated
steam generator water level drop (Pig.
11) is much smaller than the recorded
level fall. The location of the upper
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FIG 10 STEAM COLLECTOR PRESSURE

level tap (just above the upper deck
plate) makes it very sensitive to
acoustic pressure pulses which are
generated in the main steam lines upon
sudden closure of the turi, ne admission
valves and reflected in the upper dome.
Closer examination of the recorded data
shows clearly sharp water level spikes
which are just in opposite phase with

165 the recorded pressure spikes (fig. 4).
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FIG 11 STEAM GENERATOR WATER LEVEL ( N.R )

The crude nodalisation
steamlines and the S. G. dome
allow one to reproduce these
phenomena. Discounting this

of the
does not
acoustic
effect,

there still remains a level discrepancy
of about 3.5 X which should be
attributed to the separator modeling
defici enci es.



166 FiQ- 11 also manifests an excessive
level swell following the opening of
the steamdump valves. This anomaly may
be traced back to too strong a coupling
between the water and vapour phase in
the riser in the low void regimes,
which causes excessive water
entrainment into the separator region
where the P level measurement is
located. The deficiency of RELAP-5 to
mimic the level swell phenomena
correctly is attributed to the
interfacial shear model (Ref. 3, 4).
This anomaly feeds back, via the S. G.
water level control system, to a
reduction in the feedwater flow, which
is reflected immediately by too high a
cold leg temperature, as visible in
Fig. 9 between 20 and 100 s. The
design of the preheater section
manifests a very tight thermal coupling
between the feedwater flow rate and the
cold leg temperature.

4. ANALYSIS AND OPTIMISATION OP SOME
CRITICAL PARAMETERS FOR "ISLANDING"

The most critical plant parameters
liable to generate a reactor trip are

- Neutron flux variations : They are
strongly influenced by the moderator
negative reactivity coefficient, which
aggravates the situation towards end of
core life. To cope with this problem
one could either relax the do/dt limits
or add compensation signals. (Ref. 5).



- Pressuriser pressure
reactor trip on high
pressure, or actuation
pressuriser relief- valves

To a void
pressuriser

or the
which has

level
data
d u n ng
transi

traced

: The
show
the

ent.
back

become a Belgian utility requirement, a
timely intervention of a large capacity
steamdump is required, to reverse an
initial pressurisation rate of the
order of 1 bar/s.

* Steam generator water
measured and calculated
oscillations building up
first 10 minutes of the
These oscillations can be
to too strong a coupling of the
requested feedwater flow on steam
generator water level, combined with
accumulating phase shifts due to either
built-in delays, or natural response
time of the system, which can give rise
to a positive feedback mechanism as
explained in chapter 2.
Due to the excessive level swell and
shrink in the numerical results,
especially in the short term, even
stronger oscillations are observed in
this period (see fig. 8 to 11).
By reducing the gain by 20 %, of the
level controller on a level mismatch,
the oscillations almost disappeared as
is illustrated in fag. 12 (to be
compared to fig. 9).
The level control system will be
optimised to dampen out the level
oscillations, conform to the numerical
results, thus avoiding possible trip on
steam generator level limits.
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5. CONCLUSION
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A loss or external load transient
test has been analysed on the basis of
a high quality data acquisition system
and a detailed numerical analysis by
means of the code RELAP-5 HOD-2.
The analysis of the transient on the
basis of some 240 recorded plant
parameters gives a clear picture of the



behaviour of a great many components of
the plant which are tied together
either physically or by means of
complex control systems, and helps the
designer in recognising the vital
parameters which must be controlled to
avoid reactor trip, within the limits
of a safe operation of the plant.
A detailed numerical analysis of the
transient by means of a best estimate
analysis code RELAP-5 MOD-2 is
presented, covering a wide scope of the
most important plant components
and systems, and complemented by
imposed boundary conditions, taken from
the recordings, when necessary.

Comparison of recorded and
calculated data show that
. The RELAP-5 code is capable to

simulate the basic plant behaviour
which allows a deeper insight in the
physical phenomena.

., Some deficiencies are observed which
can be explained
- by the absence of structural heat

simulation of the S. G. ' s
* by acoustic phenomena which

influence the S.G. level sensor
- by excessive interphase drag in the

S. G. at low void regimes.
. Typical characteristic features can

better be quantified such as
- strong thermal coupling between

feedwater flow and cold leg
temperature for a preheater type
S. G.

\\



168 " Delay between feedwater flow
variations and level swell and
shrink response.

This study revealed some important
feedback mechanisms which could lead to
plant divergence, and hence reactor
trip, and has shown that by optimising
the feedwater flow controller gain,
stability can be improved conside-
rably.

that best
may be
perform

of plant

One can also conclude
estimate codes like RELAP-5
considered qualified to
detailed optimisation studies
setpoints.
Such tools may become very useful to
support the ongoing efforts to reduce
the plant trip frequency (TRAP).
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ANALYSIS OF LOOP ASYMMETRY IN PAKS NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT IN THE EVENT OF A COLD LEG BREAK

I. TÔTH, L. PERNEÇZKY
Central Research Institute for Physics,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

code
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The

This paper presents results of a 7.4% cold leg break calculation in a

WER-440 performed with RELAP4/MOD6 using a 3-loop nodalization scheme. The

aim of the calculations was to evaluate the influence of the assymetry among

loops induced by HPSI flow in only one of the unbroken loops in the real

plant. The results confirmed the different behaviour of each individual

loops. However the fuel rod temperatures are almost unaffected by these

differences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A simplification often used in LOCA analysis of a multiloop

plant consists of modelling the broken loop and one lumped

loop, the latter representing all intact loops. This approach

was almost exclusively applied in all RELAP4/mod6 calculations

performed for WER-440 plants up to 1988 in the framework of

the IAEA Regional Programme on Computer Aided Safety Analysis

The two-loop representation of the WER-440 6-loop plant does

not allow to draw any conclusion on how differently the loops

behave during the transient. However, asymmetry among loops

can be induced by HPIS flow, SC cooling and the break that

can eventually have an adverse effect on core mixture level

in the course of a small break LOCA.

As a compromise between computational detail and computer time

a 3-loop nodalization scheme was regarded sufficient to assess

the problem of loop to loop asymmetry using the RELAP4/mod6
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code. For the transient the 7.4% cold-leg break was chosen,

because of the experience accumulated with this break size

during the IAEA Standard Problem Exercises [4, 5).

2. SPECIFICATION OF THE TRANSIENT

The calculation was performed with the following assumptions:

- Break size equivalent to the cross section of a 135 mm dia

meter tube at the midplane of the cold leg, near to the

vessel.

- 3 of the 4 accumulators are available, two of them injecting

to the downcomer, one to the upper plenum.

- 1 of the 3 HPISs is available.

- Secondary side relief valves to the condenser are ignored,

only two PORVs to the atmosphere are modelled.

The following trip signals were used for reactor control:

Break initiated

Feed water stopped (4 s closing time)

Turbine trip (valve closure 0.4 s)

Reactor scram

HPSI triggered (with 37 s delay)

Main circulating pumps tripped

Accumulator injection started

Accumulator injection terminated on

low accumulator level of

Emergency feed water delivered

10 s

20 s

20 s

11,5

11,5

9,2

5,9

0,5

80 s

MPa

HPa
MPa

MPa

m

3. NODALIZATION AND CODE OPTIONS

The three-loop nodalization of the plant is shown in Fig. 1.

Volumes 1-8 represent a single loop, with the prèssurizer con-

nected to volume 1 and the break junction (J34) to volume 8.
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FIGURE 1.

Volumes 11-18 model a single intact loop, this is the one supp-

lied by ECC water from the HPIS (J49 connected to V18). The

four remaining loops are lumped into one (volumes 21-28.)

The downcomer, lower plenum, core and upper plenum are repre-

sented by one volume each (V34, 35, 10 and 20, resp.), the two

SIT;? connected to the downcomer are lumped into V37, while V36

models the one connected to the upper plenum.

A mere detailed description of the nodalization as well as the

thermal-hydraulic options applied in RELAP4/mod6 can be found

m an other paper {6J.
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4. RESULTS

The most important events of the transient are reflected in the

svste:1. pressure evolution shown in Fig. 2 along ,/ith the secon-

dary pressure. The initial fast depressurization continues even

after accumulators start to inject at about 30 s and it is only

stopped at 80 s by steam production on the primary side of the

steam generators by reverse heat flow and important void forma-

tion in the core induced by flow reversal. This is also reflec-

ted in the accumulator flow rates (Fig. 3) and mixture levels

(Fig. 4). At 110 s the primary pressure drops again below

accumulator pressure and injection is resumed with increasing

flow rates. This is a consequence of steam condensation in the

reactor vessel that leads to faster and faster depressurization

and, as a result, to a growing pressure difference between the

primary and secondary sides.

During the late phase of accumulator injection even the pressu-

rizer level recovers a bit, but there is a much more important

level increase - shown by Fig. 5 - between 300 and 500 s. In

this period steam is produced both in the core and the steam

generator primary sides and so the primary system is repressu-

rized - a phenomenon observed in the PMK SPE-2 test [5] as well.

The period is also characterized by strongly oscillating flow

rates and mixture levels. The transition to a more stable situ-

ation occurs when the break flow changes from mostly single

phase water to high quality two-phase flow and pure steam that

initiates renewed depressurization. The break flow-rate and the

break flow enthalpy are displayed in Figs. 6 and 7, respecti-

vely.

Looking into the evolution of mixture levels in different parts

of the primary system, we can identify volumes L and 2 as the

ones, where the steam phase first appears as a result of the

hot fluid coining from the pressurizer (see Figs. 8 and 9). In

this period the pressurizer supplies the system by water to

make up for the coolant lost via the break. This is proved by

i!
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Fig. 10 that compares the junction flows Jl and Jll: while the

latter decreases as a result of the pump coast-down, there is

an abrupt drop in the flow rate entering the broken loop.

The upper plenum levi>l is shown in Fig. 11 - it is interesting

to note that this part of the vessel remains full of liqui.d

practically until accumulator injection is terminated. The core

level (Fig. 12) variation is much more complicated: the early

part has been already discussed above. The last significant

mixture level decrease around 400 s is the result of the loop

seal effect: Fig. 13 proves that after 470 s the mixture level

in the up-stream part of the cold leg loop seal is so low in

each loop that steam can pass to the cold leg. The levels on

the down-stream part are shown in Fig. 14. In fact, after about

470 s the single intact loop modelled by volumes 11-18 is comp-

letely voided and the steam produced in the core passes through

this loop and the downcomer to the break: the flow rate in Jll

(Fig. 10) shows a steady, positive value, while the junction

flow 1 is stagnating.

The coolant level behaviour next to the break is shown in Figs.

15 and 16, i.e. in the cold leg and the downcomer, respectively.

Both figures indicate a significant rlrop in mixture level after

loop seal clearing, as a consequence, single-phase steam is

leaving the system.

The fuel rod temperatures in the upper (SRI2) and middle part

(SR11) of the core are shown in Fig. 17, together with the

saturation temperature. Surprisingly, the maximum clad tempera-

tures appear during the first core uncovery following the ini-

tial core flow reversal. There is only a slight superheat prior

to loop seal clearing.

The ievel variations on the secondary side of the steam genera-

tors can be seen in Fig. 18. In the early phase of the transi-

ent the voiding of the broken loop hot leg results in improved

heat transfer in this steam generator: steam produced in this

one passes to the other two, where it is condensed - this is

why
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why level decrease can be observed in the former, while levels

increase in the latter. Starting from 180 s, when reverse heat

flow becomes important, the situation changes: condensation is

equally effective in the two single loops, so these steam ge-

nerators are supplied by the third one. The more or less parallel

level increase after 400 s is a result of the emergency feed

water supply.

Calculation of the same case was conducted with slight changes

in the nodalization:

- the pressurizer was connected to the intact single loop

(Vll),

- HPSI was directed to the lumped loop (V28).
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A s a result, it was no more the intact single loop, but the

broken loop, that vented steam to the break in the later phase

of the transient. In the calculation presented above the broken

loop seals were blocked by coolant coming from the pressurizer.

A possible explanation why the lumped loop was not cleared in

either cases is that steam velocities are relatively small in

this loop to entrain the liquid from loop seals.

Text cont. on p. 179.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The 7,4% cold leg break of the 6-loop W E R - 4 4 0 NPF has been

analysed by RELAP4/mod6, with special respect to possible

asymmetry among main coolant circuits. The calculation perfor-

med with a three-loop representation of the primary circuit

allows to formulate the following conclusions:

I!
"D.oo
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- In the early phase of the transient the pressurizer supplies

the primary system by coolant for the water lost via the

break, consequently the loop connected to the pressurizer

behaves differently: inlet flow from the vessel to this loop

is substantially reduced, voiding is more important and heat

transfer in the steam generator is improved.

- Tj
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During accumulator injection loop parameters are strongly

oscillating and it is difficult to formulate any judgement.

In the late phase of the transient there is a tendancy of

one loop voiding completely and the steam produced in the

core passes through that loop to the break. Comparison of two

slightly different calculations shows that this loop is al-

ways a single loop and not the one with the pressurizer (at

least, if the pressurizer was even partly refilled by the

accumulators).

The overall system behaviour and fuel rod temperatures are

almost unaffected by these differences.



The analysis will be extended to the last phase of the transient,

when refill of the cold legs takes place by HPSI or LPSI. It is

also intended to investigate plant behaviour with a 6-loop no-

dalization.
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I t , LICENSING ANALYSIS OF STEAM GENERATOR
TUBE PLUGGING: INFLUENCE ON LB-LOCA

A. STRITAR, B. MAVKO
Jozef Stefan Institute,
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

Abstract

Methodology for Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident was developed
for an indépendant assesment of the accident. It is based on
requiremensts of US conservative evaluation methodology. Main
computer code used is RELAP4/M0D6. Three cases of different Steam
Generator tubes plugging level were analysed. The compensation for
the plugging was found in reduction of core peaking factor.

1. INTRODUCTIOH

Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) is a design basis
accident for the Pressurized Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plant. It
has to be analyzed during it's design and safety evaluation. In
the event of such an accident the analysis must show that the plant
safety systems are be capable to keep radioactivity releases to the
environment within allowed limits.

To simplify the licensing of NPPs, some acceptance criteria for the
Emergency Core Cooling Systems have been defined by regulatory
bodies in different countries. The criteria of US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, defined in /I/, are widely recognized as a
world standard and are used in other countries as well. Every
applicant to the NPP operating license must prove to the regulatory
body, that the systems of his power plant are capable to fulfill
the following requirements even in the event of the worst possible,
design basis accident:

- fuel cladding temperature should never exceed 1477 K,
- no more than 17% of cladding thickness should oxidize during the
accident,

- the amount of hydrogen, generated during the accident, should be
less than 1% of the amount, that would be generated with the
reaction of all the cladding material with the water,

- the core should maintain coolable geometry and
- long term cooling must be provided.

In addition to the above requirements the legislation from the 1974
/I/ defines the amount of conservatism used in the calculation.
Since in that time the thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the NPP
system were not so well understood like today, these requirements
are very strict and over conservative. In each case, where there
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is some doubt in the validity of the models, the option used must
be the one, that is understood to give the worst possible results
(ie. highest temperatures). Several compute*, codes that fulfill
these requirements were developed and approved by the NRC. Every
major vendor has developed his own methodology for the licensing
analysis of the Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident. This paper
describes the methodology used for an independent evaluation of the
NPP Krsko (Westinghouse two loop PWR) LB LOCA.

Late in 1988 US NRC rules for the ECCS licensing have been changed
/2/. The major change is the introduction of a new methodology,
based on uncertainty evaluation of the best estimate accident
simulations. However, the acceptance criteria remained the same
and the conservative methodology from 1974 is also still acceptable
as an option. Since it will take some time before the first NPP
will be licensed according to the new rule, even more time will
pass before the new rule is applied to the licensing of NPP in our
country.

2. LB LOCA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

To enable indépendant assesment, we have developed a methodology
for Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident analysis. Since the
accident can be divided in three parts, we have divided our
methodology in three basic phases (Fig. 1, blowdown, refill and
reflood). In addition, since our main interest is in the hottest
rod of the entire core, we have divided calculation in the
additional three phases (Fig 1, system, average rod, hot rod) .
Following is the brief description of the calculation steps marked
with the circled numbers on the figure 1:

Blowdown phase

1. Calculation of the initial values for the system parameters
(temperatures, pressures) at 102% power (LOTUS 1-2-3 and steam
tables).

2. Analysis of the whole primary system behavior during blowdown
phase (RELAP4/MOD6 code). The result is the time of the end of
blowdown and the boundary values of fluid temperatures for the
average and hot rod analysis.

3. and
4. Calculation of the initial values of enthalpies for the average

and hot rod channel (LOTUS 1-2-3).
5. and
6. Calculation of the initial temperatures along the average and

hot rod (computer code TEMPER - steam tables).
7. Calculation of the time history of the decay heat in the core

(RELAP4/M0D6). The conservative high value (120*) is used.
8. and
9. Calculation of the temperature profiles along the average and

hot rod at the time of the end of blowdown (RELAP4/M0D6). The
thermal-hydraulic parameters of the lower and upper plenum from
the step no. 2 (system analysis) are used as boundary
conditions.
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J09 Refill phase

10. The flow from the accumulator is calculated with the system
pressure during blowdown as a boundary condition (RELAP4/MOD6).
The calculation is extended in the later phases with the
extrapolated boundary values.

11. Calculation of the beginning of core recovery (BOCREC) ie.
time, when the lower plenum is full of water. At the end of
the blowdown the empty lower plenum was assumed. The time of
the empty accumulator is also calculated (LOTUS 1-2-3).

12.and
13. Assuming adiabatic heat-up the temperature profile along the

average and hot rod at the time of BOCREC is computed
(RELAP4/MOD6).

Reflood phase

14. The calculation of the reflood phase for the whole primary
system (RELAP4/MOD6). The power decay and accumulator flow are
boundary values, while temperature profile in the average rod
is initial value. The result of prime interest is the level ir
the core.

15. With the calculation of the hot rod behavior during reflood
using results of system analysis as a boundary condition, the
final result, hot rod cladding (and peak cladding) temperatures
are obtained (RELAP4/MOD6).

The main computer code, that we are using in different steps is the
REIAP4/MOD6 code /3/. It was primarily developed for conservative
evaluation of the large break LOCA. Today it is being replaced by
the best estimate RELAP5 code. To follow requirements /I/, the
following input models were developed for different steps of the
analysis.

The input model for the primary system blowdown analysis (step 2,
fig. 2) consists of 45 volumes, 56 junctions and 28 heat slabs.
The core is modeled with three volumes and one parallel core bypass
volume. There are three volumes in the lower plenum, one for the
upper head and the upper plenum and two in the downcomer. Each
primary loop is modeled separately. The break is represented by
three valves on the cold leg between reactor coolant pump and
reactor vessel. Two of them are discharging into the containment
and the third is closing the flow through the cold leg. The
primary side of each steam generator is divided into S volumes.
The secondary side is lumped into one volume. Tha safety injection
accumulators and safety injection systems are modeled in each loop.

Input model for the analysis of the average and hot rod during the
blowdown phase (steps 8 and 9) is presented on the figure 3. Rod
is axially divided into the 15 heat slabs. Volumes 16 to 20 define
boundary conditions for this analysis, since their
thermal-hydraulic values are retrieved from the system analysis.
Only the behavior of the adjacent channel (volumes l to 15) is
calculated during the analysis. Difference between the average and
the hot rod analysis is in the initial temperature and power
distribution.
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Input model for analysis of the average and the hot rod during the
refill phase (steps 13 and 14) is much simpler (figure 4) , since
adiabatic heat-up is assumed. There is no heat transfer from the
fuel to the coolant, so only 15 heat slabs in one volume were used.

Input model for analysis of the system behavior during reflood
(step 14, figure 5) is simpler than the one for the blowdown system
analysis. Xt can be justified by less demanding physical phenomena
(except in the core). The core itself is modeled with only one
volume, since that is a requirement imposed on mathematical models
used for the reflood calculation. The moving mesh refinement is
used in the core heat slabs, so that quenching front can be
carefully traced. The superheated steam at the temperature of the
secondary side of the steam generator was assumed at the beginning
of the reflood phase in the upper plenum and the primary side of
the steam generators. The temperature profile at the beginning of
the reflood was obtained from the refill average rod analysis.

Finally, in the step 15, model similar to the one for the refill
phase was applied for the re flood hot rod analysis. The
difference, however, was, that the thermal-hydraulic values for the
core volume number 1 were taken from the reflood system analysis as
boundary values.

Assumptions used before
Table 1.

and during the analysis are summarized in

3. STEAM GENERATOR PLUGGING INFLUENCE ANALYSIS

Plugging the steam generator U tubes affects also the
thermal-hydraulic conditions in primary and secondary system. Due
to the increased hydraulic resistance the primary flow is reduced.
There are several possibilities to compensate that modification for
normal operation, from which the one with constant hot leg
temperature was chosen for our NPP Krsko. Advantage of such
approach is lower influence to DNBR, the disadvantage, however,
lower SG secondary side pressure and thereby problems with turbine
efficiency.

Main influence of SG tubes plugging to the plant is in the course
of large break loss of coolant accident. Since the hydraulic
resistance in the primary loop is higher and heat transfer area to
the secondary side of SG is lower, we can expect the following
effects:

- The depressurization rate of the primary system is slower,
therefore accumulators open later and blowdown period is longer.

- The refill period is approximately of the same duration, but
since it is started later, also the beginning of core recovery
time is reached later.

- Flooding in the core is slower, therefore the peak clad
temperatures reached are higher.

Since peak clad temperatures reached during LB LOCA are limiting
for allowable core peaking factor during operation, this analysis
is essential after SG tubes plugging.

i
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Table 1: Initial assumptions

185

Initial power
Peaking factor
Power shape
Break location
Break size
SI delay
No. of SI systems
Accumulator pressure
Water inventory in
lower plenum at EOB
SI actuation
Decay heat
Critical flow model
Clad. cond. model
Gap gas composition

102% of nominal
2.34
chopped cosine
cold leg
40% of the CL cross section
25 s
1
48.3 bar

empty
LOW PRZ pressure
120% ANS
Henry-Fauske Moody
Ross-Stoute
EOL, 3. cycle
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To repeat LB LOCA analysis for the changed plugging level the
following has to be done (reference to the figure 1):

a. The changed primary flow has to be calculated by the steady
state code.

b. The input model for the blowdown system analysis has to be
reinitialized with the lower primary flow, smaller heat slab
area in steam generators and smaller junction and volume cross
sections in U tubes.

c. Similar reinitialization for changed flow has to be done for
average and hot channel input models.

d. System, average rod and hot rod calculations for blowdown phase
have to be repeated.

e. The accumulator flow calculation has to be repeated (step 10)
and new beginning of core recovery time calculated.

f. Average and hot rod refill phase calculations have to be
repeated.

g. Cross sections and heat slab areas in the input model for system
analysis during reflood phase have to be corrected and analysis
repeated.

h. Finally, the reflood hot rod analysis has to be repeated.

We have performed analysis for three cases: no plugging, 4%
plugging and 10* plugging. The initial conditions are collected in
the Table 2. For the 4% case hot leg temperature was kept
constant, for the 10% case, however, the secondary pressure was
constant.

lo.oo

Table 2: Initial conditions for different plugging levels

Plugging level
0% 4% 10%

Core flow
Hot leg temperature
Average temperature
Cold leg temperature
Secorv ary SG pressure

8S29 8471
325.05 325.96
306.21 306.76
287.38 287.56
63.43 61.25

8215 kg/s
329.69 C
310.7 C
291.71 C
63.43 bar



4. RESULTS 5. Oi

Some results are summarized in the Table 3 and compared to the no
plugged case in FSAR /4/.

Table 3: Some important: results

FSAR stopnja cepljenja
0% 0% 4% 10%

Accumulator open

End of blowdown (EOB)

Beginning of core
recovery (BOCREC)

Accumulator empty

Time of PCT

PCT location

Peak clad temperature
PCT

PCT increase

9.5 8.2 8.2 8.1 s

18.083 17.11 18.54 19.23 s

30.73 27.75 29.75 30.28 S

41.561 35.54 35.94 35.32 s

162.85 166.65 166.28 s

3.2 2.55 2.55 2.55 m

2174 2198 2250.7 2274.2 F
1190 1203.3 1232.5 1245.6 C

MetlK
requi
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perf c

This|
new

Ana 11
provl
infll
compj

Therj
est il

/ V

29.2 42.3 C

/*/
The final, most interesting result, the peak clad temperature, is
shown also on the figure 6.

There are some differences between results presented in FSAR and
our analysis. Some could be caused by different models and
methodology used. The relative difference between results for
different plugging cases can be used as a measure of influence of
that modification to the LB LOCA. Even if we assume, that the PCT
in both plugged cases is above allowed limit due to the fact, that
our methodology is to conservative, the relative difference between
the cases can be used as a measure of negative influence of the
modification.

In order to find a solution, that would allow NPP Krsko to remain
operating on full power although several percents of tubes are
plugged, we have performed additional analysis with the lower hot
channel peaking factor. Our conclusion was, that the reduction of
hot channel peaking factor from 2.34 to 2.236 would compensate
influence of plugging 10% of U tubes to LB LOCA.



5. CONCLUSION

Methodology for the large break analysis in accordance with the
requirements of the conservative legislation was developed and used
for the analysis of the Large Break LOCA. Independent evaluation
of the plant modifications influence to the overall safety can be
performed. The parametric study of the steam generator tubes
plugging influence has already been done.

This methodology will be used for assesznent until recently accepted
new method is widely used and could be applied to our NPP.

Analysis of two cases with different levels of plugged SG tubes has
proved, that such modification in the system significantly
influences results of LB LOCA analysis. The most effective way of
compensation would be reduction of the hot channel peaking factor.

There are additional safety margins hidden in the new,
estimate methodology, which could be applied in next stages.
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IMPORTANT CONCLUSIONS FROM INTERMEDIATE
COLD LEG LOCA ANALYSIS OF WWER 440 WITH
RELAP4/MOD6 AND SLAP

J. MISÂK, Z. BAZSÔ, E. VACLAV
Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute,
Trnava, Czechoslovakia

Abstract

Intermediate cold leg LOCA analyses performed with

RELAP 4/MOD 6 and SLAP codes for WWER 440/W 213 reactor

are summarized in the paper. Most important results of

calculations are presented in a form of conclusions and

recommendations for further safety analysis.

1. SUMMARY OF ANALYSED ACCIDENTS

187

Under the IAEA Regional Project RER/9/004 on WWER design

basis accident analysis, wide spectrum of events has been ana-

lysed by 4 participating countries (Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, Poland) for WWER 440/V-213 reactor in cooperation with

consultants (USSR) and observers (GDR). Calculations were done

by RELAP 4/MOD 6 code on IBM 3081 computer at IAEA headquarters.

Participation of Nuclear Power Plants Desfiarch Institute (NPPRI)

in 1988 was concentrated on analysis of intermediate cold leg

LOCAs with equivalent break diameters 90, 200 and 233 mn. Scope

of analysis was

- to analyse possible core uncovery and potential for cladding

overheating up to the initial phase of the long-term reactor

cooling by low-pressure injection system (LPIS)

- to evaluate accident scenarios for operational instructions.



Special attention was devoted to the asymmetrical behaviour

of individual primary loops.

Specification of basic analysed cases is summarized in table 1

Table 1. Specification of basic analysed cases for WWER 440/V-213

Case
no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Break diameter
and position.

90 mm, cold leg

200 mm, cold leg

200 mm, cold leg

200 mm, cold leg

SIT to DC

233 mm,line rupture

SIT to DC

233 mm, line rupture

ECCS systems
available

2 SIT to DC, 1 to
UP, 1 HPIS, 2 LPIS
(1 to RV)

2 SIT to UP, 1 SIT
to DC, 1 HPIS,
1 LPIS

2 SIT to UP, 1 SIT
to DC, 1 HPIS,
1 LPIS

4 SIT, 3 HPIS,
3 LPIS

1 HPIS, 1 LPIS,
1 SIT to UP,
1 SIT to DC

1 HPIS, 1 LPIS,
2 SIT to UP

Unfilysed time
interval

0 - 7000 s

0 - 342,5 s

0 - 800 s

0 - 800 s

0 - 700 s

0 - 800 s

Remarks to
nodalization

Detailed RV
with 3 core
channels,
simple SC

Detailed RV
with 4 core
channels,
simple SC

Simple RV with
only 1 channel,
simple SC

Max. safety
features, simp-
le SC, simple RV

Symmetrical in-
jection from
SITs to RV,
simple RV, de-
tailed SC

Non-symmetrical
injection from
SITs only to UP,
simple RV, de-
tailed SC

DC - downcomer

ECCEi - emergency core cooling system

HPIS - high pressure injection svstem

LPIS - low pressure injection system

RV - reactor vessel

SC - secondary circuit

UP - upper plenum



lit Input data for analysis were corresponding to the Paks referen-

ce plant |l|. Basic nodalization scheme is shown in fig. 1. In all

cases, 3-loops representation of the primary circuit was used.

Lumping of 6 real loops into 3 nodel loops was either 1 + 1 + 4 or

1 + 3 * 2 . First loop was always with break and pressurizer, the

second one was with HPIS injection. Simplified model of the secon-

dary circuit with only one node was used for most of the cases

(no. 1 to 4). In first two cases, more detailed nodalization of

reactor vessel was used. In case no. 1, in parallel to the main

coolant path from downcomer through average cooling channel to

the upper plenum, another channels were modelled - the first cor-

responding to the core by-pass, the second one corresponding to

the 36 control rods with fuel followers which are displaced after

scram to their bottom position. In case no. 2, average channel

was further subdivided irto 2 parallel channels with different

thermal power. Corresponcinçily, one or two equivalent fuel rods

(plus 1 rod correspondinp to the fuel followers) were modelled

by 3 heat slabs each. Bubble rise model with constant bubble ve-

locity was used for all nodes excluding steam-generator tubes.

Core power was calculated from neutron kinetic equations. Ini-

tial reactor power was specified as 102 X and reactor coolant

mass flow rate as 96 X of their nominal values.

stem dump
itttlon turbine

IJO IJSO

reactor vessel.
other loops

Fig. 1. Nodalization scheme for intermediate LOCA analysis with

RELAP 4/M00 6



Conclusions given in this paper are based mainly on results

of cases for V-213 reactor shown in table 1. Besides these cases,

several intermediate breaks were analysed with RELAP 4/M00 6 also

for older V-230 units. Many other results for equivalent break

diameter in the range from 25 to 500 mm were obtained with the

code SLAP developed in NPPRI |2|. Some results of SLAP were pre-

sented in ref. |3|. All these additional results were used as

supplementary information for conclusions.

Most important results of calculations are summarized in a

more general form in this paper. Conclusions and recommendations

can be useful for further reactor safety analyses.
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2. SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS FROM ANALYSIS

Some important results from analysed cases are summarized

in table 2.
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Table 2. Important results of analysis
opera'

Case
no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Max. cladding temperature/
time of occurance

587 K/ « I s

587 K/ «/I s

650 K/72 s

587 K/1 s

845 K/476 s

720 K/354 s

Start of
injection
from SITs

76 s; 3412

26 s

26 s

26 s

22 s

22 s

SITs
empty

4̂42 s

107 s

111 s

105 s

90 s

116 s

Start of
injection
from LPIS

6900 s

not cal-
culated

630 s

625 s

310 s

550 s

Longest duration
of substantial ,̂
core uncovery

144 s

142 s

132 s

56 s

60 s

120 s

1) more than 0.5 m belove the top of the core

2) there were 2 time intervals with injection from SITs
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Satisfactory design of safety systems with acceptable core

cooling was confirmed by the calculations for all cases under

consideration. It was shown by other calculations, that even

operation of only one train of HPIS is enough to provide effi-

cient core cooling for break diameter up to 200 mm.

Rupture of the line between SIT and downcomer can be classi-

fied as the worst case because of the large break area and lower

number of SITs available.

SITs can effectively compensate large loss of coolant, but

partial core uncovery and cladding heating-up is possible even

during coolant injection froci SITs.

Because of the high operating pressure of SITs, there is re-

latively long tine interval between end of injection from SITs

and start of injection by LPIS. During this time interval, core

uncovery and cladding heating-up can occur.

No clear correlation between duration of the core uncovery

and maximum cladding temperature can be observed in table 2.

Better core cooling was assured by more safety trains in

operation, but short-term core uncovery and heat-up still occured.

More detailed results and conclusions from calculations are

regularly presented at IAEA workshopson the project RER/9/004.

3. IMPORTANCE OF THE LOOP SEALS

Oue to the WWER primary circuit layout (fig. 2), loop seals

exist in U-tube parts of both the hot legs and cold legs of cir-

culating loops during LOCA. The level changes in the loop seals

have a dominant influence on core uncovery after a mixture level

decrease in the upper plenum to the hot leg elevation.

For cold leg LOCA, steam produced in the core have to pass

through the hot leg loop seal. Influence of the steam generators

is of great importance. For small breaks, with secondary pressu-

re lower than primary one, steam entering the steam generator can

condense. For larger breaks, steam from the core have to pass

through both loop seals, i.e. also cold leg loop seal clearing
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Fig. 2. WWER 440 primary loop

is necessary. For large breaks, importance of the loop seals is
diminishing because of lower mass of residual liquid in the seals,
at least during the blowdown phase of the accident.

With loop seals closed, the steam pressure in the upper ple-
num tends to uncover the core. The core level can recover after
loop seal clearing due to the reduction of the steam pressure
and due to a hydrostatic head reduction in the vertical tubes
in front of the steam generator and in front of the main cir-
culating pumps. In some cases, operation of cooling systems can
have negative impact on the core cooling because of possible new
loop seals formation. Loop seal clearing in one or two loops is
usually sufficient for steam venting from the core to the break.
Loop seal clearing leads to rapid changes of parameters in the
primary system, for large breaks with oscillatory behaviour of
the parameters.
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line

As an example, some results are presented in fig. 3 for case
no. 4 (200 mm break with maximum safety features). Time dependent
loop seal levels in 3 lumped loops with HPIS injection are corre-
lated with the core upper part mixture level and with maximum
cladding temperature at the upper part of the core. At about 158 s
the mixture level in the upper plenum dropped to the hot leg ele-
vation and behaviour of the loop seals became important. Loop
seal can be considered as opened for mixture levels in volume
no. 11 or 16, respectively, lower than about 0.5 m, i.e. dia-
meter of the main circulating tube. It is clearly seen, that
after both loop seals opened at about 238 s, no problem with
core cooling takes place. Negative influence of the LPIS in-
jection at the end of the transient can be observed due to the
new loop seal formation in the hot leg.

4. ASYMMETRY OF THE CIRCULATING LOOPS

Substantial differences in behaviour of individual loops
were found from the calculations. This loop asymmetry in our
cases was due to the position of the break, the pressurizer,
HPIS and LPIS. Generally, it can result also from punps ope-
ration and from different geometry as well as hydraulic cha-
racteristics of the loops. As a consequence of the loop asym-
metry, fully different coolant mass flow rates and loop seal
mixture levels can be observed. Occurence of the specific event
at certain time point in the given loop, even by chance, can
influence behaviour of this loop for the rest of the transient.
For example, loop seal clearing in one loop leads to the long-
-tern steam venting through this loop due to the hydrostatic
head reduction in the loop seals resulting from the level swel-
ling. It is very difficult to predict generally an actual beha-
viour of the individual loop during the accident. This behaviour
depends not only on the break size and location but also on the
individual loop state in characteristic time points, e.g. at the
occurance of boiling in reactor plenums.

It was not possible to evaluate from the analysed cases the

influence of the loop asymmetry on overall system behaviour.
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Fig. 3. Influence of the loop seal clearing on the core cooling for 200 mm break with maximum safety features



•JJ2 Some illustrative results for case no. 1 are shown in fig. 4.

Comparison is made for the hot leg loop seal levels in the loop

with HPIS injection and in the lumped 4 loops without injection.

It can be seen for the long-term part of the transient (1000 -

7000 s), that hot leg loop seal is opened in the loop with in-

jection and closed in other four loops. Stean venting from the

core was only through the loop with high pressure injection.

5. COOLANT INJECTION FROM SITS AND FROM LPIS

It should be mentioned in advance, that following conclusions

are correct only within the range of validity of flow models used

in RELAP 4/MOD 6 code.

Coolant injection from SITs and LPIS should be evaluated from

two different points of view: first, as an efficient measure for

rapid compensation of loss of coolant as well as for heat removal,

second, as a possible source for refilling of loop seals by liquid.

Of course, SITs are necessary for large breaks, but for small and

intermediate breaks their operation can prolong a transition to

the stabilized steam venting through the loops to the break.

As was just explained, there is dominant tendency for the

core uncovery during the transition fron the closed to open loop

seals. The partial core uncovery can occur even during injection

from SITs as a consequence of the level decrease in the outlet

steam generator collectors and in vertical tubes behind the steam

generators, as was found in all calculations presented. SITs ope-

ration can shift the process towards longer time interval or it

can evoke multiple core uncovery. This effect is in principle

possible even with sufficient amount of coolant in the upper ple-

num. It is further clear, that nor higher number of SITs can

fully exclude the possibility of the core uncovery. Because of

interrelation between several loop seals in the primary circuit,

process can be very complicated.
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For smaller breaks (in our calculation for 90 mm break

diameter) it should be taken into consideration, that SITs

are operating interruptly (two injections for 90 mm break).

Multiple loop seal clearing can also lead to the multiple

core uncovery.

Also LPIS can have even negative influence on the core

cooling, especially for the coolant injection into the hot

leg and corresponding formation of the loop seals, as could

be seen in fig. 3.

As an example, some results for case no. 6 (233 mm break,

injection from 2 SITs to the upper plenum) are presented in

fig. 5. First substantial core uncovery from 38 to 110 s

occured during SITs operation (22 - 116 s) due to the cold

leg loop seal clearing. The upper plenum was completely re-

filled by water in this time interval, but due to the core

uncnvery, cladding temperature peak reached about 719 K. After

SITs beinn enpty, two other core uncoverics occured with

corresponding cladding temperature peaks.

6. PARALLEL CHANNELS IN THE REACTOR VESSEL

Because of very large CPU tine requirements, small and

intermediate LOCAs are often analysed with only one channel

representation of the whole active core. Preliminary judge-

ment of the influence of this simplification can be done

using the results of cases no. 1 and 2 in comparison with

case no. 3. In case 1, mass flow rates through 3 considered

channels in the reactor vessel behaved differently. Especially,

for long-term part of the transient from 1000 to 7000 s, in-

ternal circulation within the reactor vessel occured with up-

stream flow through the standard fuel assemblies and downstream

flow through channels with control rods and fuel followers. It

is felt from this result, that more detailed subdivision into

several channels provides more optimistic results from the

point of view of the core cooling.
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For case no. 2, number of core channels was further increa-

sed to 4. Strong oscillations were typical for this calculation

with extremely increased CPU time requirements, to the calcu-

lation had to be interrupted at 342,5 s. We could see from the

comparison with case no. 3, that the differences between indi-

vidual core channels (mass flow rates, levels) were insignificant,

probably due to the relatively high break outflow in this part of

the accident. Global parameters of the system, such as pressure,

coolant mass leaked, flow fron SITs, are in a good agreement for

both cases. Also mixture levels in the upper plenum, lower plenum

and downcomer behaved similarly. Calculated cladding temperatures

were more favourable from detailed model in spite of longer core

uncovery, probably due to the strong core flow oscillations. Con-

siderable differences were calculated for mass flow rates as well

as for loop seals behaviour, but without strong impact on overall

behaviour of the system.

Basing on the above mentioned calculations, we came .into

preliminary conclusion, that differences in the reactor vessel

nodalization does not lead to the substantially different re-

sults and simplified nodalization with only one core channel

can provide conservative results. Further investigation or

exchange of information on this topis is however necessary.
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SIEMENS UB KWU-CODE PACKAGE
FOR SEVERE ACCIDENTS

P. GAST
Siemens AG,
Unternehmensbereich Kraftwerk Union,
Offenbach-am-Main,
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The Siemens UB KWU-Code package for severe addicents was de-

veloped to analyse all processes during the course of a severe

accident with coremelt and that have an important influence on

the source term.

The main parts of the code system are the following:

SCIMA (Siemens £ode System for In-Vessel Core Meltdown

Analysis) is a set of non mechanistic codes to analyse in-

vessel core meltdown processes. The main purpose of these

codes is to estimate the relevant time intervals from the

beginning of the accident until RPV melt through and to pre-

dict the mass- and energy release rate into the containment.

The fission product input to the containment is also calcu-

lated by SCIMA.

,'stem,

of

•re
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Ijents

- WAVCO (Wasserstoff-^Verteilung im Containment) is a multicom-

partment lumped parameter code to analyse the thermodynamics

of hydrogen and other constituents within a subdivided con-

tainment following a design basis accident or severe ac-

cidents with meltdown scenarios.

- WECHSL is a mechanistic computer code developed to analyse

the interaction of molten LWR-materials with concrete. It

calculates the gas and energy rates from these processes to

the containment (developed by KfK).



196 ~ N A U A i s a computer code for calculating the aerosol behaviour

and distribution in a containment. It was developed for appli-

cations in the field of fission product transport after core

melt accidents. It describes only the aerosol behaviour. The

containment thermodynamics and the source term for aerosols

and steam are input for the code (developed by KfK).

- IMPAIR is a computer code for calculating the iodine behaviour

and distribution including the chemistry in a containment

(developed by KfK and PSI).

These codes are not linked together but structured with respect

to input and output in order to facilitate source term analysis.

1 Introduction

Light water reactors are designed and constructed with great

attention to safety considerations. As a result of these efforts,

it is extremely improbable that an accident leading to meltdown

of the nuclear core would occur. However, in the highly unlikely

event of the simultaneous failure of a number of safety systems,

it is possible that all cooling of the core could be lost. If

this occured, decay heat would melt the reactore core. The

Siemens UB KWU-code package for severe accidents was developed

to analyse all processes during the course of such a hypotheti-

cal accident.

The main parts of an analysis of a severe accident are:

In-Vessel Analysis, which determines the

. core heat up and meltdown

. gas and steam release

. fission product release

. RPV-failure
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- Ex-Vessel Analysis, which determines the

. pressure, temperature and gas distribution in the containment

. fission product behaviour in the containment

. interaction of the core melt with structures

In the following the codes which are used to analyse the single

steps of a source term calculation are explained.

Accident Scenario:
•LOCA

- Transient

i f

In • Vessel Analyses
- Core heat - up

- Core meltdown

- Gas / Steam release

- Fission product release

-RPV failure

/SCIMA/

Fission Product
Behaviour

- Aerosols

/NAUA/

- Iodine

/IMPAIR/

r I

Interaction: Melt / Structures

in Containment

/WECHSL/

i

Transient Conditions
In Containment
and Reactorbuilding

- Temperature

- Pressure

- Gasdistribulion

/WAVCO/

( MuHi Comp. Code )

SIEMENS / KWU - Code • Package for severe accidents
W W W

4

Mitigation

Measures

t
II

Source Term

into

Environment

Procedure for Source Term Calculation

2 In-Vessel Analysis

The main task of the in-vessel analysis is:

- to predict mass and energy transfer to the containment up to

RPV breach



- to estimate the relevant time intervals also with respect to

accident management procedures

- to calculate fission product input to the containment

For this the code system SCIMA was developed which consists of

the codes BOIL, HOTCORN and PLATTE (Fig. 1).

Prior to calculation with SCIMA, the initial state of the pri-

mary system (time when core uncovering starts, pressure) as

well as of the containment (pressure and temperature distribu-

tion) have to be calculated with other system codes used for

emergency cooling calculations.

The course of a core meltdown accident up to RPV breach may be

subdivided into three phases:

1. Core heat-up and meltdown up to failure of the lower grid

plate

2. Evaporating of the residual water in the lower head (molten

core material may be quenched)

3. Remelting (in the case of quenching) and heat-up of RPV wall

The calculation of the first phase will be performed using the

code BOIL.

2.1 The Code BOIL

EC
a;
1!

This code is used for the description of the physical phenomena

occuring during this phase and for the prediction of mass-,

aerosol- and energy transfer to the containment and of the

characteristic time interval.

A

ej
bj

It is clear that core meltdown calculations cannot be performed

without making assumptions which are more or less based on ex-

perimental findings. However, experimental results at Siemens



Summary of In - Vessel - Codes

ËÛ1L

Core heat up and melt down

HQTCORN

Evaporating of the residual water

PLATTE

Reheating and melting of RPV - bottom

Fig. 1 : Code System SCIMA ( In - Vessel - Analysis )
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(material properties, melting temperature of corium), KfK (H2-

release, fission product release) as well as findings from over-

all experiments such as LOFT will be appropriately considered in

a SCIMA-calculation.

l-jna

BOIL is essentially a lumped parameter code, similar to the

appropriate MARCH subroutine, however, the mode of the solution

is completely different: It is implicit with respect to all

sensitive parameters. Due to the fact that the equations may

contain nonlinear components, an interative procedure is applied.

As for all lumped parameter codes, appropriate nodalization is

essential. As regards nodalization, three different zones can

be distinguished in BOIL:

rned

i x -

is

- Lower support structure

- Core region below the swell level

- Core region above the swell level



While the boundary between zones 1 and 2 is fixed, that between

zones 2 and 3 varies according to the change in the water level.

Fig. 2 shows the overall nodalization. In the core region there

may be different nodes for fuel- and structural material (op-

tional for BWR-application). The lower support structure is

reduced to only one axial layer of nodes for which the temper-

ature of both structure and fluid is calculated implicitly.

r fuel rods
control rods/shrouds (optional)

calculation volume

Fig. 2: Nodalization for the BOIL Code

This zone is connected to the lower head plenum by heat con-

duction and radiation as well as with its neighbouring nodes

and fuel-, structural- and fluid nodes above by conduction.

The outlet fluid temperature is calculated on the basis of

the inlet fluid temperature taking into consideration the

convective heat transfer to the structure.

Due to the poor heat transfer between fuel and gas (steam, H 2)

in the region above the swell level, the fuel and consequently

the structural material will be heated up far above saturation

temperature.
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Therefore, in addition to the temperature of the fuel and the

structure the temperature of the steam also has to be deter-

mined .

Furthermore, the composition of the fluid changes due to the

Zr-oxidation on both cladding and structural material (if any)

This oxidation reaction is calculated according to Baker-Just,

it may be the most important heat source above 1000 °C.

The decay heat can be calculated either by using the Way-

Wigner formula or any other correlation by means of DATA-set.

Fission product release has to be treated for two reasons:

- Reduction of the decay heat in the fuel and thus reduction

of the speed of the heat-up and melting processes

- Determination of the fission product input to the contain-

ment for the source term calculation

As already mentioned the code does not include a mechanistic

model to describe core slumping because of the imponderabili-

ties in the course of the accident resulting from unknown

initial conditions and operator actions.

Thus, for the slumping process assumptions have to be made by

the user. Basically there are two models available:

A. In meltdown Model A, it is assumed that the heat in the

molten pool is transferred downward. There is no convection

of heat to the top and sides of the pool. This model maxi-

mizes the downward movement of the molten pool.

According to the model assumptions in BOIL, if the molten

region moved downward any faster, it would resolidify.

For Model A to be physically consistent, it is necessary

for the molten region to actually penetrate the solid re-

gion below the molten pool. Thus, Model A is physically



consistent with a meltdown situation in which the molten

region tends to cover and mix (downward) with the solid

region at such a rate that the homogenized molten region

remains just at the melting temperature. It is assumed

that no solid core material falls into the molten pool

from above.

B. In Model B it is assumed that when a fuel node melts, it

immediately falls to the bottom of the pressure vessel.

The fuel node is quenched in one time step, and the decay

heat of the node is added to water. The large boil-off

rates obtained under these assumptions result in very high

heat-up rates, due to the cladding-steam reaction, between

the times when core melting first starts and all of the

water in the pressure vessel is boiled off. Model B is not

believed to give a realistic picture of core meltdown. It

was developed to illustrate the effect of molten fuel drop-

ping out of the core rather than being retained in a molten

zone within the core region.

In addition to those extreme models quasi continuous slumping

may be assumed. The criteria for slumping may thus be:
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- The amount of molten core material accumulates. A high value

(<\y0.8) simulates the pure Model A whereas a small value

simulates continuous slumping

- The temperature of the lower support plate (including melting

of this structure)

After failure of the lower support plate at the latest, molten

core material will be released from the core region and slump

down into the lower head of the RPV which is at that time

normally filled with water. Depending on the behaviour of the

molten material just above the support grid, one may expect an

instantaneous slumping with a molten "pool" of corium below the

water or continuous slumping where the molten material is



quenched and ends up as a pebble bed or, of course, any com-

bination of both. Therefore, two codes have been developed

for the second phase:

WAVER describes the behaviour of the molten pool of corium

with overlaying water while HOTCORN describes the quenching

of the molten material. Because the extreme assumption of all

material forming a molten pool seems to be unlikely and because

intermediate states can be simulated by quenching large (the

diameter of the assumed particles is a major parameter) pebbles,

only HOTCORN will be described.

2.2 The Code HOTCORN

HOTCORN, thus, describes cooling and freezing of a droplet in

water, taking into consideration the heat generation within

the droplet by both decay heat and Zr-oxidation on the surface.

The droplets are modelled as spheres and only one sphere is

considered in the calculation. The sphere is subdivided into

ten shells (see Fig. 3).

HEAT TRANSFER BY CONSTANT
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

'•, S

Fig. 3: Nodalization for the Particle



20Q After evaporation of the residual water in the lower head of

the RPV reheating of the corium begins.

This third phase will be calculated by the code PLATTE.

2.3 The Code Platte

This code calculates reheating and remelting of quenched or

partly quenched corium lying on the bottom of the RPV as well

as the melting of the RPV itself until RPV breach.

For calculation purposes, both core material and RPV are re-

presented as a flat plate which can be subdivided in an optional

number of layers. For each layer, the thickness as well as

material properties may be given separately.

The temperature of each layer is calculated based on a heat flow

balance (see Fig. 4).

Melting and solidification are modelled in the same way as in

HOTCORN.

3 Ex-Vessel Analysis

Main task of the ex-vessel analysis is the calculation of pres-

sure, temperature and gas distribution within the subdivided

containment. For this the multi-compartment code WAVCO was

developed.

3. 1 The Multi-Compartment Code WAVCO

This code models the inner structure of the containment or any

other building to be investigated by separating it into an ar-

rangement of zones. Each zone is characterized by its volume

and central geodetic height (Fig. 5).
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HEAT TRANSFER TO THE RPV-INTERNALS BY
RADIATION
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Fig. 5: Scheme of considered Physical Processes
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The atmospheere of a zone is always assumed to be homogeneous

with the exception of a vertical variation of density due to

gravitation. The atmosphere is composed of either superheated

or saturated steam, and of up to nine non-condensable gases.

While the latter are modelled as ideal gases, steam is always

considered as a real gas.

In the saturated state of steam the generation, transport and

rain-out of suspended water droplets, which are always assumed

to be in thermal equilibrium with the atmosphere, is taken into

consideration. All water produced by condensation, rain-out or

by any inflow into the zone is accumulated in an individual

sump at the bottom of the zone.

The mass and energy balance is solved for the sump-water taking

into account the convective heat transfer and the condensation

of steam at the surface.

For both atmosphere and sump additional source and leak terms

for mass and energy are available. They can simulate an inflow

of gas, steam! and airborne or sump water from a pipe-break as

well as the d<2cay heat of fission products or, e.g. the action

of the heat exchanger of the emergency cooling system.

Burning of hydrogen in the atmosphere can be considered.

Earlier investigations pointed out that the capability of walls

and structures to store, conduct and restore heat is of out-

standing importance for the course of the accident and particu-

larly for the formation of the convective movement. Thus, heat

transfer to walls and the conduction inside are both simulated

with much effort. In the case of the atmosphere heat and mass-

transfer to the surface of a wall or a sump is simulated by

separating the effects of convection and condensation. To evalu-

ate the transfer coefficients several options are available.

For each zone a maximum of 11 wall surfaces including the sump

bottom can be considered. The opposite side of these walls can
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be either in contact with the atmosphere or the sump of any

other zone or can face the outer atmosphere.
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Inner structures can be simulated by attaching both sides to

the same zone. Each wall consists of a maximum of 3 layers in-

cluding an optional internal gap. The heat conduction inside

the wall can be described by a one-dimensional instationary

differential equation. It is solved numerically by nodalisation

with an increased node-density near each surface.

The transport of atmosphere through a connection from one zone

to the adjacent is calculated from the pressure difference

.between the zones considering the geodetic height of the con-

nection within the zone. This modelling leads to a reduced

need for vertical zoning especially in the case of stratifica-

tions. Beside the convective mass flow due to pressure differ-

ence, diffusion is considered as an additional drive for the

mass exchange through connections. In addition it is possible

to model blowers between any zones.

To simulate pressure suppression systems, two special forms of

connections between zones are available. These are vent pipes

and vacuum breakers. Vent pipes are opened when the pressure in

the drywell reaches the real hydrostatic pressure at the end of

the vent pipes. The whole mass flow through the vent pipes is

cooled down to suppression pool water temperature and the steam .

is condensated. The released heat is supplied to the suppres-

sion pool water.

Based on the effects mentioned above, all the zone-specific

equations have to be combined to form a coupled nonlinear dif-

ferential equation system, which is solved by an implicit

method. Besides the releases from the RPV mentioned above, an

important source for mass and energy into the containment is

the core concrete interaction. After RPV breach the molten

corium would drop onto the concrete base structure of the



202 reactor building. The interaction of the core melt with con-

crete would continue for a long period of time.

During this interaction a number of phenomena have an important

bearing on the subsequent course of the accident. These include:

- Concrete decomposition

- Release of steam and gases from the decomposing concrete

- Chemical reactions of these gases with metallic constituents

of the melt and within the containment atmosphere

- Dilution of the molten fuel materials by molten concrete con-

stituents and alteration of the freezing behaviour of the

molten pool

These phenomena are modelled with the WECHSL-code, which was

developed by KfK.

3.2 The WECHSL-Code

WECHSL is a mechanistic code based on the current understanding

of these phenomena. As far as possible, the code is capable to

treat both the limited type of simulation experiments with non-

radioactive materials and melt masses between 100 and 600 kg

as well as hypothetical core melt down accidents with actual,

full scale reactor dimensions.

WECHSL considers the separation of the molten pool into metal

and oxide layers. Numerous experiments with simulant materials

have shown that the metal and oxide layers will rapidly segre-

gate.

Further observations in these tests showed that vast amounts

of combustible gases were produced that stirred the layers of

the molten pool vigorously. These phenomena suggest a concep-

tual model as shown schematically in Figure 6.
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Energy can be internally produced by decay heat or by exothermic

reactions. Energy is lost to the concrete and to the overlying

environment by a veriety of mechanisms. Moreover, energy can be

exchanged between the molten layers.

The thermal attack on concrete gives rise to a vigorous evolu-

tion of gases. Much of these gases pass through the melt. Dur-

ing their passage, the melt is thoroughly stirred, so that each

layer is nearly isothermal. Water vapour and carbon dioxide will

be reduced as they pass through the metallic layer. Liquid con-



crete decomposition products dilute the oxide layer. The compo-

sition and, consequently, the material properties of the layers

are thus continuously changing.

Because of the assumptions of gas stirring and prompt transfer

of molten concrete to the oxide layer, the model is inapplicable

to the period after freezing of either the metallic or the oxidic

phase. It has been both theoretically and experimentally demon-

strated that the propagation of the melt front into the concrete

structure slows down after freezing. However, the solidified

melt layer could be in contact with the concrete for long periods

of time. Thus, this phase is also important and a relevant model-

ing should be provided. The code in its present form is limited

to the phase of the core/concrete interaction where both layers

are liquid.

In this connection the generation and behaviour of radioactive

fission and activation products as aerosol particles generated

during core melting and core concrete interaction play an im-

portant role. This behaviour is modelled in the NAUA-ccde.

3.3 The NAUA-Code

203

The NAUA-code was developed by KfK for applications in the field

of fission product transport and depletion during core melt ac-

cidents in light wa'er reactors, especially pressurized water

reactors. It describes the aerosol behaviour only. The contain-

ment thermodynamics the source terms for aerosols and steam, and

the leakages are external input functions for this code. This

implies of course no feedback mechanism between the aerosol and

these functions. This is true for a core melt scenario.

Also NAUA does not include chemical effects in fission product

behaviour, as e.g. iodine chemistry.

NAUA is available in an one-compartment and a multi-compartment

version. The following physical processes are modeled:

ax



- Removal processes

. Gravitational settling

. Diffusional plat out

- Interaction processes

. Brownian coagulation

. Gravitational coagulation

. Steam condensation on particles

- Transport processes

. Aerosol sources

. Leakages

These processes were chosen because they are dominant. In order

to keep computing time at an adequate level, the following as-

sumptions are used:

- Particles are homogeneously distributed in a control volume

except for the boundary layers at the walls

- Within one particle size class no difference in particle com-

position is allowed

- Particle properties are functions of only one independent

variable, the particle size, and of the particle density which

may change, due to varying particle composition.

- Process coefficient (shape factors, boundary layers etc.) are

assumed to be independent on particle size.

For core melt accidents these assumptions are considered to be

valid. Internal mixing of species in one size class is quickly

achieved by coagulation. The spatial homogenity in the control

volume is accomplished by convection, especially in condensing

atmospheres. So, presently no reason is known not to use the

physical volumes of the reactor buildings as control volumes.

}>•



2Q4 Among che fission products released during a severe accident

iodine 131 is assumed to be the most dangerous one in causing

human fatalities. Therefore, in spite of the fact that most of

the iodine is converted to cesium iodide very rapidly and will

behave in the same manner as other aerosols, which is desbribed

by the NAUA-code, a special calculation of iodine transport and

release is important for source term calculations.

For this purpose the code IMPAIR was developed by EIR.

3.4 The IMPAIR-Code

For the transport and release of iodine the chemical reactions

with water and other substances, leading to the formation of

volatile and non-volatile iodine species, are of great importance.

Therefore the most important chemical reactions occuring under

severe accident conditions have been modeled in IMPAIR. Due to

the limited space here only the principles of this code will be

presented. For a complete core-melt down sequence starting from

fission product evaporation from overheated fuel end ending at

fission product release to the environment shows a very compli-

cated structure the accident sequence has to be divided into

several subsections. The parameters important for chemical reac-

tions such as temperatures, concentrations, third partners etc.

in each subsection can be defined on the basis of thermodynamic

calculations. Different plant design as well as different accident

scenarios will result in different conditions in the subsections,

of course.
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In the special case of core melt assumptions in Siemens design
PWR plants, dividing of the accident sequence into the following
subsections has proved to be reasonable:

- Release of fission product iodine from overheated fuel

- Chemical reactions inside the primary system



- Release from the primary system into the containment

- Reactions and behaviour in the containment

- Release from the containment and behaviour in adjacent areas

(annulus, auxiliary building)

- Behaviour during and after evaporation of the containment sump

water

After having settled the actual temperatures, residence times,

concentrations etc. for a given subsection chemical reactions of

iodine under these conditions have been investigated with respect

to the yields of reaction products. As a basis for this, the re-

sults of theoretical and experimental studies from the literature

have been used as well as those of experiments performed in our

own laboratories. The concentrations of different iodine species

obtained in this way have been then taken as an input for calcu-

lating the following subsection.

I.!



A SUITE OF CODES FOR THE NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT DESIGN SAFETY ANALYSIS

Yu.D. BARANAEV, A.N. VIKTOROV, A.P. SUVOROV
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
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The system of computer codes used for safety analyses at the Institute

of Physics and Power Engineering is described. The system, constructed around

the codes RAPIRA, ROPAS and VIBROS can calculate the plant dynamics,

radioactive transient and offsite consequences during a severe accident

scenario. At present the codes are being used for plants under design,

including combine heat and power generating plants. Studies for BN-800 liquid

metal fast reactors were also carried out.
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The analysis performed under design stage is the key element

of the nuclear power plant ( NPP ) safety concepts and solutions

validation. The quality of such an analysis is determined mainly

by the ability to solve the following problems:

- to provide the analysis for a broad range of

potentially

hazardous situations aimed at reliable revealing of the most

important ones;

- to Implement timely and efficient assessment and

comparison of a large number of diverse design solutions

concerning localization of radioactive products and safety

assurance under normal and emergency conditions;

- to employ comprehensive and accurate codeIs;
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- to carry out the computations under conditions of scarce

detailed information on accident processes proceeding and reactor

systems characteristics.

A number of aspects essential for safety validation computer

means used at the design stage analysis follows from the

afore-said:

reasonably low expenditures of man and con Alter resources at

carrying out considerable series of alternative studies;

a possibility to solve a wide range of safety analysis

problems under normal as well as accident conditions.

Moreover, i t should be taken into account that the design

analysis Is conducted with Inevitable data deficiency. It compels

to the wide use of various approximations and empirical

relationships In the models. To some extent that favours the

fulfillment of the former condition but makes one to be especially

wary at widening the range of the problems considered.

All the above-mentioned was taken Into consideration when a

concept of methodological and computational base for NPP's design

safety analysis was developed. The structure of the corresponding

suite of codes is shown in Fig. l . and some of its characteristic.

features are as follows:

1 . The whole complex of computation . is performed with a

number of independently functioning codes.

2. Wide utilization of common program structures allocated to

external procedures - service subroutines, data f i les , etc.

3. The same processes are simulated in various codes In an

similar manner.

4. The form of data presentation Is common to all codes and

Subroutines.
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FIG. 1. Suite of codes f c radiological safety analysis.

The principal codes of the set are' exhibited in the figure

presented:

RAPIRA - one-dimensional code for computation of

thermodynamical parameters of the processes within the NPP

compartments.

ROPAS - analysis of radioactive product transport and

evaluation of radiation doses for the NPP's personnel.

7ÏBROS - calculation of the off-site consequences at

radioactive products releases to the atmosphere.

A number of auxiliary procedures are used the purposes of

which will be referred to below. Here it would be expedient only

to note that the given procedures can be used also beyond the

limit of the presented set.
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The dashed line denotes the means under development now:

a) "SOURCE" - a set of models for estimation of source terms

both for RAPIRA and ROPAS codes.

b) FILE2 - the file structure of storage and use. of NPP's

characteristic data.

Now let us consider some possibilities, restrictions and

interaction of the codes presented.

at

RAPIRA allows to calculate pressures, temperatures and

masses of media ( such as air, steam, hydrogen, condensed

moisture, condensate, etc ) and parameters of heat and mass

transfer within the NPP compartments both under routine operating

conditions and in emergency. This is an Input information for the

ROPAS and VYBROS codes. There are possibilities to take Into

account fuctlonlng of some engineered safety features, in

particular, suppression pools, sprays and cleanup systems.

Though, currently the work on refining the safety systems

modeling is in progress.

The most essential moment that can compromise the results is

the use of an aerosol monodlsperslty assumption. That has been

primarily caused by the necessity to reduce the computation time.

In the approach adopted the variation of the aerosol medium

aerodynamical diameter with time Is simulated accordingly to

empirical relationships. The results obtained from comparison

with the polydisperslve »«rosol\codes reveal, however, that such

an approach can provide a sufficiently good approximation.

The RAPIRA code uses the module STEFUN representing a complex

of a substantial number of subroutines allowing-to determine some

thermal properties of media, auch as specific, volumes, enthalpy,

viscosity, diffusion coefficients, etc.



ALCORB Is a block of mathematical procedures, the most

significant of which Is the subroutine for solution the

differential equations systems.

ROPAS carries out the analysis of radioactive products

transport processes within NPP technological volumes, areas and

compartments under normal and Incident/accident operation. It

allows to determine the radioactive products source term in the

environment which is the main part of the VYBROS code input data.

The time-dependent distribution of radioactivity within the NPP

areas is also the result of the calculation. The distinguishing

feature of this code is that calculation is carried out for every

nuclide in terms of radioactivity units but not of mass

concentration. There is a possibility .to describe three ways of

nuclides transfer:

- as inert radioactive gases

- as aerosols

as iodine for which simultaneous existence of three

interchangeable species is assumed, to be possible: partlculate

( aerosol >, inclecular ( I2 '» an<i volatile organic compounds, e.g.

207

The amount of radioactivity deposited at the surfaces is also

calculated. The method takes Into account the processes of

radioactive decay, deposition, desorptlon, transition between

various forms of Iodine, leakage and so on. When necessary, safety

systems operation can be simulated. Along with analytical

approaches the empirical constants and relationships are widely

used to describe corresponding processes. However, It should be

pointed out, that a set of such constants is insufficient now and

additional Information on experimental studies results should be

involved.
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An important feature of the ROPAS is a possibility to

evaluate the radiation doses within the accessible compartments,

i .e . the dose rates for personnel due to the external exposure and

Inhalation.

The subroutine BIBLIS Is a data-file of physical and

radioblological constants for 100 nuclldes most essential at the

safety analysis such as activation and fission products and

transuranium elements.

VYBROS provides the calculation of the off-site radiological

consequences of the radioactive product release to the atmosphere.

The method is based upon the Gaussian model of atmospheric

diffusion and the Pasquille weather conditions classification.

Results of the calculation are as follows:

- radioactive contamination levels;

- doses of external and Internal exposure;

- collective dose;

- number of early and late health-effects due to radiation

exposure.

The procedure used in the code allows to take into

consideration the protective postaccident measures carried out in

accordance with the scenario of their realization which should be

determined in the input data. The way of the meteorological data

presentation provides a possibility to perform successive

calculations for a large number of weather conditions, including

cases of Inversion lids and various precipitation types and to

determine the greatest possible levels of effective dose and their

relative weather types at different distances from the source.

At specified input probabilities of realization of various

meteorological conditions the cumulative distributions of

radiation health-effects are constructed and their mean values are

determined.



2Qfl Data on location sites of NPP's are organized into files

( the FILE1 structure) and include as follows:

- population density distribution

- the underlying surface roughness parameters

- height profiles

- averaged shielding coefficients

Note, that at site description and computation of radioactive

products dispersion in the atmosphere, the Cartesian coordinate

system Is used in contrast to the commonly used polar one. To our

mind, this provides some perceptible advantages:

1 . It allows to move the source over the site. That is

important at performing design analysis and at the site choice

optimization.

2. It permits to describe the site in more detail and,

therefore, increases the accuracy of results.

3. It considerably facilitates the translation of the

cartographic Information into the computer perceptible form.
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At present, a vital problem is to develop a set of models

( "SOURCE" ) to provide a detailed input Information for RAPIRA

and ROPAS codes and to Include It into the suite. This work is

under elaboration now.

Summing, it can be stated that the given suite of codes

ensures sufficiently broad potentialities for safety analysis at

nuclear Installations designing. At the same time, the range of

using of the codes developed has its limits mainly caused by two

factors: - by an Inadequate supply of verified constants and by

the procedures development. So, for the description of accident

processes a sufficiently full and experimentally validated set of

constants has been provided mainly for the light water reactors.
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The radionuclides releases from fuel under 'various operating

conditions and states of reactor are available In sufficiently

complete form for U02 fuel elements and, therefore, can be

described satisfactorily only for such type of fuel elements.

Severe accidents accompanied by vigorous processes of interaction

between molten core materials and coolant and structures inside

and outside the reactors, cannot be now adequately simulated

because of shortage of both the models completed and the

experimentally validated data.

The presented suite of codes is widely used at the Institute

of Physics and Power Engineering for the safety analysis of

reactors and plants now under design, mainly low-power NPP's to be

used in the Far North and North-East regions of the USSR. In

particular, one can mention the projects of nuclear combined heat

and power generating plants with integrated pressurized water

reactors, heat generating plants with pool-type reactors and

graphite moderated pressure tube nodule reactors. Design studies

for NPP with BN-800 liquid metal fast reactor were carried out.

This set of codes was also used for the analysis of proceeding and

the determination of possible consequences of accidents at some

operating plants and teat facilities: the First World Atomic Power

Station, Bilibino and Beloyarsk NPP's, the BR-10 and BFS rôsereh

reactors, etc. It may be worth to mention also, that the analysis

of Influence of the specific features of the small NPP's location

in remote Nothern regions on safety performance was carried out

with help of the suite.

All the codes presented have bean written in FORTRAN-77 and

realized on BESM-6. On users request, adaptation to ES series

computers has been carried out. Due to the size of resources used

these codes also can be translated for personal computers.
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LIST OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE MEETING

SESSION I - OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

The IAEA activities in computer aided
safety analysis C. Almeida

Experience of GDR participation in DBA
analysis for WWER under IAEA project
RER/9/004 j. Hochn

Safety analysis codes at IAB E. Yu

A suite of codes for nuclear power
plant design safety analysis A. Victorov

SESSION II - CODE DEVELOPMENT

The GRS theraal-hydraulic code, ATHLET

HEPM0D1-A: A computer code for
thermohydraulic analysis of WWER-440
containment system.

ICARE-2 - A computer code for severe
fuel damage analysis
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